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Abstract 
The Philippines has long provided most of the foreign domestic helpers in 
Hong Kong. However, the foreign domestic market has seen significant changes in 
recent years. There are more and more households willing to employ Indonesian 
women as domestic helpers. At the end of June 2002, Indonesians comprised 
one-third of the foreign domestic workforce and became the second largest ethnic 
category in this profession in Hong Kong. Indonesian domestic workers are less 
known and researched even though they are increasing in number, and their 
socio-demographic characteristics and situation are different from their Filipina 
counterparts. Why has there been a significant increase in the number of Indonesian 
workers in recent years? What kind of experiences have they encountered in the 
migration process, as well as on the job at their employers' homes and in public 
places? How do they adapt and react to their situation in Hong Kong. In this research, 
I attempt to examine both economic and social factors in explaining the increasing 
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Many households in Hong Kong hire foreign domestic workers. They are 
highly visible in public areas. We can see them at family gatherings and taking care 
of their employers' children and the elderly. Hong Kong people know that Statue 
Square in Central is a popular gathering place of foreign domestic workers on 
Sundays and public holidays. Tourists even go there on Sunday to photograph the 
crowd of domestic workers. Employment agencies for foreign domestic workers and 
their advertisements are all around. TV soap operas and commercials often feature a 
foreign domestic worker in the family. Even with the recent economic downturn, the 
number of foreign domestic helpers coming to Hong Kong continues to grow 
according to Immigration Department figures. ^ There were 213,891 foreign 
domestic workers in Hong Kong at the end of July, 2003. All these examples show 
how essential foreign domestic workers are to Hong Kong life. 
During the economic downturn, government policies and public opinion 
towards domestic workers began to change as the domestic labor market became 
more competitive. Indonesian workers as well as other foreign domestic workers 
faced wage cuts. From October 1, 2003 onwards, employers who employ or renew a 
contract with a foreign domestic worker will have to pay a levy of HK$400 per 
month for the whole of the contract period. This was offset by foreign domestic 
workers taking an 11% wage cut from April 2003, reducing the minimum wage from 
1 Hong Kong Government. “The Entry of Foreign Domestic Helpers ". At 
http://www. info.gov.hk/info/entry-dom.htm accessed at IFebuary 2004. 
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HK$3，670 to HK$3,270. As many unskilled and poorly educated local people lost 
their jobs in the economic recession, the levy will be used for the training and 
retraining of the local workforce and related promotional activities to enhance their 
employment opportunities in Hong Kong. 
The Philippines has long provided most of the foreign domestic helpers in 
Hong Kong. In 1990，Filipinas accounted for more than 85% of the total. Many 
Hong Kong people use the term Ban Muih (Filipina sister) for all foreign domestic 
workers. However, the foreign domestic market has seen significant changes in 
recent years. There are increasing numbers of local Chinese women working as 
part-time domestic helpers. Furthermore, Filipina workers face increasing 
competition from other foreign nationals, especially Indonesians. In fact, there are 
more and more households willing to employ young Indonesian women as domestic 
helpers. In 1990，there were only 1,023 Indonesian domestic helpers in Hong Kong, 
representing 1.45% of the total. In 1994，the number of Indonesians rose to 10,716, 
outnumbering the Thai workers for the first time, and becoming the second largest 
national group of foreign domestic helpers, with 7.58% of the total. At the end of 
June 2002，there were 239,412 foreign domestic helpers in Hong Kong, 64.19% 
from the Philippines, 31.22% from Indonesia and 2.93% from Thailand.^ 
So how are Indonesian workers positioned in the domestic labor market? Hong 
Kong is representative of a regional pattern. The increasing prosperity of East Asia 
and Middle-eastern countries has stimulated a substantial migratory flow within this 
region. An estimated one million female domestic workers migrate from countries 
like Indonesia, The Philippines, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka to Hong Kong, Singapore, 
2 Hong Kong Government. “The Entry of Foreign Domestic Helpers ". At 
http://www. info.gov. hk/info/entry-dom. htm accessed at 1 February 2004 
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Malaysia and the Middle East through legal or illegal channels each year (Heyzer, 
Lycklama and Weerakoon 1994). 
Hong Kong is one of the few regions in the Asia-Pacific to enforce strict rules 
to protect immigrant workers. In October 1983, the Hong Kong Government drew 
up the policy on the importation of foreign domestic helpers, ruling that they should 
continue to be admitted to work in Hong Kong, but with certain conditions. A 
standard two-year employment contract that meets the requirements of the 
Employment Ordinance and the International Labor Convention must be signed by 
both parties. The helpers' monthly salary should not be below the minimum wage, 
which is subject to regular reviews. The importation scheme places no ceiling on the 
number of foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong. Compared with other countries, 
such as Japan and Singapore, domestic workers' unions and non-government 
organizations (NGOs) are active and numerous. 
Nonetheless, Indonesian domestic helpers in Hong Kong seem to be relatively 
powerless in reacting to exploitation compared with their Filipina counterparts. In 
recent years, there have been increasing reports of serious employment conflicts 
between Indonesian workers, agencies and their employers. Some Indonesian 
domestic workers are underpaid, denied holidays, suffer physical and psychological 
abuse, sexual harassment, and have their passports and employment contracts 
confiscated by their employers. Their religious needs are often ignored. The 
employment regulations seem to offer inadequate protection from exploitation for 
Indonesian workers. Many Indonesian women were aware of these before they came 
to Hong Kong. So why are there increasing numbers of Indonesian workers longing 
to work in Hong Kong? What are the factors that cause Indonesian workers to suffer 
from illegal treatment more frequently than domestic workers of other nationalities, 
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such as Filipinas and Thais? 
Indonesian workers are culturally different from their employers in Hong Kong. 
The most obvious difference is religion. Most Indonesian domestic workers are 
Muslims whose religious practices and diet are different from their Chinese 
employers who are mainly Buddhists, Christians and followers of Chinese popular 
religion. How do they adapt to the lifestyle in Hong Kong? Why do some Hong 
Kong families prefer hiring Indonesians to other foreign workers, such as Thai and 
Filipinas whose religious practices are closer to their own? 
These questions aroused my curiosity and prompted me to explore the lives of 
Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong. The living and working conditions of 
this sizeable group of foreign domestic helpers has been the subject of interest for a 
number of academics and NGOs. However, Indonesian domestic workers are less 
known and less researched even though they are increasing in number and have 
become the second largest ethnic category in this profession in Hong Kong. Very 
few studies have been done on Indonesian domestic workers whose 
socio-demographic characteristics and situation are different from their Filipina 
counterparts. Furthermore, their situations are generally more severe than for their 
Filipina counterparts. This research will take into account these changes and will be 
a starting point to build a theoretical framework where economic, political, gender, 
class and cultural backgrounds intersect to explain the emerging patterns shaping the 
situation for Indonesian domestic helpers in Hong Kong. The focus on Indonesians 
is also interesting for what it tells us about domestic labor and Hong Kong culture 
more broadly. 
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2. Literature Review 
There are numerous studies of migrant workers in the United States and Europe 
(e.g., Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001, Parrenas 2001, and Rollins 1985). There is a growing 
number of studies on migrant workers particularly in Asian settings (e.g., Adams and 
Dickey 2000, Chin 1998，Constable 1997, Sim and Wee 2003). Several works 
provide useful overviews of the literature (e.g., Colen and Sanjek 1990, Heyzer and 
Lycklama 1989, Heyzer, Lycklama and Weerakoon 1994，Momsen 1999) 
In Hong Kong, most studies regarding foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong 
are about Filipina workers. The earliest work was done by Carolyn French (1986). 
She focused on collecting socio-demographic characteristics and depicting the 
working conditions of Filipina workers. Yuk-Fung Law (1998) describes the cultural 
representation of Filipino domestic helpers in the public setting as reflected in the 
social practices of Hong Kong employers (Law 1998). Nicole Constable, apart from 
depicting the power interplay between employee and employer, describes several 
types of Chinese domestic workers in Hong Kong's past and compares them to 
foreign domestic workers. She shows that the image of different categories of 
household workers in the past has influenced attitudes toward Filipina domestic 
workers and their treatment in Hong Kong today (Constable 1997:40-58). 
Research on Indonesian domestic workers in Hong has just begun. Wee and 
Sim (2002) proposed cultural and structural explanations for the differences in 
entitlements for foreign domestic workers, between Filipinas and Indonesians in the 
discussion of transnational migration of female labor in Southeast Asia. Sim (2003) 
explains how a migrant's experiences in a labor organization can bring about 
experiences and knowledge to enhance the individual's sense of autonomy and 
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confidence in making decisions about her life. 
Nearly all research about foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong is related to 
Filipino domestic workers. It is because they are the majority. There is less research 
on Indonesian domestic workers who constitute one-third of the foreign domestic 
workforce in Hong Kong. In this research, I attempt to examine both economic and 
social factors in explaining the increasing number of Indonesian domestic workers 
in Hong Kong and to document their lives. Unlike research written for other 
countries, studies of domestic workers in Hong Kong seldom touched on the 
employers' point of view. Through interviewing domestic workers, employers as 
well as employment agents, I attempt to provide a more comprehensive analysis of 
the lives of Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong. 
2.1 Domestic work and migration in the new economy 
2,1,1 The increased demand for migrant domestic workers 
Domestic work involves physical, emotional and mental labor undertaken to 
maintain the family. Domestic workers are hired from outside the employing 
household to perform some portions of its reproductive work, which traditionally 
has been assigned to the female members of the household. This may include 
household cleaning, cooking, childcare, and shopping. Heyzer and Wee (1994) and 
other analysts referred to the trade in domestic workers in recent decades as “the 
transnational transfer of reproductive labor." By hiring a domestic worker, the 
female family member could subcontract some of her family responsibility to other 
poor women outside the household through a wage contract. Paid domestic services 
have expanded in Hong Kong and also in many affluent societies worldwide, such as 
the United States, Canada, Europe, oil-producing nations in the Middle East and 
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other industrialized societies in Asia. 
The most direct reasons for the growing demand for paid domestic services is 
the increased participation of middle-class women in the formal workforce in 
affluent countries. Middle-class women in developed countries have increasingly 
taken on paid work and as a result need others to replace them to perform the 
household duties and to take care of the dependents at home. Bridget Anderson 
(2000) said that domestic workers not only free up women from the burden of caring 
for family and doing household work to take on formal employment but also to 
facilitate a middle-class lifestyle. Middle-class women who need domestic help but 
could not afford to hire expensive local workers to perform the household duties 
seek cheaper workers to take on the job. 
In the Hong Kong context, this is partially true in that both the actual number 
and the proportion of women's participation in the workforce have increased over 
the years but the employment of migrant workers is now so common that it is no 
longer a status symbol. Why do Hong Kong families, faced with economic 
instability, spend money on hiring domestic workers? 
Other analysts have pointed out that the change in social relations linked to 
women's increased participation in the public sphere in rich countries is the 
underlying reason for the demand for female domestic workers (Heyzer and Wee 
1994，Anderson 2000, Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2002). Generally, they mention 
several kinds of social changes that were account for the increasing demands for 
female domestic workers in industrialized societies: Firstly, government fails to 
provide adequate public care services to meet the demand created by its women's 
entry into the workforce. Secondly, traditional gender views discourage husbands 
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from doing degrading, invaluable "women's work" at home. Hiring female domestic 
workers also enables middle-class men to avoid doing "women's work" at home, 
when their wives have entered the workforce. 
Thirdly, in many societies where family ties are strong, the mothers or other 
extended female family members may serve as family labor to provide paid or 
unpaid childcare and take up some household duties at home if the woman of the 
house has a paid formal job. As Lan (2003:188) has pointed out, a Taiwanese 
daughter-in-law could transfer her duties of serving aging parents-in-law to domestic 
workers. Moreover, by hiring domestic workers the Taiwanese daughter-in-law 
could avoid the kin-labor offered by her mother-in-law and so avoid the excessive 
involvement of the mother-in-law in her domestic life.. 
Conventionally, the female head of the household is still considered the primary 
care giver in Hong Kong. Women are obligated to take care of their children and the 
elderly parents of their husbands. Yet, it is apparent that today more Hong Kong 
women are pursuing careers and contributing income to their families after marriage. 
Like in Taiwan, the nuclear family structure has become increasingly common in 
Hong Kong. Which of these social changes, which are linked to the increased female 
participation in the workforce, are accountable for the growing demand for 
Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong under the current economic downturn? 
2.1,2 The migration of domestic workers 
Theoretical perspective on labor migration 
In explaining the increase in the number of Indonesian women working as 
domestic workers in Hong Kong, we have to understand who they are and why they 
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are willing to migrate aboard. 
In reviewing the literature on transnational labor migration, there are three 
basic approaches. The dominant approach adopts a neoclassical economic model, 
which emphasizes the rational decision of the individual migrant. Migrants access 
information relevant to making decisions and perceive that having a job abroad is 
the best economic option. The second approach perceives migration as a historical 
and dialectical process ultimately grounded in a broader theory of political 
economics and the impact of global capitalism. The third approach focuses on the 
role of the network of kinship and friendship in the decision to migrate. This 
approach shifts the focus from the individual migrant to the migrant's household and 
network, which mediate the relationship between the individual and the 
macro-historical structure. 
Microeconomic models of migration represent widely accepted theoretical 
approaches to the study of both the geographic and job mobility of workers 
(Sjaastad, 1962; Todaro，1969, 1989). From the neoclassical theoretical perspective, 
potential migrants move to where the expected net objective and subjective returns 
of migration are greatest. Focusing on the motivation of individual migrants, 
researchers have emphasized the rational and progressive economic decision made 
in response to differentials in land, labor, and capital between where a migrant lives 
and the locale to which he or she has chosen to migrate. 
This perspective is non-historic since little consideration is given to the 
underlying structural forces that also affect the decision-making, such as social and 
political aspects of the labor migration process. Neoclassical theorists give little 
consideration to the underlying structural forces that also affect the decision-making, 
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such as social and political aspects of the labor migration process. The national and 
international factors are often not taken into account. 
In contrast to the neoclassical analysis, the historical-structural perspective, as 
revised by Brettels (2002), Heyzer and Lycklama (1989) and Heyzer, Lycklama and 
Weerakoon (1994), shifts attention away from the motivations of individual migrants 
to the social structure shaped by the global political economy in the analysis of 
migration. The backbone of the historical-structural perspective came from the 
world system theory and dependency theory. Migration can only be examined in the 
context of historical analysis of the broader structural changes happening in a 
particular social formation. Within this perspective, concepts such as the 
international division of labor have emerged to describe the inequalities between the 
core developed countries and the peripheral dependent countries. According to 
Sassen (1989), the inequality of nations in the world system is the key factor in the 
globalization of contemporary paid domestic work. The mass and rapid movement 
of labor is actually linked to the global political economy. While developed 
countries absorb cheap labor overseas in order to retain their competitiveness in the 
world system, the developing countries export their labor abroad to overcome their 
rapidly increasing deficit and unemployment problems. 
Due to its focus on the structural conditions that lead to migration, little 
attention is given to the individual level of decision-making and to people in general. 
Both perspectives are insufficient to explain labor migration. One focuses primarily 
on the individual migration decision and the other only emphasizes the structural 
conditions and the underlying forces and counter-forces that shape the organization 
of production as the major explanation for migration. In practice, they are 
interwoven in migration decisions. 
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Caroline Brettell's chapter in Migration Theory demonstrated that migration 
deals with historical and culture-bearing populations moving across national 
boundaries (Brettell 2000). Social and cultural factors often influence the migration 
decision. Certainly comparative poverty plays a major role, but many studies show 
that women do not migrate purely for economic reasons. In fact, women who 
emigrated were often more affluent and better educated than women who stayed in 
their home countries. Better educated and more affluent women are likely to be 
more inventive and adventurous and to resist the social pressure to stay home. They 
are more likely to take the risk as well as the opportunities of migrating abroad. 
We should not ignore the importance of non-economic factors that also 
influence a woman's decision to emigrate. Parrenas (2001) examined the reasons for 
Filipinas to leave their country and their families to work in Rome and Los Angeles 
and found they were influenced by both the economic inequality between nations 
and also gender inequality between men and women in the local economy and in the 
family. Gender inequality has also led to the meaning of migration becoming 
different for men and women. Many women migrate to work abroad for economic 
benefits but also for training, excitement, freedom, independence and socially 
upward mobility that they could not attain in their home country. 
Moreover, women's migration choices are also shaped by their social and 
cultural ties. Women's migration decision may not be an individual choice but a 
collective decision made by the migrant and her family members. Very often, the 
household as a unit decides whether one of its members will migrate. "Social 
networks and households simultaneously mediate macro-structural changes, 
facilitate the migration response to these changes and perpetuate migration as 
self-sustaining social process (Grasmuch and Pesser, 1991:13).，’ Women's migration 
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decisions were mediated through the support of other family members to substitute 
her traditional gender roles at home, such as taking care of children and sick family 
members and maintaining the household. Sometimes, migration is also a strategy for 
women to escape from unhappy family situations and bad household relationships. 
In the Philippines, many women have gone to work abroad in response to their 
unhappy marriages and domestic violence as legal restrictions and strong traditions 
had discouraged them from divorcing (Parrenas 2001: 62-67). 
Studies on female workers 'migration in Indonesia 
As a number of earlier researchers have pointed out, the lack of reliable data on 
the numbers, patterns and composition of immigration limits the conclusions that 
can be drawn about the overall status of immigration to and from Indonesia (Hugo 
1992). In a study of returned female labor migrants from Saudi Arabia to West Java, 
Raharto (2002) found that 70% of them made their own decision to migrate; 
however, this is also related to their position in the family and to specific historical 
economic conditions. In Indonesia, Hugo has suggested that broader structural 
changes in the economy, coupled with a number of social factors have conspired to 
increase female migration, including a reshaping of women's roles and status linked 
partly to increased levels of education, but also to shifts in customary law (adat) 
governing female behavior (Hugo 1992). Gender inequality between men and 
women in the local economy also spurred the feminization of migrant workers in 
Indonesia. Job opportunities for low-skilled and uneducated women are limited. 
Facing a scarcity of jobs for women in the local economy, working as household 
workers abroad becomes an attractive option for women (Cameron 2002:145). 
Past literature gives a general overview of women workers' migration patterns 
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in Indonesia. Most studies have focused on the economic-structural and social 
background that influence women's decisions to migrate abroad. Very few studies 
have given attention to the individual level of decision-making. As mentioned 
previously, non-economic factors are also important to their migration decisions on a 
personal level. What does migration mean to Indonesian women personally? In my 
study, I put more emphasis on this aspect. 
2,1,3 The labor migration of Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong 
According to Sassen (1989), the inequality of nations in the world system is the 
key factor in the globalization of contemporary paid domestic work. In a broad sense, 
this holds true. Global differences in wage levels are particularly remarkable. In 
Hong Kong, the standard minimum wages of Indonesian domestic workers are about 
ten times the wages they could make as factory workers in Indonesia. The standard 
wages for foreign domestic workers are low by Hong Kong standards, but the 
amount is particularly attractive to poor and lowly educated women in Indonesia. In 
this thesis, I will describe the inequality of economic development between Hong 
Kong and Indonesia in the global economy as the structural background that causes 
the difference in wages between Hong Kong and Indonesia and thus facilitates the 
migration of labor from Indonesia to Hong Kong. 
From a review of the literature, the transnational transfer of domestic workers 
is not only economical, but also social and cultural, meaningful to both employers 
and migrant workers. For Hong Kong employers, it appears that economical reason 
is not the sole advantage for hiring Indonesian domestic workers. In fact, not all 
Indonesian workers are underpaid workers. Some employers state openly that 
"education background", "national characteristic", and “race’，of the workers are 
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decisive factors for the selection of their employees. 
Indonesian domestic helpers are culturally distinctive from those of other 
nationalities, especially Filipinos and Thais. However, their cultural distinctiveness 
is no asset to their being accepted as domestic workers in Hong Kong. For example, 
most of the Indonesian workers are Muslim. Many of their Chinese employers have 
little knowledge of Islam, compared to other religions, such as Christianity and 
Buddhism. Apart from their religion, some of the new comers know neither Chinese 
nor English. Moreover, their educational levels are lower than Filipinos in general. 
However, even though Filipino and Thai workers are more capable in doing 
domestic work in Hong Kong, there are still increasing number of Hong Kong 
household hiring Indonesian domestic helpers. 
It is thus important to understand the formation of racial stereotypes of 
Indonesian workers in relation to other foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong. 
Through analyzing this, I attempt to explore the cultural perception of domestic 
work, race, class and citizenship status in relation to the increasing demand for 
Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong. In addition, I would like to examine 
how global economic dynamic and the state policies of Hong Kong and Indonesia 
facilitate the employers' choices. 
Regarding the explanation of labor emigration, neoclassical economists 
emphasize the rational decision of the individual migrant who make their best 
economic choice to work abroad; while structural theorist sees the economic 
inequality between nations in the world system forced the migrants from poor 
country to work as cheap labors in other wealthier countries; whereas, some scholars 
focus on the role of the network of kinship and friendship in mediating the 
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relationship between the individual and the macro-historical structure in the decision 
to migrate (Brettels 2000, Grasmuch and Pesserl991:13). 
Yet, before we conceptualize these women migrants as victims who suffer from 
the inequality of economic development in the world system and from the gender 
inequality in the local economy as well as in their families, we should be aware that 
most of the Indonesian workers do not view themselves as victims or passive 
migrants who are forced to migrate abroad. On the other hand, they are not free 
individuals making their own economic choice. For most women I interviewed, the 
motivation to work abroad was primarily but not solely economic. Rather they often 
regard themselves as free agents who seek job opportunities abroad in order to 
improve their families' as well as their own quality of life. Social and family role of 
the Indonesian workers in their native land are particularly important in 
understanding their decisions to work in Hong Kong. By means of exploring 
Indonesian workers' accounts of their motive to work abroad, I will investigate the 
underlying economic, social and cultural factors that influenced their migration 
decision. 
Through understanding the Hong Kong employers' motive of hiring domestic 
workers and also the Indonesian domestic workers' motive of migrating, I will 
explore the social and cultural factors that have led to the increase in demand for 
Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong and their steady supply in Hong Kong. 
The gendered division of social roles and the household relationships in both Hong 
Kong and Indonesia will be the focus of my analysis. 
2.2 The migrant domestic workers' experience in the host 
society 
15 
2,2,1 The subordinate status of migrant domestic workers 
The oppression of migrant domestic workers and inequality of the social 
relationships in their work are documented in nearly all the past literature. Many 
studies examine the causes and manifestation of oppression in the workplace and the 
means by which employers and agencies dominate household workers. The 
hierarchical relationship between the worker and the employer had been found in all 
kinds of occupations. However, the unique form of labor arrangements for domestic 
work has made the stratification of the employer-employee relationship even wider 
in this occupation. In their book, At Work in Homes: Household Workers in World 
Perspective, Shellee Colen and Roger Sanjek (1990) have brought together studies 
examining paid household workers in different cultural and economic settings. The 
inequality involved in household work is also structured by gender, age, ethnicity, 
race, class, and migration status. It is understood as emanating from the employer's 
superior class position, sometimes reinforced by ethnicity, gender and citizenship 
(Anderson 2000, Rollins 1985). 
The government migration policies of both sending and receiving countries 
greatly affect the practices of worker migration as mentioned in the previous section, 
and the unregulated migratory process also contributed to the disempowerment of 
migrant domestic workers. Lindio-McGovem in her study of Filipina domestic 
workers in Italy, states that "Filipinos who were victims of human trafficking and 
provide needed domestic service, but who are devalued, disempowered and 
exploited, are living symbols of modem slavery under globalization." 
(Lindio-McGovem 2003:519). By using Kevin Bales's (1999) typology of modem 
slavery as an analytical framework, she illustrates that Filipinas become vulnerable 
to severe exploitation from traffickers and their employers when they are working 
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abroad. In her analysis, Filipinas faced with the structural and economic constraints 
of the Philippines, become modem slaves in globalization (Lindio-McGovem 2003: 
515-517). 
Indonesian workers' migration from Indonesia to Hong Kong is facilitated by 
employment agents and the migration process is highly regulated by the Indonesian 
government. I agreed that structural and economic constraints have disempowered 
these workers. However, the case of Indonesian workers in Hong Kong is different 
from the situation of Filipina workers in Italy. Unlike the situation of Filipinas in 
Italy in which the migration process is not regulated by the government, the 
employment of Indonesian and other foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong is 
organized by licensed employment agencies and the employment process is highly 
regulated by the government. 
However, Indonesians have not been protected from exploitation. Studies have 
shown that their situation in Hong Kong is more severe than that of their Filipina 
counterparts. In the media, Indonesian domestic workers are portrayed as vulnerable 
to exploitation by their employers and employment agents. Some Indonesian 
domestic workers suffer from underpayment, denial of holiday, physical, 
psychological abuse, sexual harassment, confiscation of their passport and 
employment contracts and religious problems. Indonesian domestic workers seem to 
be more powerless in reacting to the restrictions compared to their Filipina 
counteipart.Their union are not as well organized and numerous as Filipino maids. 
Their education backgrounds are generally lower than Filipinos and many of them 
come from rural area and many new comers know little English and Chinese. 
Why is it the case that Indonesian domestic workers generally become 
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vulnerable to ill-treatment and control by the agencies and employers? In order to 
understand the underlying reasons behind the situation facing Indonesian workers in 
Hong Kong, I would like to explore the migratory and job recruitment process that 
the Indonesian workers go through. 
2,2,2 The resistance and negotiation of migrant domestic worker 
Although, migrant domestic workers are susceptible to exploitation and 
discrimination, they can exercise some form of resistance. Constable (1997) put 
Filipina domestic workers within Foucault's analysis of power. Filipina domestic 
workers are able to maneuver within certain forms of power even though they are 
dominated by their agents, employers and government. However, she is pessimistic 
about the effectiveness of their resistance. She showed that domestic workers 
resisted discursively to the domination of the employers and sometimes reinforce 
pre-existing structures of power inequality. 
Recent literature on the work relationships between employers and domestic 
workers shows the dynamics of the employment relationships where workers 
sometimes comply with the subordination while at other times achieve a significant 
degree of power and autonomy in the employers' home (Gambund 2000: 99-122). 
Personal ties, networks, practical skills, gifts and even emotional expression were 
often used by both parties as resources in the negotiations over power and control. 
Indonesian domestic workers are situated in a subordinate position in the 
administrative structure of migration, in the household and in the society, so how do 
they cope with and adapt to their situation in Hong Kong? How do Indonesian 
workers make sense of their oppressed position? Could they develop resistance and 
improve their situation through learning practical skills, developing interpersonal 
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relationships with their employers and developing their own social support 
mechanisms among migrant workers in Hong Kong? 
Giddens，theory of structuration (1984) argues that both the social structure and 
the human agent form the social life. According to Giddens, social structure 
constitutes rules and resources that can be generalized to apply in social life. Rules 
cannot be conceptualized apart from resources because rules enable individuals to 
reproduce a certain set of social practices and the reproduction of social practices is 
a resource possessed by the society (Giddens 1984:18). Both the social structure and 
the human agency constitute the social life and the behavior of human agents is not 
solely based on individual choices but the product of negotiation between the social 
structure and human agency. 
Pre-existing roles for employers and employees set limits for individual 
behavior within a structure of power and hierarchy. Both employers and employees 
are implicitly aware of the structure. Under this social structure, Indonesian workers 
are in a relatively weak position as women, employees and as migrants. I agree with 
Constable (1997:11-16’ 202-210) that the power dynamic in the household is fluid 
and the workers could use certain forms of power to develop some resistance. I also 
agree that sometimes they may also reinforce their subordinate status. However, in 
the ongoing process of resistance, can domestic workers in their weak position 
intervene in the structure of power and bring about an improvement in their 
situation? 
In Hong Kong, the oppressive status of Indonesian domestic workers is 
apparent as described in the previous section. There have been more reports of 
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serious employment conflicts between Indonesian domestic workers and their 
employers. There are extensive mass media reports about Indonesian domestic 
helpers treating children and old people under their care badly. There are also 
numerous books and magazine articles that teach Hong Kong employers the skills to 
choose and manage their domestic workers. Many employers claim that they have 
problem in choosing obedient and trustworthy workers to work for their families. All 
these show that Hong Kong employers have difficulties in imposing their authority 
over their domestic workers. They also highlights the informal power of Indonesian 
domestic workers in altering their relationship with their employer. In this study, I 
treat Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong as active agents in dealing with 
their subordinate status and adapting to their working life in Hong Kong. 
3. Thesis Outline 
In this study, I examine two major questions. Firstly, what are the factors 
determining the significant increase in the number of Indonesian workers in Hong 
Kong? Secondly, facing the social constraints and cultural differences, how do 
Indonesian migrant workers act in response to their subordinate position in Hong 
Kong? 
The first question concerns the transnational transfer of domestic workers from 
Indonesia to Hong Kong. I will discuss the first question in Chapter Two and Three. 
In Chapter Two I will describe the economic development and women's 
participation in the workforce that constitute the backbone of my analysis of the 
increased demand for foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong. Apart from the 
economic factors, the cultural meaning of hiring foreign domestic workers in the 
current economic downturn will be discussed. I will focus on the impact of changing 
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household relationships and the social expectations for womanhood on the increased 
demand of domestic workers in Hong Kong. After explaining the increase demand 
for foreign domestic workers in general, I will discuss why have Hong Kong 
employers become more willing to hire Indonesian workers compared with workers 
of other nationalities? In fact, not all Indonesian workers are underpaid workers. 
Many employers pays minimum wage to their Indonesian domestics. Apart from the 
economic reasons, I will explore other non-economic reasons for the increasing 
demand for Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong through describing and 
analyzing the racial stereotypes of Indonesian workers in relation to other foreign 
domestic workers in the Hong Kong domestic labor market. 
In Chapter two, I will discuss the migration of labor in Indonesia. Hugo (2000) 
illustrated the structural economic changes that have caused the massive migration 
of labor abroad since the 1980s. The Indonesian government has encouraged the 
exportation of labor since the 1970s to earn foreign exchange and reduce the 
unemployment rate for unskilled labor in the local economy. Referring to Hugo's 
analysis, I will first briefly discuss the economic development of Indonesia and its 
economic and political relationship with other countries to provide some structural 
background to the pattern of labor migration from Indonesia to Hong Kong. I will 
put more emphasis on the economic，social and cultural factors that drive Indonesian 
women to work in Hong Kong rather than personal and family factors. 
In Chapter Four, I will shift the focus from the demand and supply of 
Indonesian domestic workers to the Indonesian workers' experience in the job 
placement process, which supplies female workers from Indonesia to meet the 
demand for domestic workers in Hong Kong. In this chapter, I will emphasize the 
workers' accounts of their experience in the migration and job recruitment process. 
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Moreover, the effect of their network of friends and relatives in regard to the 
hyper-regulated migration process will also be discussed. 
Chapter Four and Five focus on Indonesian workers' adaptation and resistance 
in the host society. Giddens’ theory of structuration reveals that both the social 
structure and the human agency constitute the social life and the behavior of human 
agents is not solely based on individual choices but the product of negotiation 
between the social structure and human agency. I will analyze their experiences in 
Hong Kong under three separate contexts: the migration process, the domestic 
arena and the public arena. 
In Chapter Five, I will analyze Indonesian workers' experience in the domestic 
arena. I focus on the underlying social relationships, which organize the work. The 
cultural differences, power dynamics and the negotiation process between the 
Indonesian workers and the Hong Kong employers that form the social life of 
Indonesian workers in the employers' household will be discussed. I also describe 
cultural perceptions of womanhood and of social relationships with family members 
that often interact in the negotiation process between Indonesian workers and 
employers in the household. 
In Chapter Six, I will first highlight the feeling of exclusion domestic helpers 
have in Hong Kong society and analyse how their ethnic background, migration 
status and their occupation generally creates their feeling of subordination and 
exclusion. Then, I study how they negotiate with the larger society through 
developing their own social networks and community in which different people 
resist and cope with the oppression at work, redefine their social roles, resist the 
social stigma they face in the larger society and also reinforce their “outsider，’ 
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identity in Hong Kong through various communal activities. In the discussion, I will 
also compare their social activities with Filipina workers in Rome as portrayed by 
Parrenas, to understand how different kinds of migrant status have influenced the 
community life of migrant workers. 
Chapter Seven is the conclusion of the thesis. 
4. Methodology 
4.1 Getting general information 
The whole project was undertaken in Hong Kong. General information, such as 
population and the migration process for Indonesian domestic helpers in Hong Kong 
was collected through the data provided by the government and labor associations. It 
provides a basic understanding of the market for foreign domestic helpers in Hong 
Kong. The basic information was gathered from March and the majority of 
interviews and observations were done from June 1，2003 to August 30，2003. 
4.2 Interviews 
The interview materials are the most vital source of information in this research. 
In order to understand this occupation, both the voice of the employers and the 
employees are important. By using interviews, I want to enable employers and 
employees to be heard. 
A total of 33 in-depth interviews were conducted. Eighteen Indonesian 
domestic workers, thirteen employers and two employment agents were interviewed. 
I asked employers and employees alike about their varied experiences with paid 
domestic work, the specific job terms and how these were set, the job arrangements 
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and basic demographic information. Apart from the interviews of the Indonesian 
workers and the employers, I also interviewed two people who owned and worked in 
foreign domestic agencies in order to understand the role of the agencies in the 
recruitment process, employment relationships and the cultural adjustments faced by 
the domestic helpers. 
The interviews with workers and employers were selected through snowball 
sampling,i.e., individual informants are asked to name others who would be likely 
candidates for the research (Bernard 2002: 185). I know three separate groups of 
Indonesian workers. I got to know the first group at a workers' union, called 
FKMPU^. I met the second group in Victoria Park and the third at a fast-food shop in 
Tai Po where many Indonesian workers gather on their days off. I asked these 
groups of workers to suggest who among them would be suitable candidates for 
interviews. In a month, I was given a list of names. I then selected the potential 
interviewees based on age, educational level and marital status. The fifteen 
Indonesians I interviewed had different educational levels, marital status and ranged 
in age from eighteen to thirty-six. The interviews took place in various public places, 
such as fast-food shops, Victoria Park, beaches and also in Indonesian shops and 
eating places. 
As to employers, I interviewed some of them through referrals from other 
interviewees. Thirteen individual employers were interviewed in total. Three 
interviews of employers were done on a one-to-two basis. The other combinations 
include the female householder and her mother-in-law, the female householder and 
her daughter aged twenty-one, and a married couple. All employers' interviews were 
3 The full name of the FKMPU is "Forum Komunikasi Mu'minat Peduli Umat". Its English name is 
"The Indonesian Islamic Organization for Caring Ummah" 
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done in their homes. 
All the interviews were audio-taped and were conducted with an interview 
guide to ensure all necessary and basic information was collected. As I do not speak 
Indonesian, most interviews were conducted in either English or Cantonese 
(depending on each informant) and some of the employees' interviews were 
conducted with the help of interpreters who know Cantonese, Javanese and Bahasa 
Indonesian. Each interview lasted from 45 minutes to two hours. 
4.3 Observation 
The research also drew on observations made at both private and public sites. 
On Sundays, I joined domestic helpers in various settings: public parks, labor 
activities, the labor associations and the overseas domestic helpers' center. I also 
participated in the labor activities and holiday gatherings of the informants to better 
understand the community life and social networks of Indonesian workers. I went to 
a domestic workers' shelter and labor association on weekdays. I also had some 
limited opportunities to observe the interaction of domestic workers and employers 
when I visited employers' homes. 
4.4 Ethical Issues 
Throughout my thesis and field notes, pseudonyms are used for all employers, 
employees and agency personnel, but not for the labor organizations, to ensure the 




The Demand for domestic workers in Hong Kong 
In this chapter, I will illustrate the economic and social background underlying 
the increasing demand for Indonesian workers in Hong Kong. Conventionally, 
female family members were the primary homemakers who did most of the 
household duties. Women also took a major role in maintaining the social relations 
of the family, as they served their elderly family members and their husbands and 
raised their children at home. In Hong Kong, women's roles and status as well as the 
household structure have changed along with the economic developments in recent 
decades. With the increased education level and formal employment of women in 
recent decades, women's roles and their status are no longer based purely on their 
success in the domestic sphere, but also on their economic and career achievements. 
In addition, dual income families have become increasingly common in Hong Kong. 
Many adult couples treasure the independence of developing their own nuclear 
households. 
Nowadays, many women are no longer willing to perform their traditional 
roles — submissive caregivers and homemakers. Yet, the Chinese tradition of filial 
piety and patriarchal authority are still influential, with women expected to bear the 
sole responsibility for maintaining the family. Thus, hiring domestic workers 
becomes a means for these women to mediate between these two conflicting values. 
In the first part of this chapter, I will illustrate how these social and economic 
changes account for the increasing need for foreign domestic workers in Hong 
Kong. 
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I will also explore why employers think that Indonesians are suitable workers 
to provide domestic service. In the latter part of this chapter, I will discuss the 
position of Indonesian workers in Hong Kong's labor market. I will first outline how 
the domestic worker market is split between contract foreign domestic workers of 
different ethnicity and discuss how the national stereotypes play a major role in 
selection of domestic workers in Hong Kong. From the discourse on the national 
stereotypes of domestic workers, I argue that the reason more and more employers 
are hiring Indonesian labor is that they are discontent with the working attitudes of 
Filipina domestic workers in Hong Kong. Moreover, the stereotypical image of 
Indonesian workers corresponds with the Chinese employers' ideals of traditional 
working women. 
1. The increasing need for domestic workers 
1.1 Increased participation of women in the workforce 
The increased participation of women in the workforce is usually what comes 
to mind when people explain the increasing demand for foreign domestic workers. 
In Hong Kong, the employment of women has been increasing in recent decades. 
Benefiting from the massive influx of capital, entrepreneurs and a cheap labor force 
from China, Hong Kong has experienced an economic boom based on growing 
exports of manufactured goods from the 1950s to 1970s. Women's participation in 
the light-manufacturing sector increased substantially. In the 1970s, the service 
sector began to flourish. Women laborers became common in both manufacturing 
industries and the service sector. More women were encouraged to enter the 
workforce. 
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Since the mid-1980s，the Hong Kong economy has gone through significant 
restructuring. Hong Kong's declining international competitiveness in the 
manufacturing sector is crucial to the restructuring process of the economy (Chiu 
2001: 183). By the end of the 1980s, the wave of outward investment of the 
manufacturing sector led to de-industrialization and structural transformation. Hong 
Kong became a service-based economy. The development of the service sector 
further encouraged women to enter the workforce. In 2003, over half of Hong Kong 
women over the age of fifteen were employed."^ The rate of labor participation 
among young and highly educated urban women is even higher. Since many 
culturally male-centered sectors were hurt more badly in the recession, the economic 
role of women has become increasingly important in the family. Dual-income 
households have become the social norm as well as an economic necessity in the 
unstable economic environment in Hong Kong. 
In my research, some female heads of the household claimed that they would 
be content to become "full-time housewives" after they had had children, however, 
this was not really an option as their contribution to the family income was too 
needed. Staying in their job and relying on cheap migrant workers to perform their 
household duties is one of the strategies for some women to maintain the living 
standards of their family in Hong Kong's current unpredictable economy. 
Nonetheless, many people, both men and women, are needed to work longer 
hours; they are pressured by their employers to work overtime. The long hours mean 
that many working parents have little free time to perform their household duties at 
home. In addition, the formal childcare and elderly care sectors in Hong Kong do 
4 Hong Kong Statistic. 2004. "Labor Force and Labor Participation Rates (LFLPRs) by Sex" at 
http://www.info.gov.hk/censtatd/eng/hkstat/fas/labour/ghs/labour2—index.html accessed 1 April 2004. 
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not provide adequate social services support for these working families. In fact, 
many married women would not have been able to stay in the labor market was it 
not for the foreign domestic workers providing 24-hour childcare or elderly care at 
home. 
Hiring domestic workers to do housewife allows women to take up paid work 
in the formal economy and also allows men to avoid taking up domestic duties at 
home. Mrs. Yu, thirty years old and married, became a homemaker after she gave 
birth to her daughter two years ago. The family was living in a mortgaged flat with 
two bedrooms. Her husband had been unemployed for six months. He was planning 
to start up a small business. In order to maintain a constant family income, Mrs. Yu 
recently re-entered the workforce. She was hired by a textile company as a 
merchandiser. Although Mr. Yu did not have a formal job, he seldom did housework 
or cared for his child. Nonetheless, Mrs. Yu was reluctant to ask her husband to 
perform household duties. As Mrs. Yu explained: 
Sometimes, it's difficult to request a daaih naahm yahn^ (大男人)to raise 
children and do housework at home. He will help in housework. He is 
responsible for fixing and maintaining the water pipes and electrical appliances. 
You can't expect him to do the women's work，such as cook meals and raise 
children. It really hurts his self-esteem. 
As a result, Mrs. Yu hired other women to take up her domestic duties and 
caring work. She hired an Indonesian worker to care for her young daughter and to 
perform the household duties at home. The worker's salary was $1, 800 a month. 
The amount was much less than the legally required minimum wage, $3,470 and 
was about one-tenth of her present wage. Hiring a domestic worker allows her to 
have a paid formal job and also allows her husband to be free from domestic work. 
5 daaih naahm yahn literately translates as "big man ". 
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This situation is made more affordable by underpaying the domestic worker. 
1.2 A strategy to negotiate on traditional family relationships 
In Hong Kong, as well as in many Chinese societies, the Chinese tradition of 
filial piety and patriarchal authority still influences parent-child relationships. The 
Chinese idiom, yeuhng yih louh; jik guk fdhng gei (養兒防老，積穀防飢)，means 
raising children to provide for their parents in old age, storing grain to provide 
against a food shortage^. Child-rearing is viewed as a kind of social investment that 
ensures parents' security for their future welfare. Parents make emotional and 
financial investments in raising their children and therefore when the children have 
grown up, they are obligated to provide both financial security and emotional care 
for their ageing parents in return. In the patriarchal Chinese family system, it is 
usually the eldest son who is obligated to reside with and care for his ageing parents 
since he would inherit the family property. 
In fact, the actual work of caring for his parents was put on the shoulders of the 
son's wife and the son mainly provided economic support for the three-generation 
family. In the traditional three-generational family structure, the mother-in-law has 
the authority in regard to household duties. The son's wife is supposed to be 
obedient to her husband and also to her parents-in-law in the household. The son's 
wife is obligated to take the subordinate role to serve her parents-in-law and her 
husband on the one hand; and on the other hand, she is also required to give birth to 
sons and to invest her emotions in raising her sons to secure her status and welfare in 
the family. 
6 Lin Yutang's Chinese-English Dictionary of Modern Usage (Online Version) at 
http://humanum.arts.cuhk.edu.hk/Lexis/Lindict/ accessed 2 April 2004. 
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The residential structure and the power dynamics among family members have 
changed along with economic developments over the past few decades in Hong 
Kong. Traditionally, three-generational cohabitation was viewed as the ideal family 
structure. It is the father-in-law who is the household head and the mother-in-law 
holds the decisive power in the domestic arena. Daughters-in-law should comply 
with their mother-in-law's authority and regulations at home. Nowadays, young 
couples, especially if they are economically independent, prefer to live separately 
from their parents. The household has become the predominant residential structure 
in contemporary Hong Kong. Since many dual-income couples are economically 
independent from their parents and they are able to set up their own households after 
marriage, the modem daughter-in-law can hold more authority in her household and 
reduce the control of her mother-in-law. 
So we can see that hiring domestic workers is not solely an economic strategy; 
it is also a strategy for young married women to negotiate with the conventional 
family ideology. The employment of domestic workers is not simply to free up the 
employer from the burden of housework and home care duties to take on paid work 
and to maintain the family's lifestyle. They are also hired to deflect confrontation 
within the patriarchal family system and to fulfill the moral ideal of filial piety. Paid 
domestic workers thus become important means for their employers to affirm their 
status in the family and negotiate their relationship with their husband and their 
extended kin. 
1.2.1 Hiring domestic worker as a mean to secure the nuclear family 
Many young couples used domestic workers to protect their nuclear family 
from their parents' intrusion. Still, dual-income couples and divorced adult children 
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often rely on their parents to take care of the grandchildren and to do other 
household duties. For young couples, grandparents are seen as the most trustworthy 
people to take care of their children because they can be assured that their parents 
will love the children wholeheartedly. In return, the older parents can maintain their 
ties with their son and also maintain their influence in their married son's family. It 
seems that this is a reciprocal arrangement, which sees both the married couple and 
their parents enjoy some benefit. However, many double-income families prefer to 
hire domestic workers rather than seek assistance from their family members for 
childcare. 
Lan (2003:128) points out that by hiring domestic workers the Taiwanese 
daughter-in-law could avoid the kin-labor offered by her mother-in-law and so avoid 
the excessive involvement of the mother-in-law in her domestic life. In Hong Kong, 
some women, who had relied on grandparents' help in childcare and household 
duties, found that this arrangement allowed their elderly parents to intrude into their 
family life and caused intergenerational conflicts. Mrs. Lau is a mother with two 
daughters who were 2 years and 10 years old. She thought that her mother-in-law 
was the trustworthiest person to take care of her children. Mrs. Lau sent the children 
to her house early in the morning and picked them up after work. Mrs. Lau paid her 
mother-in-law HK$3,500 per month for the work and daily expenses. But after just 
nine months Mrs. Lau decided to hire an Indonesian domestic worker. Mrs. Lau 
found that the previous arrangement caused tension between her and her 
mother-in-law. The tension arose when she was promoted to training manager. She 
felt pressured to pick the children up on time every day, but she was required to 
work overtime more frequently after her promotion: 
My mother-in-law often complained that I should not work so hard and I 
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should give more time to my son. She told me that she was exhausted from 
taking care of my daughters. She hadn't socialized with her friends for a long 
time .. .mahjong-playing. If I picked the children up late, she'd mutter 
sarcastically that I seemed to love my job more than my son. 
Mrs. Lau's mother-in-law was exhausted from the pressure of caring for her 
newborn granddaughters. She was also dissatisfied with her daughter-in-law for not 
performing her traditional duties. In order to maintain her son's family, she had to 
sacrifice the comfort of her old age to care for her grandson. Even though Mrs. 
Lau's husband was willing to share some domestic of the duties, her mother-in-law 
was disappointed with the arrangement. Lau's mother viewed it as a sign of her 
son's subordination to his wife: 
If I worked overtime and my husband picked the children up alone; she 
would ask my husband why the children's mother didn't come. She doesn't 
understand that I 'm not siu ndaih ndaih! I had my job, too. She often warned 
my husband privately that he should not to be controlled by me. Her thinking 
is very old-fashioned. 
To avoid further disputes over the division of household duties with her 
mother-in-law, Mrs. Lau hired an Indonesian domestic worker as a substitute for her 
mother-in-law. By hiring a domestic worker, Mrs. Lau wanted to regain her 
autonomy in the family and to protect her nuclear family from the interference of her 
mother-in-law: 
My husband and I decided to hire a giing yahn. ^ It's better. I can see my 
children every day, and I don't need to worry about his mother's bad words if I 
come home late. If there is a family conflict that money can solve, I prefer to 
use some more money to hire a maid. It is more tiring to deal with my 
mother-in-law than to teach the gung yahn to care for my children. 
Some young parents are reluctant to seek their parents' help because they worry 
7 It refers to foreign domestic workers in this context. 
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about disputes over the method of childcare. Modem Hong Kong parents often seek 
childcare guidance not only from their parents but from their experienced and 
educated friends and also from books and the internet. Many young parents often 
have divergent opinions about childcare methods from the older generations. Young 
mothers hire domestic workers to uphold their autonomy in childcare and to keep 
away from direct confrontation with their parents and parents-in-law. Mrs. Leung 
explained why she preferred foreign domestic workers to her parents and her 
parents-in-law: 
They are Ming Ming's grandparents and I'm Ming Ming's mother. Both of 
us love Ming Ming; both of us want to give our best to Ming Ming. But we 
have our own different ideas regarding childcare. They have their traditional 
ways that we may not appreciate. Sometimes, it is not appropriate to order 
your parents not to do this and to do that. They are your parents, you have to 
respect them. If I hire a domestic worker, I can tell her directly to follow my 
instructions. 
Two female employers told me directly that hiring a domestic worker was a 
strategy to resist living with their mothers-in-law. Wong's family hired the first 
domestic workers when Mrs. Wong was pregnant. Mr. Wong did business in China. 
He had to travel to the Mainland frequently and thus he often left his wife alone at 
home. Mr. Wong wanted to find someone to take care of Mrs. Wong. His mother 
volunteered to live with Mrs. Wong so as to look after her. Mrs. Wong rejected her 
mother-in-law's proposal; instead she preferred to hire a domestic worker. Mrs. 
Wong explained: 
I understand that my mother-in-law's intention was good. She wanted to 
take care of me and her grandson. But, she is not in good health and I don't 
want to see her working slavishly for us. The situation would be even worse if 
she got sick at my home when I was still expecting. Then, it would not be her 
taking care of me. Instead, I would have to take care of her. 
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You know, [developing] pdh sik gwaan haih ^ [mother-in-law — 
daughter-in-law relationship] is difficult. Not many people have good and 
intimate relationships with their mothers-in-law. Our relationship has not been 
bad so far. I prefer we keep a distance. I could see that a lot of problems would 
have occurred if we had lived together. 
Mrs. Wong hired a foreign domestic worker as a substitute for her 
mother-in-law to provide guidance and care when she was expecting. Hiring a 
domestic worker also meant she could maintain her authority and autonomy at home. 
Mrs. Wong compared the differences between seeking help from parents and hiring 
domestic workers: 
This one [her domestic worker] could also help me when I was expecting 
and after I gave birth. She has had children, and knows about taking care of a 
new bom baby. This one, I could fire her at any time if I was dissatisfied 
with her, but I couldn't throw my mother-in-law out if we had arguments. 
1.2.2 Hiring domestic worker to fulfill the filial duties of caring for elderly 
parents 
In Hong Kong, it is becoming more common for adults to live separately from 
their parents. Most aged people are still living with their families (around 56.8% of 
the elderly population) but more and more of them are either living alone (11.3%) or 
living with their spouse only (18.4%).^ Moreover, the percentage of elderly people 
in the population is increasing. At the end of 2003, 11.9% of the total population (or 
0.8 million) in Hong Kong were aged over As Hong Kong's population is 
ageing, many young couples feel it is a burden to care for their elderly parents. 
However, leaving frail parents unattended is still a social stigma. 
8 In Cantonese, this is 婆媳關係. 
9 Report No. 27: Life, Health and Financial Conditions of Elderly Persons and Middle-aged Persons 
-Census and Statistics Department. 2000. 
le Hong Kong Statistic. "Population by Age Group and Sex". At 
http://www.info.gov.hk/censtatd/eng/hkstat/fas/pop/bv—age—sex—index.html accessed 15 April 2004. 
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Although, present generations of married couples are more able to refuse to live 
with their parents, the social ideology continues to pressure sons to take care of their 
elderly parents. Mrs. Ho is a forty-five year old women and she was a nurse before 
she married. She and her husband, a civil engineer with a daughter lived in a modest 
three-bedroom apartment. Mr. Ho's father died, and his mother was living alone. 
Two years ago, she suffered from a minor heart problem. Mr. Ho's five siblings 
thought that their mother needed more personal care and supervision; however, none 
of his brothers or sisters offered to live with their mother. Putting elderly and frail 
parents into a home for the elderly was considered an immoral act against filial piety. 
Mr. Ho, the eldest son, felt compelled to live with his mother. In his words: 
If we put her in a home for the elderly, it would seem that all her children 
were irresponsible and had no sense of filial piety to her. Living in an elderly 
home seems pathetic. All my brothers are unwilling to live with her. I'm not 
very pleased to but I'm the eldest son. I cannot leave my mother unattended. 
However, Mrs. Ho and their daughter were reluctant to live with the elderly 
Mrs Ho. To balance the social norm of filial piety against their desire for autonomy 
and privacy, Mr. and Mrs. Ho sold their apartment and bought a three-storey house 
in the New Territories so that they could live in the same house but on different 
floors. Mr. and Mrs. Ho hoped to maintain the family ideal of three-generation 
cohabitation in this way without giving up their own and their daughter's privacy 
and autonomy. 
On the surface, it is the sons who are responsible for taking care of their elderly 
parents. In practice, it is the daughter-in-law who takes on the unpaid labor of 
serving her parents-in-law. Mrs. Ho also highlights the unequal division of filial 
labor between her and her husband: 
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Caring for the elderly is not an easy job. Even though we lived on separate 
floors and she can take care of herself most of the time, she expected me to 
stay at home the whole day long. ...I am losing all my private time to serve her. 
My husband tells me to close down my florist shop so that I will not be so busy. 
He doesn't understand. I have put a lot of effort in the florist shop. I will not 
close it down. 
Nowadays, women's measure of success is not only confined to the family; 
they may also have developed personal interests and careers. Meanwhile, as a 
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ho also felt the social pressure to serve her mother-in-law at 
home. She was reluctant to perform the traditional subordinate role; to obey and to 
serve her mother-in-law as her husband wished: 
But finding the spare time to take care of her is not the main problem. My 
mother-in-law is a quite dominating (in English) person; she wants everyone to 
follow her advice. I 'm quite straightforward (in English), too. If I have my 
own ideas, I will speak out directly. I don't know how to be a good 
daughter-in-law. Sometimes, I have offended her without knowing. 
Mrs. Ho also regards her mother-in-law as an intruder into her family life and 
also the source of conflict between her and her husband. 
We have a lot of arguments and she will complain to my husband. My 
husband always tells me to endure her temper, stay at home more frequently. 
He is not the one who stays at home to serve his mother; he can say it very 
easily. I can no longer be myself if I obey her all the time. I may sound odd, 
but it is a fact that she has caused a lot of arguments between my husband and 
me since we lived together. 
In Hong Kong, as women's education level and social status have grown, 
young women have more authority in the family and their scope of exposure may 
not only be confined to the domestic sphere. They may not be ready to perform the 
traditional gendered role of carrying out household duties and filial responsibilities 
submissively in the family. Mr. Ho would like to rely on his wife to fulfill his filial 
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duty; while, his wife is reluctant to be the submissive care-giver in the family. 
In the midst of these conventional ideals and modem values, these young 
women seek to transfer their work to low-cost migrant workers. Mrs. Ho asked her 
husband to hire a domestic worker to fulfill his filial duty. Six months after her 
mother-in-law had moved in, Mr. Ho decided to hire a domestic worker to take up 
the caring work so as to settle the ongoing disputes between his wife and his mother. 
Mrs. Ho then transferred most of her duties, including preparing meals and 
accompanying her mother-in-law to the hospital, to the Indonesian worker. 
In Hong Kong, many young women yearn for career success, autonomy and 
gender equality in the family; however their modem ideas are in conflict with the 
moral ideal of filial piety and the conventional patriarchal family system. Domestic 
workers are hired by their employers to mediate the conflicts between the traditional 
ideal and modem values. Many female employers would like to subcontract their 
traditional filial duties to their domestic workers so that they could still be dutiful 
children but need not undertake the duties on their own. Other employers hired 
domestic workers as substitutes for their mothers-in-law to provide care for their 
children so that they could maintain control over the household and could avoid 
their extended family's interference. 
2. The changing domestic labor market in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, there were different kinds of domestic workers in the past, such 
as muih jdi, amah, gung yahn and mdh jeJ' They were mainly migrants from the 
province of Guangdong in southern China. However the colonial government of 
“ F o r details see Constable (1997:40-58)，R.Waton (1991), Gaw 1991. 
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Hong Kong became concerned that importing labor from Mainland China might 
create an avenue for circumventing the existing one-way permit system operated by 
the Mainland authorities for settlement in Hong Kong. So it barred the entry of 
domestic workers from the Mainland. In Hong Kong, working-class women were 
reluctant to work as domestic workers and in the seventies, they preferred doing 
factory work. As the door was closed to Chinese immigrant workers from the 
Mainland, the number of Chinese housemaids dwindled in the seventies. 
The importation of foreign domestic helpers started in 1969 when some 
expatriates coming to work in Hong Kong were allowed to bring along their 
domestic helpers. By 1972, local residents had also begun to employ foreign 
domestic helpers in increasing numbers. The employment of foreign domestic 
workers was intended to help overcome the shortage of domestic workers. The 
tradition of hiring local "amah" to do domestic work was, in the eighties, gradually 
replaced by the practice of hiring foreign domestic workers from Asian countries 
such as The Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia. Moreover, employers were no 
longer exclusively wealthy Chinese and expatriates. They ranged from 
working-class families and middle-class professionals to upper-class wealthy 
families. 
Today, there are two major types of private domestic helpers according to the 
nature of their jobs and residential status. Non-live-in helpers, known as ga mouh 
joh leih^^ (家矛务助理）or jung dirn^ (鐘黑占)，are mainly local Chinese permanent 
residents. There is very little government monitoring of the market for local 
domestic workers. The salaries of local Chinese domestic helpers fluctuate with the 
12 It is literally translated as "housework assistant" in English. 
13 It is literally translated as "hour-count" in English. The worker's wage is on hourly rate. 
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market. 
Most local Chinese in Hong Kong are reluctant to do the in-residence domestic 
work and they prefer living in their own home. The vast majority of live-in domestic 
workers are foreign workers; they are temporary residents and have to return to their 
countries at the end of their contracts. The standardized contract specifies the foreign 
domestic worker's duties and area of responsibilities; wages; and conditions of 
employment. The minimum salary of HK$3,760 is set by the Government. 
According to an employment agent, there are a small number of local live-in 
domestic workers in Hong Kong. Their salaries are around HK$ 10,000 and most 
families cannot afford to hire them. 
2.1 The position of Indonesian workers in the domestic labor 
market 
Filipinas became the first recruited foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong in 
the seventies and Philippines has long provided the majority of foreign domestic 
helpers. Indonesians have been imported to Hong Kong since 1987. According to 
employment agents, few employers hired Indonesians and most of the employers 
were Malaysian/Indonesian Chinese immigrants. Most employers did not want to 
hire them since most of them knew no Cantonese or English and had primary or 
junior secondary education only. The number of Indonesian domestic workers grew 
sharply after 1997. According to one agency, the changes are due to political 
reasons. 
In the beginning of 1997, the supply of Filipinas was interrupted. Many 
who were working in Hong Kong had quit their jobs and gone back to the 
Philippines and those who were waiting for jobs in the Philippines had 
cancelled their applications because they were afraid of the possible political 
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instability brought by the changing sovereignty of Hong Kong. More 
Indonesians were imported to solve the temporary labor supply shortage. 
Although Filipinas regained confidence to work in Hong Kong soon after 1997, 
the number of Indonesians in Hong Kong is still on an increasing trend. The number 
of Indonesian workers increased progressively in the late nineties. In 2003, 
Indonesians had become the second largest national group, making up over 30% of 
the foreign domestic workforce in Hong Kong]4 
In the late nineties, Filipina workers carried out several organized protests 
calling for higher minimum wages and better contract terms, and, in the meantime, 
more Hong Kong employers were criticizing their employees about their working 
attitudes and beginning to seek alternatives to meet their needs. Indonesians were 
imported to lessen their reliance on Filipinas in domestic service. 
Indonesians were seen as a better alternative, partly because they are more 
tolerant of being underpaid. In fact, the pervasiveness of underpayment among 
Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong is apparent in the research done by the 
Asian Migrant Center. Currently, 48% of Indonesian domestic workers are 
underpaid, some at rates of less than half the minimum wage. In contrast, nearly all 
Filipina domestic workers received the minimum wage of HK$3,670 in 2001. In 
addition, only 55% of Indonesians enjoy the legal minimum of four rest days per 
month, but 93% of Filipina domestic workers enjoy the legal rest days (Asian 
Migrant Centre et al 2001:29-31). 
Employers welcome Indonesians who accept wages lower than the legal 
minimum and they tolerate fewer holidays. According to employers, the major 
14 Hong Kong Government. “The Entry of Foreign Domestic Helper". At 
http://www. info.20V.hk/info/entry-dom.htm accessed 1 February 2004. 
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reason they hire Indonesians is that they are cheaper and more "flexible" on holidays 
than Filipinas. In other words, they could be exploited more easily. The increasing 
economic pressure on middle-class families in Hong Kong has made the employers 
more willing to hire Indonesians as domestic workers. 
Wages are not the only consideration for employers. Despite the relatively high 
wages of Filipina workers in Hong Kong, they still account for a significant 
proportion of domestic workers. Also, many employers who preferred Indonesian 
workers paid full wages to their employees. Cheapness on its own does not explain 
the shift in preference for Indonesian workers. 
Recently, Filipinas have increasingly been criticized as spoiled, arrogant and 
expensive labor. In contrast, Indonesian workers' attitudes compared favorably with 
that of Filipina workers. Some employers hired Indonesian labor due to their 
discontent with the working attitudes of their previous Filipina employees. Mrs. 
Leung explains: 
Filipinas are money-minded and arrogant. Last time, I hired a Filipina. I 
disliked her attitude. Sometimes, I told her to do something, and she just 
pretended not to hear. She was really arrogant. She thought she was very clever 
and did not need to listen to me. She did not seem to treasure the job we 
offered. 
Workers' personalities and attitudes are often commoditized and also racialised. 
In interviews with both employers and employment agents, interviewees clearly 
state the distinct qualities and characteristics of workers from different countries. 
Employers commonly believed that workers' personalities and attitudes are part of 
their racial characteristics. A "bad" experience with a domestic worker would be 
used as a basis to give a general statement about the “bad” characteristic of her 
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nationality. Employers thus commonly moved from nationality to nationality until 
they found one that suited them. And these kinds of "national characteristics" are 
serious considerations when the employers choose their domestic workers. Racial 
stereotypes play a role both in the selection of migrant workers from specific 
nationalities and in the mistreatment of domestic workers. Gender, appearance, 
social class and education levels intersect with race and nationality to explain the 
shift in preference for Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong. 
2.1.1 The formation of racial stereotypes of foreign domestic workers 
The increasing competition between domestic workers from different countries 
has led to the stereotyping of domestic workers. Agencies and employers tend to 
express preferences for specific nationalities of domestic workers, and these 
preferences often reflect their racial hierarchies and national prejudices. The 
hierarchical preferences for workers in terms of their nationality often related to 
their shade of their skin color. One employment agency operator said that skin color 
was often a crucial factor in the desirability of the domestic workers. The relatively 
darker skin color of Sri Lankan domestic workers could partly explain why they are 
less competitive and why Indian workers are simply undesirable. "Most Chinese 
employers dislike dark-skinned workers,，，the employment agency operator said. 
“Their dark skin often makes you feel that they are very dirty. Many employers feel 
uncomfortable seeing dark-skinned workers living in their flat." Conversely, white 
Russian workers often appear on the top of the sex worker market in Hong Kong. 
Yet they never emerge in the domestic worker market. When I asked the agent Mr. 
Chan about skin color, he replied: 
It's a matter of money. If you have money, you can hire workers from any 
country you like. Also, you have to look at who is the customer. Even if they 
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are very wealthy, most female employers would not hire a gwai muih^^ whose 
skin is whiter than their skin and whose figure is better than their figure, and 
let them work in their home. 
The stereotypical images of domestic workers also divert domestic workers into 
different markets by their nationalities and race. Local Chinese are considered 
superior workers and professional cleaners and caregivers, but extremely expensive 
and rare in this career. I was also told that Thai workers are especially suitable for 
taking care of families with elderly members. 
Among foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong, Filipinas are the greatest in 
number. Filipinas are considered suitable for different kinds of families. They are 
perceived as better learners because they are believed to be smarter, more intelligent 
and open-minded, and they are better educated. They are especially good at taking 
care of babies and young children since some Filipinas are professional nurses and 
teachers in their home country. Most important is that they know English and can 
advance children's English skills. However, these qualities may discourage some 
employers from choosing Filipinas as domestic employers. One employer, who had 
not hired a Filipina worker before, told me that "Filipinas will sit on the sofa at night 
telling you that they have worked for eight hours during the day and they are entitled 
to enjoy a rest at night". 
Employer and employment agent criticism of Filipina domestic workers are 
similar to the complaints about the local Chinese maids in the seventies. The 
stereotypes of the “bossy’’ Filipina domestic workers coincide with the organized 
resistance of domestic workers who are predominately from the Philippines. In the 
1990s, Filipinos have developed a social network of support and organizations. 
15 It literately translated as "ghost sister", it refers to white women. 
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Moreover, they are generally highly educated, and speaks good English (one of the 
official languages of Hong Kong, as a former British colony); they are also the 
longest-established group and greatest in number among foreign domestic workers 
in the city. 
Indonesian workers are seen as a good alternative to Filipina domestic workers 
in Hong Kong. First of all, they share some similar backgrounds. Politically, the 
governments of both countries take an active role in encouraging their citizens, both 
men and women, to work abroad. Geographically, both are from Southeast Asia. 
They share similar characteristic in their appearance. Their skin color is generally 
I 
darker than their local Chinese employer, yet they are lighter than most South Asian , 
workers. They could be easily recognized as non-Chinese by their skin color and 
appearance. Yet, Hong Kong people generally could not differentiate Indonesians 
and Filipinas by their appearance and the language they speak. 
I 
However, in contrast to the image of Filipina workers, Indonesians were 
seen as docile, obedient but unskilled and unintelligent workers. Some employers 
thought that because of their religious background, Indonesian women were more 
obedient and easier to exploit. Mrs. Wong explains: “Maybe, because they come 
from Islamic countries, women are more tolerant and are not used to fighting for 
their rights." Mrs. Leung, another employer, said that Indonesian workers were more 
docile because of their rural backgrounds. 
Indonesians are more easily contented with their jobs than Filipinas. They 
are more hard working and can endure a harsh environment (捱得).It may be 
because they come from farming villages. The jobs in Hong Kong are precious 
opportunities for them. They are more willing to leam Cantonese. They have 
good tempers. If you scold her, she will not mind and will listen to you. 
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Placement agencies play an important role in perpetuating such national 
stereotypes. In Hong Kong, many employers leam of the different “national 
characteristics" between Indonesian and Filipina workers only when they seek 
advice from employment agents and other experienced employers. Employment 
agencies, therefore, play an important part in the promotion of racialization of 
domestic worker in Hong Kong. The national stereotypes are introduced openly on 
the web page of a large-scale employment agency; it stated that Indonesians bear 
some "ethnic characteristics": 
i 
Indonesian workers come from an Islamic country. Generally, they are 
homely (性情純樸）simple-minded (思想較單純)，obedient (服從性高)，hard 
working and tolerant (任勞任怨，很少與僱主爭執).If they are well trained, 




Why are "obedient" yet "unintelligent" Indonesian workers preferred to ！ i “bossy” but "smart" Filipina workers in Hong Kong? The reason is related to the I 
I 
I 
nature of domestic work. Domestic works is not respected, but it is very important to 
maintaining a family. Employers think that they do not need a “clever” worker to do 
“simple，，domestic work, but they need someone who is trustworthy and reliable to 
take care of their beloved family members at home. An "obedient" and 
"unintelligent" person is more suitable to do the job; as they would be more content 
with the inferior work and more willing to take the submissive role in the family. 
Also, they are not "smart" and "cunning" enough to hurt the employers' family. 
Moreover, in traditional Chinese families, women develop their power and 
affirm their status in their family through giving birth to sons; controlling their 
domestics and later controlling their daughter-in-law. Nowadays, some of their filial 
duties and household work is subcontracted to other women outside the family; 
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when they started to rely on their domestic workers to maintain their family, they 
also became afraid that their domestic workers would affect their status and power 
within the family. Many employers prefer Indonesians because most of them are 
inferior to their female employer, in language, "race", and social class. They are 
poor immigrants who are generally less fluent in English, have darker skin and are 
poorly educated. 
These national stereotypes could help to produce a greater sense of distance 
I between the female employers and their domestic workers. Indonesians, who are 
I 
depicted as less educated, simple-mined and docile, contrast with their female ' 
i I 
employers who are educated, sophisticated and cosmopolitan. These differences 
create a sense of superiority among female employers over their workers. Secondly, 
by hiring helpers who are less educated, and perceived as simple-minded and docile, 
employers hope that they can have full control over the workers in their households j 
I and also maintain their autonomy and power within the family. 
Furthermore, racial stereotypes also justify the differences in wages between 
workers. Hong Kong employers and employment agencies always claim that 
Indonesians' working attitude, not their working ability, is better than that of their 
Filipina counterparts. Paradoxically, Indonesians are not better paid than the 
Filipinas even though they are regarded as better employees. Maltreatment and 
underpayment are more common among Indonesian domestic helpers. Mrs. Cheung 
regards the "stupidity" of Indonesian domestic workers as an advantage, but also a 
justification for underpaying them. 
Yan neih muih''(印尼妹） are more stupid but more obedient. They are 
not as smart as Filipinas, they would not understand your instructions quickly. 
16 It literately translated as "Indonesian sister" in English and it refers to Indonesian women. 
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she decided to migrate at that particular time, the underlying reason for her 
migration emerged. Miriani began to think about going to work as a domestic 
worker overseas only when her brother decided to come back from Malaysia and 
stayed in the village: 
Now, my brother promised that he would take care of my mother. I could 
go overseas to work. (What did your brother do before you came to Hong 
Kong?) My younger brother had worked as a construction worker in Malaysia 
for one year. He came back and said that he wanted to stay in the village. He is 
not used to the environment in Malaysia. He was very upset and scared when _ 
he saw his best friend died in an accident on the same construction site where 
he was working. 
As the only daughter in the family, Miriani felt obligated to take care of her 
mother. She could not leave her mother alone and work overseas. Miriam's own ( 
migration decision was made possible only when other family members agreed to 
replace her to take up the family duties at home. Furthermore, Miriam's migration 
decision is largely motivated by the financial necessities of her family. 
My mother worked very hard to raise my younger brother and me. She 
had a heart problem. She can't work too hard now. I could earn more as a 
domestic worker. I can help the family and save more on my own. 
Although, Miriani said that it was her own decision to work abroad, we can see 
it is actually a collective decision made by her family members to cope with the 
family crisis, including her mother's illness. It is also common to hear from the 
workers that they work abroad for the welfare of their younger siblings. “I can't 
receive higher education so I hope that they can and have a brighter future." 
In my research，married migrants tended to work overseas in the families' 
interests rather than for their own. Almost all married women, especially those with 
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You have to spend more time to train them. But it is also because they are 
stupid; they are more obedient and trustworthy. You don't need to be afraid 
that they will be deceitful. You could take advantage of them very easily. Even 
though they know they are underpaid, they don't know how to rebel against 
you. 
In fact, the pervasiveness of underpayment of Indonesian workers often gives 
employers the impression that they are submissive and content with the harsh 
working environment and these impressions often attract employers to hire them. In 
the meantime, these stereotypical images also justify the different entitlements for 
I 
Filipinas and Indonesians and further reinforce the inferior status of Indonesian 
workers in the domestic labor market of Hong Kong. Mrs. Tang has hired 
Indonesians as domestic workers for almost six years; they were newcomers and 
underpaid. Her recent employee was paid a monthly wage of HK$ 1,800; this is only 
half of the legal minimum wage. Some employers, like Mrs. Tang, more explicitly I 
！ 
use the “national characteristics” to justify the mistreatment of domestic workers: ‘ 
I 丨 
It seems that it is a shabby treatment, but in fact, it is not unfair. 
Indonesians are rather unwise. They are not as smart as Filipinas who can 
understand what you want quickly and do what you want them to do 
immediately. Indonesians are totally left behind. I had to sacrifice my free time 
and holidays to teach her (her Indonesian worker) the details of the work, the 
language, and even her manners. And until now, I have had to tolerate many 
mistakes she has made repeatedly. This is unfair to the employers if they are 
paid the same as Filipino workers. 
The stereotypical image of Indonesian workers as docile but stupid workers 
reflects employers' racial bias and prejudices; however, the demographic 
background of Indonesian workers does make them become more docile and more 
tolerant to exploitation compared with Filipina workers. In my research among 
Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong, most respondents are single women, in 
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their twenties to thirties, with secondary education. They are not only young, single, 
Muslim women from rural, farming families in Java but also they are less likely to 
have friends and family in Hong Kong and they were also less proficient in English. 
In Hong Kong, many female employers are eager to subcontract their traditional 
gendered domestic work and conventional filial duties to cheap migrant workers 
who are presumed suited to such degrading service and subordinate roles. 
Corresponding to the lower-class migrant workers from Mainland China in the 
thirties and seventies, and Filipina workers in the seventies to nineties, the , 
I 
I employers think that they Indonesian workers have the right genes to provide this 









Labor migration in Indonesia 
In Hong Kong as well as in Indonesia, paid domestic work has been a 
low-status, low-reward occupation for centuries. So why would thousands of women 
enter such a stigmatized occupation in Hong Kong? On the group level, the essential 
causes are obvious: economic need and limited job opportunities in the local market. 
But on the individual level, other factors may have come into play and influenced . 
I 
their decisions to become domestic workers abroad. j 
1 
From the interviews, it is clear that most migrant workers had their own j 
I 
individual motivations to work as domestic workers abroad. While it is important to ！ 
recognize the uniqueness and freedom of each of these workers; we should also note j 
that their decisions and thoughts are greatly influenced by the value and customs ^ 
they have inherited from their home society. In fact, their gender as well as their i 
regional, class and family backgrounds often restricted their choices. ； 
. ！ 
What are these women like? Why do they migrate to enter such an occupation 
in Hong Kong? These are the major questions to be explored in this chapter. When I 
describe how Indonesian women make their decisions to come to work as domestic 
workers in Hong Kong, I will attempt to show the dynamics of the process whereas 
individuals negotiate with their family members as well as the social environment 
they are situated. By doing so, I hope to understand the people as they are, and also 
to identify the social patterns they reflect and bring about. 
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1. The economic incentive to migrate abroad 
Many young Indonesian women from their twenties to forties, left their 
countries to work in homes in Hong Kong and other wealthier regions in Asia and 
the Middle East. In response to one of the first questions that I asked at the 
interviews ~ "Why did you come to Hong Kong?"— all of my respondents said they 
had been partially driven by economic motives. For example, Mariani, a single 
woman who came to Hong Kong from her village in Solo: 
漏 
It is for the better wage. I can earn more here. There are more jobs in ! 
Hong Kong. Many people are jobless in Indonesia. Many young people in my j 
village left their homes and work outside the village. Some go to cities, like ！ 
Malang and Jakarta and some go to other places, Malaysia.... Singapore.. .many f 
other places. I could not find a job and stayed at home after completing my ！ 
secondary school. I felt bored and wanted to earn more money. : 
Some workers decided to work overseas because they had seen the economic j 
I 
opportunities that migration had brought about from their friends' and relatives' | 
,丨 
experiences. According to Lina, many people, including her neighbors, in East Java 1 
had worked overseas as domestic helpers before her. The success stories of her 
friends gave her the courage to migrate abroad temporarily. 
My good friend went to Hong Kong, too. She could save enough to build a 
new house for her parents in two years. She told me that the working 
environment here in Hong Kong is quite good. I followed her to Hong Kong. 
Economic and political processes no doubt determined the migration of 
Indonesian domestic workers. Many respondents came to Hong Kong for earning 
foreign currency overseas could provide them with a more attractive and stable 
income compared with earning the devalued rupiah in their home country. The Hong 
Kong dollar had remained strong and stable during the Asian financial crisis. 
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Can we view the Indonesian workers as free individuals who are able to 
make their own choices? On the surface, the migrants were free to make their 
decision to leave their country and work abroad. They obtained information relevant 
to making the decision to work in Hong Kong for their economic interests. However, 
when we questioned them further about the income inequality between Indonesia 
and Hong Kong, it became apparent that their migration was possible because there 
was unequal economic development between countries in the Asia-Pacific region. 
Moreover, the governments also play an important role in facilitating labor 





According to Sassen (1989), the inequality of nations in the world system is 
the key factor in the globalization of contemporary paid domestic work. The : 
inequality of economic developments between Hong Kong and Indonesia in the � \ global age was the key factor that facilitated the migration of domestic workers from . 
丄 Indonesia to Hong Kong. For advanced countries, foreign domestic workers were J； 
• I丨丨丨 
recruited from less-developed countries to meet the expanded demand for low-wage | 
拳 
domestic workers and to sustain the economic development in the region. For the 
developing countries, the economic underdevelopment in the region had caused 
excessive labor supply; surplus workers were sent to wealthier countries to earn 
foreign exchange and to reduce the unemployment rate in the region. 
1.1 Economic development and the labor market in Indonesia 
During the past few decades, Indonesia has experienced high levels of 
economic growth and is now recognized as a newly industrializing economy and a 
major emerging market in the world system. The nation is one of the global 
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economy's developing countries and it is through industrialization, in which the 
government plays a significant role, that it is developing. Pursuing development 
through industrialization requires foreign advanced technology, which in turn needs 
intensive capital input. 
Unlike Hong Kong where an influx of capital from Mainland China supported 
the development of manufacturing industries in the 1970s, much of the development 
budget in Indonesia was financed by foreign aid in which the government played a 
_ 
significant role. International financial institutions have also contributed substantial | 
development funds over the years since Suharto came into power. The foreign | 
investment is mostly in the form of loans, and funds from the World Bank and other f 
丨: 
organizations. The hard fact is that these foreign institutions and industrialized 节 
countries make use of foreign aid as a medium to create a favorable infrastmctural 
framework needed to effectively exploit resources from the loan-recipient countries. ‘ I 
In addition, the regional financial problems that swept into Indonesia in late ^ 
1997 quickly became an economic and political crisis. The effects of the financial 
. I 
and economic crisis were severe. Indonesia was more seriously affected by the Asian " 
economic crisis than its neighbors. The GDP fell 13.2 percent in 1998 and shrank 
again in 1999. Inflation reached 77% in 1998. The rupiah, which had been in the Rp 
2,400/USDl range in 1997, reached Rp 17,000/USDl at the height of the 1998 
violence. ^^  It has traded in the Rp 6,500-9,000/USDl range since, with significant 
instability. 18 
Indonesia has long had a labor surplus; and it is one of the world's major 
sources of unskilled international migrant workers (Hugo 2002). In fact, outbound 
17 World Fact Book 2003 
18 World Fact Book 2003 
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migration of labor has mainly been in response to the economic crisis, and it has 
become the most significant aspect of Indonesia's migration patterns and policies. 
The government has actively encouraged the exportation of labor from Indonesia 
since the 1970s. From the 1980s, there have been growing numbers of people 
moving out of the country to work in Indonesia. The government has set the targets 
for the number sent overseas since the five-year development plan, Repelita III. In 
Repelita VI the target was set at 1.25 million overseas workers (Hugo 1992:181).. 
m The export of labor is like any export commodity that can earn the country | 
foreign exchange but it this case it also reduces the chronic unemployment of | 
I; 
unskilled laborers in the country. At the end of 2000，the Labor and Manpower k 
19 8 Department put the number of Indonesian overseas contract workers at 1,461,236^^ u 
IV 
while the non-governmental organisations estimated that there were as many as 
2,199,371 Indonesian migrant workers overseas (Hugo 2002:4). Until the 1990s, ；' 1: 
legal labor migration out of Indonesia was mainly to the oil-rich Middle East, but ； iL u increasingly more people have moved to other Asian nations such as Hong Kong, 
/> 
Singapore and Taiwan (Bandiyono and Alihar 2003:3). | 
2. The feminization of migrant workers 
Worldwide the proportion of women in the migrant labor force has risen 
considerably in many countries. In Indonesia, as in other countries like Sri Lanka 
and the Philippines, women make up over half of the migrant workers. In Indonesia, 
statistics show that the legal migrant labor force is overwhelmingly unskilled and is 
dominated by women. During the past decade, the number of female international 
labor migrants from Indonesia increased substantially. The number of female 
19 Cited in Asian Migrant Yearbook 2000: 149 
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migrant workers deployed from 1989-1994 was 442,310 compared with 209,962 
males. From 1994 to 1999, 2,042,206 female workers and 880,266 male workers 
went abroad (Hugo 2002:5). 
There were significant gender differences in the destination of migration and 
migrants' occupations. Women are predominantly employed as domestic workers, 
with particularly large numbers deployed in Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Brunei, 
Singapore, and 66,970 work in Hong Kong. In contrast, males dominate the flows to 
_ 
South Korea, Taiwan, and Japan. So-called trainee programs have become more | 
important in those areas (Hugo 2000: 4). These differences are often in response to I 
the local market demands of the receiving cities and states. ！ 
In Indonesia, women have certain autonomy in making their decisions to 
migrate abroad. When I asked who decided if they would migrate, the majority of 
respondents, especially the unmarried ones, emphasized that they made their own } 
f 
decisions to work and their families did not compel them to work abroad. However, { 
their decision was not totally free from social constraints. J 
Caroline Brettell (2000) suggested that migration was also closely linked with 
migrants' historical and cultural backgrounds. In Indonesia, both men and women 
suffered from economic difficulties that spurred their decisions to migrate abroad. 
Yet, the meaning of economic migration for men and women are different 
considering that gender shapes the family and local economy of Indonesia. Hugo has 
also suggested that a number of social factors have conspired to increase female 
migration, including broader structural changes in the economy. But increased levels 
of education and the shifts in customary law governing female behavior (Hugo 1992) 
have also reshaped women's roles. In fact, women's roles differ from men's in the 
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local labor market in Indonesia. And these gender differences are often accountable 
for the greater number of females migrating abroad. 
In Indonesia, women have a different position in the labor market than men. 
Most of the women I interviewed are from rural areas. Job opportunities for 
low-skilled and uneducated women are limited. Men are more evenly distributed 
across the job spectrum. Women are almost entirely absent in construction work, 
transportation and, indeed, any salaried work (Cameron 2002:145). Facing the 
scarcity of jobs for women in the local economy, working as domestic helpers | 
abroad becomes an attractive option for women. | 
t y> 
2.1 Migration as a household strategy to cope with family crises |S 
While most Indonesian women I interviewed said that financial necessity had 
prompted their migration, the financial necessity was often not just an individual's 
. 1; 
but a household one. In Indonesia, “womanhood，，is closely connected with family; ^ 
u 
the primary role of women is to maintain the family. Their gender role in the family jj 
；> f, 
as well as their relationships with family members often affect their decision to work | 
abroad. In the following cases, we can also see that even though their families did 
not force them to migrate, their own financial motivations to work abroad were 
affected by their family values and marital backgrounds. Many workers were not 
only using migration as a way to improve the quality of their own lives, but also as a 
strategy to cope with family crises, and to enhance their entire families' living 
standards. 
Miriani, like many young, single Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong, 
claimed that she made her own decision to work overseas. She had gone to work 
overseas immediately after she completed high school. When I asked Miriani why 
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children, claimed that they would not have left their families to work abroad if they 
had had other choices in Indonesia. Financial difficulties and family crises 
compelled them to work abroad. Harri was one of these women who migrated 
temporarily to meet the financial needs of her husband. She was a 29-year-old 
married woman with a six-year-old son. Hani 's husband would like to establish a 
goose farm and needs capital. Her husband asked her if she could work abroad to 
earn money for the business. Harri agreed to work abroad to help her spouse. She 
remitted most of the income she had earned in Hong Kong to her husband. In the 
. i first seven months, she did not remit money home since she had only HK$600 each 譯 I 
month for her own expenses in Hong Kong. After Harri had paid back her loan, she 卜 t 
V. remitted almost HK$ 1,500 each month. | 
,1  
Harri was working for a Chinese family with two children who were eight and 
ten years old. This was her second contract in Hong Kong. She had worked in Hong 
. I 
Kong for nearly four years when I interviewed her. For Harri, the saddest thing � 
u u about working abroad is that she could not bring up her own son and maintain her 
J；, 
own family, but had to help raise other people's children. After working for four |i 
years in Hong Kong, she desperately missed her son. She told her husband that she 
would like to quit and return home after her contract ended. But her husband wanted 
her to continue working in Hong Kong. She related her husband's response: 
I told my husband I missed my son a lot. I wanted to go back home. He 
asked me if my employer treated me badly. I said they were not really bad, but 
I really wanted to look after my son. I missed him. He said yes if I wanted to 
go back. But he told me that he still needed money to invest in his goose farm. 
He had been unsuccessful in breeding geese; the geese were sold at a very low 
price. He needed more money to buy better geese for breeding this time. 
He asked if I could work two more years in Hong Kong. He didn't force 
me and said he would work out a solution if I really wanted to quit. I thought 
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about it. I told him I agreed to work for two more years only. Fm his wife; I 
want to help him. He had no one to help him. 
Karri's migration was largely for the benefit of other members of the household. 
She felt that as a wife, it was her responsibility to put aside her own interest to assist 
in her husband's business. Although she provided capital to maintain the goose 
business, she did not consider herself as one of the investors in the business. The 
decision of how to use the remittance was made by her husband. Moreover, even 
though she would like to quit her job, she followed her husband's advice to stay 
overseas. 
Amy decided to emigrate after her husband abandoned her and she was left to 
raise her children on her own. She did not have any paid work after she was married. 
Amy moved to her mother's home and her family was willing to support her and her 
children. Her family provided food and shelter for them. But Amy felt that she 
couldn't rely on her family financially. She sought domestic work in Hong Kong 
because she was too "old" and poorly educated to find other paid work in Indonesia: 
My husband left me for another woman when my child was only seventeen 
months old. Since then, he had not sent money home, not written to me, he 
hasn't seen his son. I do not know where he is now. I had no money and I had 
to raise my son on my own. I think of my son's future. My family was willing 
to support me but my son needed more than food and shelter. He needed 
education. It took a lot of money for his schooling and many other things. I 
really wanted to have my son with me but there was no other way. I decided to 
come here. 
Amy was supported by her mother who offered to take care of the baby while 
she worked abroad. In the first seven weeks, she didn't give money to her parents at 
all. After she had paid back all the debts for her migration, Amy remitted HK$ 1,000 
to her mother for taking care of her son and maintaining the household. 
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2.2 Migration as a tool to negotiate change in traditional views 
on marriage 
The first day I saw Ami, she was talking to her friends, Lilik and Lauri in a 
McDonald's fast-food shop in Tai Po, and she was wearing fashionable clothes, a 
white T-shirt with Jeans Skirt. Ami was twenty-four years old and single. This was 
her first contract in Hong Kong, having worked in Hong Kong for seventeen months. 
She had worked as a foreign domestic worker for almost six years since working 
overseas for the first time when she was eighteen. Before coming to Hong Kong, she 
had worked as a domestic helper in Singapore for one year and in Taiwan for three 
years. 
Before Ami worked overseas, she worked in a multinational soap firm, Lux 
Company, in Jakarta, when she was sixteen. She worked with the company for 
almost two years. She didn't save much. She claimed that her job in the Lux 
Company was not a stable job; the salary fluctuated. The company didn't offer her a 
long-term contract. The salary ranged from HKD500-1,000 a month calculated on a 
daily basis. She described her life working with Lux Company: 
Every day, there are new girls coming in and out. I had to work very hard. 
The job was really boring. We could be fired without advance notice. Doing 
this job (domestic work) is far better and interesting! The housework is easier 
to do. It's much more pleasant raising babies; they smile and cry. It's lovely 
when you see the babies grow every day. Sometimes, I don't think it is a job. I 
naturally want to embrace them when I see the children. Working as a maid in 
Hong Kong and Taiwan, the salary is three-fold and the family (employer) 
offers at least a two-year contract. The job here is more stable. 
Although women participate in paid work, they face limited job options in the 
local economy. Many women in my study also said that they couldn't find a job in 
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their villages. The industrialization of the Indonesian economy did not create enough 
job opportunities for women who are unskilled and poorly educated. The constant 
turnover of the manufacturing workforce may have also promoted the migration of 
women workers. Ami faced intense competition in the factory work market, which 
may have made her turn to migrating overseas for more stable and higher paid work. 
Moreover, when I asked the interviewees to compare their factory work with paid 
household work, many said that both they and their parents thought that employers' 
homes provided a much safer and more comfortable place for women to work 
because they received protection and care there. 
Ami also gained the support of her parents and boyfriend to work abroad. She 
told me that her parents supported her decision since they did not have much of a 
dowry to give her if she married. Her parents hoped that she could save more for 
herself. Her boyfriend promised to wait for her till the end of her contract. Ami's 
boyfriend is a businessman who opened a small shop in the city. Ami said that he 
was not rich and did not have enough money to fulfill her dreams of an ideal life if 
they got married. She wants to build a house and open a shop herself when she 
returns to Indonesia. 
I hope I do not need to work anymore when I go back. (What do you 
want to do?) I want to stay at home after I am married, have my own house, 
have my own baby maybe I'll open a small shop. 
Ami and her boyfriend planned that they would get married in two years. In 
order to achieve this, Ami's boyfriend also migrated to work in South Korea as a 
construction worker when Ami was working in Taiwan. When I asked her why she 
had such a marriage plan, Ami told me it was because of her desire for an ideal 
family life. Temporary migration is one of the few possible ways that will allow her 
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to achieve her dream to develop an ideal family in the future. 
I'll get married when I am twenty-six. It's the right age. Not too old. 
Phoebe, don't be shocked. In Indonesia, there are many girls who get married 
when they are still very young, especially in the village; they get married just 
after they finish secondary school. It's too young!! 
Ami told me of the undesirable consequences for women who married and had 
children at a young age. Her mother is a good example. Her mother married at the 
age of sixteen and went to Saudi Arabia to work as a domestic worker when Ami 
was eight years old. According to Ami, her mother was compelled to work abroad by 
economic necessity. The family was very poor. During her childhood and 
adolescence, Ami rarely saw her mother. Her decision to migrate abroad before 
marriage is partly due to her reluctance to let her family life a repeat of her mother's: 
I want to save more when I'm still young. I don't want to be worrying 
about living and going out to work after having my own babies, like my 
mother. (Have you thought about how many children you will have after 
marriage?) We have decided to have two to three children. I still have time to 
bear babies before I am thirty years old. 
Migration is an effective strategy for women to defer marrying young. That 
Ami engaged in paid work overseas in her twenties shows her reluctance to embark 
on an early marriage. She preferred to engage in formal employment and save 
enough money before marriage so that she can have more autonomy to decide her 
future life after marriage. 
Some interviewees spoke more directly about their decision to work abroad as a 
strategy to avoid an arranged marriage. Yuli was a twenty-year-old woman who had 
worked in Hong Kong for two years when I met her. She is now waiting for a new 
employment. Her employer gave her two weeks' holiday, so she had one month to 
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find a new job. Still, she was worried about whether she could get a new job. I asked 
her why she was so worried since I knew from other workers that normally it was 
not difficult to get new employment. She told me that her parents wanted her to go 
back to Indonesia if she couldn't find a new job. I was very curious about why she 
was so worried about her employment if her family wanted her to return home. 
Eventually, I had the answer. 
Yuli had learned about the overseas job opportunities when she saw recruitment 
agency flyers promising jobs abroad and attractive salary placement fees. Her 
divorced sister had worked in Hong Kong, but she hadn't thought about following 
her. Her reason was, “I would like to stay close to my family and friends." Yuli 
determined to find a job abroad when she heard from her cousin that her parents 
were planning to arrange a marriage for her. 
When I first heard about that, I cried. What came to my mind was that I 
would have to leave my family and friends very soon. “1 don't want to get 
married" and I kept repeating it in my heart. I 'm still young. I don't want to be 
a mother and wife so soon. They saw me staying at home with nothing to do. 
They thought that it was better for me to get married earlier and have my own 
family to take care of. 
Yuli believed that if she could find a job, her parents would not be so eager to 
arrange a marriage for her. She said that she couldn't find a job in her village and 
she was scared that her parents would go ahead and arrange a marriage for her if she 
stayed at home. Facing this pressure from her parents, she decided that migrating 
abroad was an immediate way to defer marriage. She followed her sister to Hong 
Kong one year ago. For many women workers that I had interviewed, migration was 
a way of escaping from the constraints imposed on their gender. Yuli wanted to 
escape from the control of her parents by migrating abroad. 
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2.3 Migration as a strategy to enjoy independence 
When I asked my respondents why they wanted to work abroad, they generally 
looked at me strangely and even laughed as if I had asked a stupid question. Lauri 
was the only exception. Unlike other interviewees, her direct answer to my question 
was not related to economics. She said that her dreams of traveling and having 
freedom drove her to work abroad. “I wanted to see the world. [Didn't you feel 
afraid of going abroad alone?] No, many people work abroad. If they can do it, why 
can't I?" 
Her dream of traveling and having freedom was prompted by her cousin's 
experience when Lauri was fourteen years old. Her cousin was working in Japan as 
a construction worker. She was so impressed by the cityscape when her cousin sent 
her a postcard, that she dreamed of leaving the village and traveling, but she had no 
chance to travel abroad because she was poor. Lauri saw the opportunity to work 
overseas as a chance to fulfill her dream of traveling. 
I dreamed of leaving home and going to new places, to see more and leam 
more when I was young. Indonesia is a poor and boring country. It is not like 
Hong Kong. People have no money to travel. Here, people can travel abroad 
easily. My employer's family went to Japan last Christmas holiday and they are 
planning to visit their relatives in USA next month. 
Throughout the time working away from her family in Indonesia, Lauri had 
worked in Singapore for one year, in Taiwan for three years and in Hong Kong for 
fourteen months. She shifted countries intentionally for two reasons. The first was 
that she could have better wages and more holidays. Her salary in Hong Kong was 
HK$2,800. This more than doubled her salary in Singapore four years ago. 
Lauri also relished the autonomy she enjoyed while working overseas. She 
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wanted to work in Hong Kong so she could have greater freedom to go around and 
to make new friends: 
I hadn't been to Hong Kong. I knew from my friends in Taiwan that it 
was a big city and many Indonesians worked there. I wanted to try working in 
Hong Kong. I worked in Southern Taiwan. The employer was living in the 
countryside. The environment was comfortable but I felt a little bit bored. In 
Hong Kong, I can meet my friends and hang around very easily on my holiday. 
I like working in Hong Kong, I can go anywhere I like being on my own. 
Although many people viewed domestic service as a degrading occupation, 
Lauri regarded working as a domestic worker abroad as a challenge. She could leam 
and see new things by working in different countries. She was also proud of her 
capability to leam new languages. Throughout the interview, she spoke to me in 
fluent Mandarin and she also knows some Hokkian (South Fujian dialects). She 
leamt Mandarin and Hokkian in Taiwan. She was eager to leam Cantonese while 
working in Hong Kong. Lauri was excited about learning new languages while 
working abroad. When I asked her whether the language barrier was a limitation to 
working in Hong Kong, she said: 
Not at all, it's easy to leam. Learning a new language is fun! When you 
gradually leam to communicate with people in a foreign language, you feel 
very happy! 
The job satisfaction and excitement she gained by migrating also led her to 
continue to work abroad. She originally planned to work abroad for five to six years, 
but this was prolonged to eight years. She would like to stay two more years in 
Hong Kong despite her parents' objection. 
Even though Lauri's mother was reluctant to let her stay any longer in Hong 
Kong and warned her that no one would marry her if she was too old, she did not 
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seem to care. Even so, Lauri had promised her family that she would work two more 
years only in order to calm their fears. In this aspect, her case was not exceptional. 
In fact, unmarried daughters generally enjoy greater autonomy in making their life 
choices than married women in Indonesia. In my research, half of the single women 
workers that I interviewed claimed that their parents had not agreed with their 
decisions to migrate, but that they eventually gained their parents' permission to 
work abroad. This shows that their parents respect their daughters' own choices 
when they have divergent opinions on migration. 
3. Chapter summary 
Neo-economists emphasize that migration is the rational choice of the 
individual migrant. Individuals are free to make the migration decision on their own 
in order to maximize their own economic interests. Among those I interviewed, most 
women claimed that they had made their own decision to migrate. Also, many single 
migrant workers claimed that their family members did not require them to send 
money back home to support the family. On the surface, they are free from the 
family burden and are able to make the decision to migrate based on their own 
economic interests. Even if economic interest was the most important reason for 
women to work abroad, there are other underlying structural and cultural causes for 
their migration. 
The movement of workers was in response to economic crises facing the 
Indonesian economy. The inequality of economic developments between Hong 
Kong and Indonesia in the global age is the major factor that facilitates the migration 
of domestic workers from Indonesia to Hong Kong. 
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In Indonesia, both men and women suffer from economic difficulties that have 
spurred their decisions to migrate abroad. In the cases shown above, the meaning of 
economic migration for men and women are different as gender shapes the family 
and local economy of Indonesia. In Indonesia, women have a different position in 
the labor market than men. Job opportunities for low-skilled and uneducated women 
are limited. Facing the scarcity of jobs for women in the local economy, working as 
household workers abroad becomes an attractive option. 
In addition, the divergent positions of household members strongly influence 
their decision to seek jobs abroad as do the constraints or responses they may face 
from other members, either parents or husbands. Moreover, when we examined their 
decision to migrate, some women have ongoing negotiations with their family 
members and their potential husbands to decide when to go abroad, when to come 
back home and where to go abroad. Also, their migration decision must be mediated 
through the support of other family members who will substitute her traditional 
gender roles at home, such as taking care of children and sick family members and 
maintaining the household. For other women, their parents allowed them to seek 
jobs abroad because the parents were embarrassed about being unable to give money 
to them. Working away from the family is becoming the acceptable rite of passage 
for women to open up their horizons before marriage. 
So migration can actually serve as a strategy to cope with family crises as well 
as to improve the quality of life of the family. These women remit at least one-third 
of their income to help sustain the family, regardless of the wage they receive. Many 
women I interviewed felt they are obligated to support the family even though their 
parents and their husbands did not compel them to support the family. 
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Yet, before we conceptualize these women migrants as victims who suffer from 
the inequality of economic development in the world system and from the gender 
inequality in the local economy as well as in their families, we should be aware that 
most of them do not view themselves as victims or passive migrants who are forced 
to migrate abroad. Rather they often regards themselves as free agents who seek job 
opportunities abroad in order to improve their families' as well as their own quality 
of life. 
For most women I interviewed the motivation to work abroad was primarily but 
not solely economic. Having one's own supply of money could increase their 
decision-making power in the family and help them to gain more independence in 
making choices regarding their own lives. We can see from the case of Ami, Yuli, 
Miriani and Lauri that their act of migration questioned the traditional social 
expectations of women as solely reproducers and caregivers in the family. Apart 
from economic benefits, there is also the satisfaction of being able to get away from 
family problems temporarily, to broaden their horizons, to increase their knowledge 




In this chapter, I would like to illustrate the administrative process that the 
Indonesian domestic worker goes through in the process of migration. Under the 
labor laws of Indonesia, all Indonesian domestic workers must go through a 
regulated employment process to get jobs in Hong Kong. 
Public and private institutions play a large role in creating the bureaucratic 
procedures and legislation that shape the migration process and regulate behavior of 
Indonesian migrants. Laws and rules regulating migration are just like other rules 
regulating education, public health and transportation; they are created by 
institutions to exercise power over individual and groups. Recruitment agencies 
were the major agents channeling the supply of workers to meet the demands of 
employers. Disciplinary strategies are used in the process of migration by the 
agencies to mold the Indonesian workers into their customer's ideals. I will briefly 
discuss the role of government institutions and recruitment agencies in enabling 
migrants to work abroad and in regulating the process they must go through. 
Although rules and social institutions regulate behavior and create social 
hierarchy, individuals do not always follow the regulations and accept the 
domination of the authorities. People also continually resist and challenge the 
system. In this chapter, I shed light on how the Indonesian workers reacted to the 
administrative structure regulating migration. 
1. The administrative structure of migration 
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In Indonesia, most workers go overseas with the assistance of agents or of 
family and friends already working abroad (Hugo 2002). Most women moving from 
Indonesia to Hong Kong gained their employment in Hong Kong through a formal 
recruitment process. In many countries, including Indonesia, informal networks of 
assistance are common in the process of migration. However, none of the workers I 
interviewed gained their employment through friends and relatives. Normally, they 
approached employment agents of some kind before departure to secure their 
employment in Hong Kong. Why was this? The most probable explanation is that 
the administrative law of migration in Indonesia had made the informal job referrals 
impossible. 
The Indonesian government has taken an active role in sending its workers 
overseas since the New Order I. Legalization of the recruitment process for migrant 
workers only began in 1970 when the Government Decree No. 4 1970, better known 
as "Antar Keija Antar Daerah" (interregional labor) and "Antar Keija Antar Negara" 
(international labor), was issued (Tirtosudarmo 2003: 5). In 1988, Ministerial Decree 
No.5 was passed setting out the procedures for sending migrant workers abroad. 
(Tirtosudarmo 2003: 5) The migration of female workers is currently receiving 
unprecedented government attention, with officials in the department of labor 
focusing more than ever on this phenomenon. 
Following the implementation of the law, the private sector (Perusahaan Jasa 
Tenaga Keija Indonesia-PJTKI), in partnership with the government, started sending 
workers overseas. Migrant laborers are officially required to go through PJTKI to 
apply for jobs overseas and gain necessary official documentation and permission to 
leave. The documentation includes an identity card, marriage certificate, parents or 
husband's permission, training certificate and health certificate. To ensure the 
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quality of the labor sent abroad, the government also requires migrants to receive at 
least one month's occupational training in the training camps organized by the labor 
recruiting companies before departure. The law implies that the workers had to rely 
on PJTKI to handle the contract if they shift employers. These regulations means 
that the overseas workers are unable to seek work through friends or relatives 
already working in Hong Kong. The only way they can gain legal overseas 
employment is to seek assistance from recruiters and recruiting companies. 
In 2002, the government established new regulations in Article 66 of the 
Indonesian Government's Ministerial Decree No. 104A/2002. The regulations affect 
migrants who change their contracts. They require migrant workers to return to 
Indonesia to renew their contracts and stay in Indonesia at least one month before 
the next contracts begin. In addition, all returning migrants must arrive and go 
through the terminal specially designated for returning migrant labor (Hugo 2002). 
Returning migrants are also required to be met upon arrival by their family members. 
If not, they must return home by transport provided by agencies. For migrants who 
. I 
extend their contracts with the original employer, their contracts can be validated by , 
the consulate general in the host countries but they still must return to Indonesia first 
and stay for one month. 
The current opportunities for movement are limited by a number of legal 
restrictions and measures indirectly leading to the exploitation of many migrant 
workers, especially female workers. From the experience of the Tenaga Keija 
Indonesia (TKI) in Hong Kong, the Indonesian government measures and 
migration laws do not protect workers from exploitation by their recruitment agents 
and employers in the employment process; rather, its measures encourage 
In Bahasa Indonesian, it means Indonesian migrant workers. 
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mistreatment and abuse of migrant workers from the recruitment agency and 
employers. 
2. The role of employment agencies in Indonesia 
In Indonesia, workers generally approach recruiting companies to apply for 
overseas jobs in two ways. Workers near the city areas, such as Surabaya and Jakarta, 
contact the recruiting companies on their own. Most workers in rural areas apply for 
jobs through local recruiters (calo) in their own villages. The local recruiters bring 
them to PJTKI located in cities. The more workers local recruiters get, the more 
recruitment fees they earn from the PJTKI. Some women workers interviewed, who 
applied for jobs through calo, had paid an extra illegal fee to local brokers. The fee 
is about Rp 1,000,000 (USD 120). Private recruitment agencies seek to profit from 
the migrant trade. Without effective government regulation of the employment 
agents, Indonesian workers are easily exposed to exploitation. 
First of all, most Indonesian workers must pay a substantial agency fee. Apart 
from handling the registry for overseas employment, the PJTKI is responsible for ！ 
providing information to the workers concerning the working conditions and the 
amount of wages in the destination country. Moreover, they are also responsible for 
providing training and accommodation for workers in the process of waiting for 
employment and gaining permission to work overseas. Since they rely on the 
recruiting company to obtain information about overseas employment, there is a 
high probability that the workers will be exposed to exploitation by the recruiting 
company. 
Most of the women I interviewed acquired information about their jobs from 
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the recruiting company. The information they gained from the PJTKI varies. Two 
interviewees who sought work from the same agent said that the agent had let them 
read a booklet about labor rights in Hong Kong. Many other interviewees, especially 
those who are underpaid, did not leam about the minimum wage and legal rest days 
for foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong from the recruiters or the PJTKI. 
The situation is even worse since the information about their wages and rest 
days is commonly misrepresented by recruitment agencies. The workers are told that 
wage differences between household workers of different nationalities are common 
I 
in Hong Kong. They are told that due to their low educational qualifications and 
poor English and Chinese language skills, they are not as favored as workers from 
other countries. Lower salaries and fewer rest days for Indonesian workers are then 
justified. 
Almost all workers interviewed had signed a contract in English (without 
Bahasa Indonesian translation). Many were prevented from reading the contract in 
detail. Only two women, who earned the legal wage, had staff explain the contract 
terms briefly in Javanese. Even worse, in some cases the agents required migrants to ‘ 
use a false age in the contract and in the resume in order to fit the employer's 
requirement (see also Sim 2003). 
2.1 The live-in training camp in Indonesia 
The process of gaining appropriate documentation and permission to leave is 
time-consuming and requires the workers to move away from home to a major urban 
centre. The training centers are supposed to provide at least one month pre-departure 
training required by law and also to offer proper accommodation for prospective 
migrants who are stuck in the big cities, waiting for job appointments and the legal 
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documents to leave. 
Although the government requires the recruiting company to provide training, 
the workers may wait several months in the training center without proper treatment 
and training before they are able to leave Indonesia. Among the workers I 
interviewed, some had been trapped in the training center for four to seven months 
before they arrived Hong Kong. 
All TKI that I interviewed said they received a certain kind of training run by 
PJTKI before they departed. But the kinds of training they received were diverse. ‘ 
1 
Most told me that they had received Cantonese or English training in the training 
center. The language book has around 40 pages of useful words and simple 
dialogues. Although it was a very short period of time, the simple language training 
was crucial for helping their daily communication with their employers. 
Housekeeping training includes cookery, the use of a modem kitchen, household 
equipment, and modem ways of taking care of babies. 
However, according to the women, the training provided was not always useful . 
in the overseas workplace. For example, many were taught how to take care of 
babies. Some informants told me that the baby-care training was useless as they 
have to take care of elderly people or school-age children in their employers' home. 
One informant told me that they learned to cook Malay cuisine instead of Chinese 
cuisine in the cookery lessons. In two cases, the workers did not receive any job 
training at all. The so-called training the worker received was assembling remote 
controls in the agents' factory adjacent to the training center. 
In the training center, many unreasonable restrictions are placed on migrants. 
They are not allowed to leave the camp without permission. They are responsible for 
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the daily maintenance of the training center, such as cleaning and cooking. The 
living condition of the training centers is poor and overcrowded. According to the 
interviewees, there were around several hundred to a thousand workers living in the 
training center at any one time. There were common hygiene problems in the 
training center. Workers slept on the floor. Some women complained that there was 
insufficient clean water and food for them. They usually depended on their relatives 
and friends to supply extra food. 
Wanti's experience demonstrated what many migrant domestics have to go 
through at the hands of Indonesian recruitment agencies. Wanti had contacted a 
broker in her hometown to help her go to Hong Kong, because she had heard from a 
relative that she could get a better job there and earn more money. The calo had 
taken her to an employment agency in Surabaya, East Java, where she had to pay 
Rp390,000 (US$44) for a medical test, a uniform, and Cantonese language books 
and cookery books. The agent told her that as she had no previous working 
experience, it was difficult for her to get a job in Hong Kong. She would place her 
resume with a Singapore and Taiwan recruitment agent, too. 
I 
Wanti was then sent to a training camp in Surabaya. There were around 1,000 
women in the camp. Wanti and the other women undertook long hours of language 
tuition and baby-raising classes. Apart from training, Wanti and all the other women 
in the training center were assigned duties to do at the center, such as cleaning the 
camp and cooking meals. After a month in the camp, Wanti was told to receive 
on-the-job training. She was sent to a Chinese Indonesian family to do part-time 
domestic work such as cleaning and cooking for two months. 
During her four months in the camp, Wanti was not allowed to leave, and her 
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family was only allowed a few hours to visit her every two weeks. There were no 
telephones for Wanti to contact her family. She was told that she had been hired by a 
family in Hong Kong and that she would be responsible for raising children. Wanti 
signed the contract papers in English. The agency didn't explain to her the contract 
terms or any details about her employers' family. 
Wanti's experience is not an exceptional case; employment agents 
consciously use the training center as a medium to turn the women into docile and 
I 
vulnerable workers. Mr Chan, who was the general manager of an agency in Hong 丨 
Kong, specialized in recruiting Indonesian domestic helpers. He claimed that the i 
I 
training center served other functions apart from providing the necessary 
occupational training required by the government. In Mr Chan's words: 
We do not force them to apply for the job. They do know that they are 
underpaid; they still take up the job offered to them. [Why?] Why do they want 
to work abroad? They definitely want money. They are waiting in the training 
center for several months without wages. They cannot have any other jobs 
once they enter the center. The only way for them to earn money is to get a job ^ 
as soon as possible. ] 
I老 
I 
Imagine that you are a worker, what would you do? For faster job placement, 
they will do whatever you want them to do Apart from applying for jobs 
through agencies; they have no other way to get employment abroad. They 
need us. This is the rule of the game. They can choose whether to play or not. 
But once they join the game, they have to follow, they cannot violate the rules. 
Even though a worker obtains a job, she has to wait in the center for three to 
five months to obtain appropriate permission. In this period, the worker can receive 
tailor-made training to meet her employer's needs. Moreover, the training center 
keeps an ample amount of potential workers on hand to ensure that the supply of 
“stock” stays stable to meet the market demand. Since the workers are trapped in the 
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training center without wages, the workers are more willing to accept whatever the 
job requirements are. If the worker is too "picky", the training company can force 
her to be obedient by keeping her application and compelling her to wait longer in 
the center with no income. Keeping workers in the camp also prevents them from 
applying for jobs through several recruiting companies. 
Lindio-McGovem states that "Filipinos who were victims of human trafficking 
and provide needed domestic service, but who are devalued, disempowered and 
I exploited, are living symbols of modem slavery under globalization 
(Lindio-McGovem 2003:519)." She illustrated that Filipinas faced with the ； 
j 
structural and economic constraints of the Philippines, become vulnerable to severe 
exploitation from traffickers and their employers. 
1 
Unlike Filipinas in Italy, the employment of Indonesian and other foreign 
domestic workers in Hong Kong is highly regulated by the governments of both 
countries; however, Indonesian domestic workers were not protected but exploited 
by the government and the registered employment agents in the regulated and ‘ 
organized employment process. • 
2.2 Personal negotiation in the training camp: Developing a 
network of assistance 
The regulations at the training center restricted the workers' physical mobility 
after they have applied for a job, but before they have secured employment. Under 
these regulations, workers are not allowed to undertake paid work while they are 
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waiting to secure employment. Moreover, they cannot apply for overseas work 
through other agencies since they are forced to stay in the training camp once they 
have approached an employment agent in Indonesia. In this way, workers have no 
choice but to accept whichever job comes to them. 
These workers are trapped in the training center for an unknown period and 
have limited contact with the outside world. They must not leave the training center 
on their own without permission and they have no telephone access. They can 
I communicate with their friends and relatives through letters, but their letters are ] 
I 
censored by the agencies. These restrictions prevent workers from securing 
( 
J 
employment and also from accessing related information through relatives and 
friends who have been or who are still working overseas. 
I 
However, migrant workers are still able to make use of the training center to 
develop their information networks. Living in the training center gives them the 
chance to get to know other migrants and to exchange information about working 
J conditions before departure. Three workers I interviewed said that most of the , 
4 
information they had received about the job was gained from other workers in the ‘ 
training center. Vin's story tells us more about how individual workers use creative 
methods to tap into the networks of other workers, helping them to overcome the 
problems they faced in Hong Kong. 
Vin recalled the experience of her first job in Hong Kong. She was 26 years 
old and had worked for her employer for 10 months. She only received HK$300 per 
month and was given no holidays during the course of her employment. In the first 
few months, Vin felt extremely lonely and wanted to come back home, but she 
decided to stay. She cried everyday. The employer called the agent when Vin could 
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not control her emotions. The agency warned her over the phone that she had signed 
a contract and owed a lot of money to a financial company. At first, Vin complied 
with the conditions imposed on her by the agent and employer, who told her that her 
treatment was the same as that of all other Indonesian workers in Hong Kong. Vin 
was convinced because she thought that working conditions in Hong Kong were 
similar to those in Saudi Arabia where workers were generally not allowed to leave 
their employers' house. She said her employer did not treat her badly. She did not 
suffer abuse and was allowed enough rest. Vin was convinced by the agency and her 
( 
employer that once she had repaid the debts in seven months' time, she could send ‘ 
J 
money to her two children. 
Under the strict supervision at her employer's home, she could not make 
V 
friends in Hong Kong. Vin could not leave the flat without her employer's 
permission. She could only call her family for 15 minutes each week. In her 
• I 
employer's home, Vin felt isolated and helpless: “I faced the four walls and work 
and work. I was working from day to night. Everyday was busy and the same. I had 
no one to talk to. I didn't know how many days had passed away.，’ After seven ] 
I I 
months, Vin did not receive the promised wage of HK$2,000 a month. Her employer 
kept finding different reasons to deduct money from her salary. For instance, her 
employer deducted HK$50 from her salary because she broke a glass. 
Unlike factory workers or farm workers, domestic helpers work separately in 
their employers' private households. Live-in domestic workers are isolated from 
each other at work. This live-in arrangement constrains them from developing a 
sense of solidarity with other workers and from resisting exploitation by collective 
effort when they are at work. The training center provides a chance for these 
workers to stay together for months. It helps build solidarity between the workers, 
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and is especially beneficial for newcomers who have no relatives and friends in 
Hong Kong. In her fourth month at the training camp, Vin made a friend, Adak, 
whom she described as “one of my sisters in the camp". They were frequent 
companions in the training camp. "We had lessons together. We slept next to each 
other. We usually shared food that our families gave us at weekends." When Vin got 
a job in Hong Kong before her friend, Adak gave the telephone numbers of her 
cousin in Hong Kong to Vin. 
The training period also provided a golden opportunity for these workers, who ! 
1 
had no relatives and friends in the destination countries, to tap into other workers' ！ 
networks of friends and relatives abroad. These networks are valuable resources to ‘ 
help the workers adjust to the working environment and deal with various situations 
that arise when they are working in Hong Kong. Facing extreme boredom and 
isolation，Vin was hoping desperately to find someone to talk to. She disobeyed her 
• _ '1 employer and called Adek's cousin while her employer was attending a wedding 
banquet. Her courage led her to break through the isolation and gave her access to 丨  
resources, support and information from peers and NGOs. She also had the chance [ 
it 
to talk to her friend who had arrived in Hong Kong. Vin was astonished when she 
was told by Adek's cousin that she and all other foreign domestic workers were 
legally entitled to receive the minimum wage and holidays. 
After this first act of defiance, she talked to both Adek and Adek's cousin 
several times while her employer was out. Adek had arrived in Hong Kong a month 
after Vin. Encouraged by her friends, Vin decided to run away. They devised a plan 
and she successfully escaped from her employer with the help of her friends and her 
friend's employer. Her cousin picked her up when she escaped. She went to the 
home of her friend's cousin's employer and accessed an NGO the next day. The 
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friendship she gained in the training center had become a valuable resource in 
confronting the situation she faced at work away from her family and friends. 
From the story of Vin's escape, we can see that migrants are vulnerable in the 
migration process. She was misinformed by the agents about the working situation 
in Hong Kong. At first, Vin was vulnerable to the abuse from the agent and 
employer because she had no other source of support in Hong Kong and she relied 
on the agent for employment, to gain information and even for support regarding her 
work. Vin did not pursue her employer for violation of the employment contract. I 
li 
Instead she compromised, accepting HK$20,000 in compensation. The reason she ：; 
J 
accepted the compensation was that she was eager to find another job in Hong Kong ： 
to earn money. 
1 
I丨 
Workers from the training center found it difficult to meet each other again in : 
the host countries since they were not informed of their respective employers' 
1 addresses or telephone numbers before departure. Apart from Vin's case, only three • 
, , ij 
workers in my research had met other workers in Hong Kong — either deliberately of 
coincidentally — who they had known in the training center. Ami and Lilik were _ 
close friends in the training center, but they hadn't communicated with each other 
since they had left. After working six months in Hong Kong, they met by chance at 
the lobby of the building where they lived and worked. They had been living and 
working in the same building for six months without noticing each other. Other 
interviewees talked about the difficulties they experienced in trying to contact 
friends they had known in the training center since they may be sent to different 
countries. 
3. The role of job placement agency in Hong Kong 
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Agencies generate huge profits as the exploitation of migrants continues after 
they have left for their host countries, where they bear a debt burden immediately. 
According to Mr. Chan, the placement fees that agents earn from processing legally 
waged workers and underpaid workers are roughly the same, about HK$22,500 -
23,000. The difference is in who pays the fee. The legal workers pay the entire 
placement fee in seven monthly installments and the employer pays around 
HK$l,500-$2,000 commission fee; the underpaid worker must pay seven months' 
salary and the employer pays the rest of the employment fees for the worker plus the • 
！ commission fees. All migrants pay excessive placement fees of up to HK$21,000 i 
r 
A 
with a four to seven-month salary deduction if they are working in Hong Kong for 
f 





Migrants must also pay excessive agency fees in order to renew their i 
1 
employment contracts. They are charged fees much higher than the legal maximum � t 
of HK$367 set by the Hong Kong Government. The fee paid by respondents was “ 
from HK$3,600 to HK$9,000. The agencies in Hong Kong did not impose the j 
placement fee on the workers directly. Instead, the Hong Kong agents earned J 
m 
commission from the agents in Indonesia. The migrant paid the entire placement fee 
to the Indonesian employment agent, while the Indonesian agent gave a commission 
to the agents in Hong Kong. In this way, the Hong Kong Government is unable to 
stop these practices since there is no evidence to show the Hong Kong employment 
agent imposes an excessive placement fee on illegal migrant workers. 
Agents also taught the employers how to cover up the crime of underpayment 
and they also cooperated with the employers. Indonesian as well as other foreign 
domestic workers in Hong Kong have the legal right to receive a minimum wage of 
HK$3,670. Foreign domestic workers also enjoy statutory holidays and pregnancy 
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leave. According to the agents I interviewed, the large-scale employment companies 
tend to follow the laws more strictly than smaller companies. One of the agents, Mr. 
Chan, admitted that his company assisted employers to hire workers at lower wages. 
He claimed that underpayment of Indonesian workers was an open secret. The 
practice was common among the agencies. But the agents were still careful about 
who they did business with; recruitment agents in Hong Kong would only make 
illegal deals with people referred by old and reliable customers. 
I According to the Vice-Chairperson of IMWU, Miss Tini, the methods used to 丨 I 
cover up the crime of underpayment are various. Some workers are paid in cash and ‘ 
i are forced to sign a receipt for HK$3，670 every month. Some employers will pay the : 
J legal amount into the worker's account and force the workers to repay part of the , 
J 
ii 
money. Other workers didn't even know they were being underpaid since they had ' 
I 
to sign receipts in Bahasa Indonesian and in English. The Bahasa Indonesian receipt � 
stated the exact wage the worker received, but the English one stated the fraudulent ‘ 
amount. Many workers knew no English so they did not know they had signed ] 
•i 
receipts for two different amounts. 1 
H 
In most cases, workers incur huge debts and are unable to earn any money 
while waiting in the training center and working for their employers. Thus, even if 
the Indonesian migrants are mistreated and forced to work long hours under harsh 
conditions, they cannot end their employment because the contract they signed has 
them “owing，’ money to agencies. 
3.1 Personal negotiations with the employment agent: getting 
their own passports 
Although, domestic workers are susceptible to exploitation, they do not just 
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accept their situation passively. According to Constable, Filipina workers in Hong 
Kong can bypass the employment agents to gain job placements through informal 
referrals of friends and relatives. In that way, they are able to save huge amounts in 
agency fees and also gain more reliable employment. Latina domestics in Los 
Angeles prefer securing jobs through informal referrals to employment agents. 
However, Indonesian workers have no option, being obliged to secure jobs through 
an employment agent. As a result, they are susceptible to huge employment agent 
fees when they get new placements or when they want to renew their contracts with ^ 
f their employers. J 
、丨 
I Indonesian workers had other strategies to negotiate with the administrative 
r 
structure. For workers who renew their contracts or gain second jobs in Hong Kong, | 
they would change to employment agents who charge smaller fees. If a migrant 
t 
holds her own passport, she can change her employment agent and is able to quit the � 
/ 
undesirable job more easily. Moreover, passports and identity cards are important x 
documents identifying workers' legal status in Hong Kong. When they needed the j 
help of the consulate or Hong Kong police, they can show their identification. Thus, 
lU 
holding their passports is crucial to their ability to negotiate for better working 
conditions. Yuli escaped from her employer a month before I interviewed her. She 
was living in a shelter, waiting for the court to prosecute her employer for 
underpayment. Like other Indonesian workers in Hong Kong, Yuli had paid a huge 
amount to secure employment in Hong Kong. She was also misinformed by her 
employer about the working conditions in Hong Kong. 
I escaped from my employer's house when I pretended to take the rubbish 
out. [Why?] They paid only $1,800 each month. It is illegal. They treated me 
like an animal. I'm angry! [When did you know you were being paid too little?] 
Three months after I had come to Hong Kong, when I went to the market and 
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met my old friend. I discovered when I talked to her I should be paid $3,600. 
I 'm really angry! [Why didn't you run away immediately?] It's very 
troublesome, I borrowed a lot of money, and I don't want to cause any trouble 
to my family. The money-lender is gross. [How much did you borrow?] 
HK$ 10,000. They only gave $300 to me in the first seven months because I 
needed to repay the debt. 
Luckily, Yuli kept her own passport and this enabled her to run away more 
easily from her employer. Moreover, her background of migrating to a new country 
also meant she had the courage to escape from the exploitation. Yuli's reason for 
M migrating is to save money before marrying her boyfriend. Her parents are financed ! 
I, 
by four children. She did not have an urgent need for money. She could afford to 
i: spend the time waiting for the prosecution of her former employer. However, the 
. • • . 1 
huge debt she bears because of the migration compelled her to endure humiliation 丨 
I 
and exploitation at work. Yuli suffered from her employers' daily humiliation and 
verbal abuse until she repaid all the debt. She worked for her employer for one year. � 
I 
[When did you decide to escape?] The job was very demanding. I had to • 
do all the household duties at my employer's house in Aberdeen in the j 
morning and clean her son's flat in Ap Lei Chau in the afternoon. I was very , 
tired everyday. They scolded me loudly and said I was as stupid as a pig. I -
didn't want to work any more after I repaid all the debt. One day, my m'am 
scolded me for not putting her shoes in the right place, and she picked up a 
shoe and patted my head and told me never forget to put her shoes in a shoe 
cabinet. She treats me like dirt. 
Her escape was also facilitated by an informal social network and NGOs. By 
tapping into the other workers' network, she could also access help and resources 
from the NGOs. She could obtain other sources of information and support through 
small informal networks. 
I was really upset, I cried. I told my friend. She said she knew a shelter 
where I could live after I ran away from my employer. I decided to escape. I 
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had no holidays at all. She helped me a lot. She bought me a recorder, told me 
to record the conversations when they forced me to give them $1,870 back 
from my bank account at the end of the month. 
To restrict workers' job mobility more easily, some employers and agents keep 
their employees' passports from the time they arrive in Hong Kong. Since she does 
not have her passport in her hand, the worker cannot change to an agency with lower 
employment fees and she cannot easily change jobs to gain better working 
conditions. Hani 's contract was nearly at an end, but she decided to change 
employers and job-placement agencies. Compared with Yuli, there were more 
socio-economic constraints on her decision to react against exploitation. For Hard, 
. I: seeking help from NGOs was not a good option, because her family needed the 
• i 
remittance so she could not stop working. Her husband needed money to invest in ！ 
1 
his goose-raising business. , 
I 
\ However, her attempt to confront the employment agent shows that she did not ‘ 
comply with the unfair social structure. She went to the agency office with Lilik (her • 
J friend in the labor union) and attempted to secure her passport. ， 
« 
I asked one of the staff to give me back the passport. She refused. I said to 
her, “I need the passport, I need it." She shouted loudly in the office that I 
could never get the passport if I stayed in Hong Kong, that she could give me a 
photocopy only. I was afraid in my heart but I told her again, ‘Til call the 
police; you have no right to keep my passport". She shouted at me very angrily. 
She threatened me that if I did, she would bum my passport immediately. 
In Hani's case, she was exploited because of the migration policy and the 
employment agency. She could think of no other method to secure her passport, 
apart from bargaining directly with the agency. The consulate, which is supposed to 
protect its citizens, ignores the exploitation. 
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No use. The consulate doesn't care; they [agency and consulate] are 
standing together. [Will you call the police then?] No, I 'm afraid. Even if I get 
the passport in that way, the recruiter in Indonesia is very scary. 
Harri failed to get her passport from agents and to escape the control of her 
employment agents. Due to a lack of institutional and social support; Harri gave up 
bargaining with her old agent. She was forced to apply for her second job in Hong 
Kong through her old employment agent. She was charged HK$7，000 for the job 
placement. 
I 
Forget that. All they want is my money, they are thieves. The agents and 
officials did nothing when I was scolded by my employer, when I worked very 
hard. Let them rob the money I earned. All other agencies charged $3000 only. 
My agent is very bad and greedy. ； 
I 
I 
Some workers' relationships with their employers are better than those with ‘ 
their employment agents. A close relationship with an employer can be a valuable ‘ 
\ i 
tool in negotiations with the employment agent. Lina had worked for her employer , 
for a year; she developed personal ties with her employer and employer's children. 
i: 
Lina told me how she got her passport back from the employment agency by 丨丨 
collaboration with her employer. 
My employer and her family traveled to the Mainland two months ago. 
They wanted me to go because they wanted me to take care of the kids during 
the trip. I said yes, but I told her that my passport was kept by the agent. She 
said she would handle it. She got the passports. 
During the trip, she talked to me and the kids a lot since she had some 
argument with her husband. She asked me about my family and whether I had 
sent money to my family. Then, I told her that I didn't earn a lot. I also told her 
that I couldn't change the agent because they kept my passport. The agent 
would charge me HK$5，000 if I renewed the contract. She was so surprised 
and she told me that when she renewed the contract of her previous employee, 
she paid $5,000 also. They told her that the employee did not need to pay any 
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fee. 
Lina successfully negotiated with the employment agent by deploying the 
influence of her employer. She did not directly confront her agent. While Lina's 
employer improved the relationship with Lina by helping her employee to get back 
her passport, she did not give the passport back to Lina after the trip. By keeping 
Lina's passport instead, she gained more control over her. 
Lina was not planning to get back her passport immediately from her employer. 
She accepted her employers' request. She trusted her employer more than her 
employment agent. In this sense, although Lina freed herself from the agent's 
control, her mobility is still restricted by her employer. Still, she thought this 
arrangement was more acceptable. Her situation had improved in that she had more 




4. Chapter summary i 
<1 
This chapter illustrates that the governments and the agencies of both countries 
mold domestic helpers into docile and obedient workers systematically through 
government regulations and employment practices. The migration policies of the 
Indonesian government restrict the way employment obtained. Migrants must go 
through government-licensed agencies to secure a job in Hong Kong. Institutes 
justify the creation of regulations by emphasizing that the purpose of these rules is to 
protect the safety and rights of the workers. However, from the experience of the 
Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong, the migration policies fail to protect 
them from exploitation. These administrative regulations limit the workers' ability to 
resist exploitation from their employment agents and employers. As a result, the 
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government regulations have become a tool that the public institutions and 
employment agents used to control and exploit workers for their own interests; they 
also reinforce the stereotype of the Indonesian domestic helpers in Hong Kong as 
obedient workers. 
These regulations successfully prevent workers from gaining jobs through 
informal networks and thus secure the extraction of migrants' profits earned abroad. 
Workers are trapped in the training center for an unknown period and forced to 
endure the restrictions of the center. Isolated from the outside world, workers are 
easily misled by the agents about the working situation in Hong Kong. The training 
center serves as a disciplinary tool to shape job applicants into docile and obedient 
workers. 
However, the previous cases show us that even though they are subject to an . 
unfair administrative structure, workers do not passively accept it. Indonesian ‘ 
� 
workers acknowledged both the constraints and the resources they had in the ’ 
i 
administrative structure and then decided how to bargain for advances within the ‘ 
structure. They adopted different approaches to deal with different situations. 
Sometimes they resisted directly, sometimes they conformed to the situation or 
accepted some degree of control by other parties to free themselves from the control 
of the agencies. 
Within this existing unfair structure, the workers have some room to negotiate 
for improvements. Workers took different opportunities to break through the 
isolation in the training center and their employer's home and developed their micro 
network of information and support. They accessed other sources of information and 
gained support from relatives, friends and NGO. The Indonesian workers took the 
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On the Job 一 Neither Resistance Nor Domination 
In Hong Kong, domestic work is needed but it is a low-status occupation. In 
Chinese culture, domestic work is regarded as lowly, simple, tiring and repetitious, 
and people think that it is naturally the role for women - second-class citizens in our 
society. This marginalization of women has limited them to the domestic sector and 
this situation has been strengthened by the fact that domestic work is a non-wage job. 
Therefore, domestic work is not appreciated as a real profession and people think 
that the time spent on it could be channeled into more profitable activities. 
Hiring domestic workers in money terms is actually a transfer process of 
domestic chores from female members of the family to paid domestic workers. At 
the same time, the transfer of the marginalization and, worse, the subordination of 
poor women persists in this process. Since domestic work is viewed as simple work 
that does not require education and expertise, people think that the occupation 
should belong to lower-class women, and so it is normal for domestic workers' 
salaries to be low. A few decades ago, people who did the work, such as muih jdi, 
gung yahn, were mainly lower class women migrants from the rural province of 
Guangdong in southern China. In recent decades, the burden has shifted to migrant 
women from Indonesia and other South and Southeast Asian countries, who are 
considered inferior by virtue of their gender, their lower-class background, their 
migrant status and their ethnicity. 
The words "boring" and "lonely" were used most frequently by Indonesian 
workers when asked to express their feelings about their work. Indonesian workers 
have a deep sense of inferiority and isolation in the employer's house, as Kina 
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explained: 
It's boring! Every day is the same. The work is very simple. Sometimes I 
feel stressed because I miss my home and family. I am always alone. I have no 
one to talk to. [When I asked why she did not tell her employers about her 
feelings, Kina looked at me. Her expression told me that she did not regard her 
employers as people to talk to on this matter.] No. They are my employers. I 
would feel more unhappy and lonely if I told them. They would just tell me to 
concentrate on my work and not to think too much. 
Domestic work is boring and repetitious; and the workers feel lonely because 
they are physically far away from their home community. They receive meager 
respect from their employers who often regard them as unprofessional workers and 
presume that they are stupid, dirty, uneducated, and from rural regions of a poor 
country, as pointed out by some workers in the interviews: 
My country is poor and I feel so humbled. In Indonesia, people earn very 
little. Although many Hong Kong employers are not very rich, they can afford 
to hire a worker at home. Even a taxi driver can be your employer. Even 
though they did not receive higher education, they think they are smarter than 
you. You have to pretend to be stupid even if you know more than they do. 
(Hari. 26) 
Last year, I went home during my holidays. The siu pahng yduh^^ wanted 
to come with me. My boss warned him that Indonesia was not a good place. 
He told the little boy that Indonesia was a very dirty and poor country where 
many tou yahn^^ lived. I was in the kitchen when I heard this. I was so angry. 
I'd like to tell my boss that he knows nothing about my country. (Harri, 29) 
Employers think that “Oh! You are from Indonesia; you come here for 
money. You must be poor and stupid. So, I can be impolite to you and order 
you to do anything if I give you money!" They don't respect you as a person; 
21 Literately translated as "little friend", it means children in Cantonese. 
22 Literately translated as "earth people", it means aboriginal people. The word tou yahn carries a 
negative meaning relating to uncivilized people. 
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they are not concerned about your education, your background or your 
goodness. They just know that you are d,gungyahn (in Cantonese). (Lina, 24) 
While working overseas can bring migrant domestic helpers great financial 
benefits, at the same time they face downward social mobility in the host society. 
Rachel Parrenas (2002) regards this situation as "contradictory class mobility". 
Although many Indonesian workers are not strictly middle-class and well-educated, 
they are rarely from the lowest class families in Indonesia. Many Indonesian 
workers in Hong Kong have received secondary education, they were formally 
clerks, salespeople, factory workers, students or housewives; and very few 
Indonesian workers had prior experience as paid domestics in their home country. 
When they migrate to work in Hong Kong or another foreign country to improve 
their economic status, they are restricted to domestic work, which is commonly 
regarded as a devalued and dull occupation requiring fewer skills and education, 
regardless of their diverse backgrounds in Indonesia. 
Lilik was an elementary school teacher in Indonesia. Because of financial 
reasons, she worked as a domestic helper in Hong Kong. According to Lilik, her 
wages in Hong Kong were ten times more than her wages in Indonesia. She was 
generally satisfied with her salary in Hong Kong, but strongly disliked being labeled 
as a simple-minded, uneducated village girl by her employers. One afternoon, she 
described to me her interaction with her boss on that moming^^. Before stepping out 
of her employer's home and going to FKMPU, Lilik was casually asked by her boss 
if she was going for a picnic in Victoria Park again. Lilik found her employer's 
question and attitude humiliating. 
23 I did not have any observation of the daily interaction between Lilik and her employers, the 
description is based on Lilik's narrative primarily. It only reflects Lilik's perception of her 
employers.. 
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Again? I never go for picnics in Victoria Park. They don't really care 
about me. They just wanted to sneer at me. They think all Indonesian girls are 
stupid and only know fooling around in Victoria Park. In fact, they (employers) 
do nothing meaningful on their days off. My boss and the A-Yih^^ spent a 
whole day just sitting on the sofa and watching VCDs last Sunday. 
Lilik did not respond to her employer's question. Nor did she argue back and 
tell her employer that she had been active in labor activities. She chose not to show 
her disappointment with her boss because "most employers would not like us being 
involved in any labor activities". 
Indonesian workers recognize that they are in a marginal position at work but at 
the same time, they do not perceive themselves as purely victims. They do not 
always accept their inferior status or their employers' control. Some workers have 
frequent direct and indirect conflicts with their employers on such issues as wages, 
the amount of work and the way they should perform the job, the amount and 
distribution of their time off, and restrictions on their social life, manner of dressing 
and the degree of respect they received from their employers' family. In the 
interviews and conversations, workers revealed how they used their wits to negotiate 
for more respect and fairer work conditions. 
What is the job about? How do migrant helpers develop a sense of 
subordination at work? In this chapter, I describe the general conditions of work that 
Indonesian domestic workers' experience in Hong Kong. I also look at how they 
adjust to the working situation in Hong Kong? How do they adapt to the feeling of 
subordination and isolation at work. In the second part of this chapter, I will 
elaborate on how individual workers make use of their experiences, networks and 
24 A-Ylh means sister's of one's wife. In this case, A-Yih lived with her sister's family since her sister 
died. She became the head female of the household. 
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different strategies at work to cope with the working situation and also to alleviate 
their subordinate position in the employment sphere. 
1. Domestic work in Hong Kong 
Domestic worker is an old occupation. The names may have changed — from 
muih jdi, amah, giingyahn and mdh je to ga mouh joh leih ( ^ f ^ l t j S ) or jung dim 
(鐘點） 
and ngoih yuhng^^, but essentially the work remains the same. Employing foreign 
domestic labor to tend to the needs of the family is is considered natural, even 
fashionable in Hong Kong 
1.1 Working time and working space 
These days, most families hire only one domestic worker. The everyday routine 
of most workers entails a fairly demanding schedule. All my informants worked 
around 12-16 hours a day. Many employers also drew up a timetable for the 
domestic workers to extract even more labor from them. Here I would like to 
compare the daily routine of two Indonesian workers to show that the nature of the 
work, schedule of the work and even private time were strongly conditioned by the 
employment patterns of their employers and the life styles of other household 
members. (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2) 
4:30a.m -Wake up, Pray. Fold her bed in the dinning room. And prepare breakfast for 
herself and for employers 
5:30a.m -Work in employers fish stall in the market, go to market buy ingredients for 
lunch and dinner with Mrs. Yip 
7:00a.m - Back home. Wash the cups and boil water, prepare breakfast for Stephy 
25 See Chapter 2 
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7:45 a.m. -Bring Stephy to school bus 
8:00 a.m. -Feed dogs and bring them to take a walk. 
8:45 a.m. -Return Home, take 15 mins rest and snack time 
9:00 a.m. -Making the bed of Stephy, laundry, sweep the floor, dust the furniture, 
clean the windows, clean the dishes...etc. 
12:00 p.m -Take Stephy back home and, prepare lunch for Stephy and herself. 
2:30 p.m. -Employers return home from the shop. Prepared late lunch for her 
employers and wash the dishes after lunch 
4:00 p.m. -Take Stephy to playgrounds / to drawing class/ to tutorial 
6:00 p.m. -Back Home. Prepare dinner for the family and the dogs, clean the dishes, 
fold and iron clothes, dispose the rubbish, wash car every Saturday before 
going to sleep! 
9:00 p.m. -Take shower and sleep after all the jobs are done! 
Table 5.1 Ski's work schedule as drawn up by her employer, Mrs. Yip. 
6:30a.m -Wake up, Pray. Prepare and eat breakfast. 
7:30a.m - Wash the cups and boil water, make breakfast for employers and other 
household members (usually macaroni, eggs and ham, tea), tidying up the 
table. 
8:00a.m - Employers left home. Sweep the floor and dust the furniture. 
9:00 a.m. - Go to market buy ingredients for lunch: herself and grandpa 
9:30a.m - Making Chinese soup forpdh pdh (grandma). 
-12:00am - Back home laundry, sweep the floor, dust the furniture 
-Prepare Lunch for herself and pdh pdh. 
12:00 -Bring Lunch for pdh pdh in the hospital, cleaning and changing clothes for 
-3:30p.m. pdh pdh. 
-Buy the ingredients for dinner: herself, pdh pdh and employer's family 
3:30p.m - Back Home, Clean the dishes and have a nap 
-5:00p.m 
5:00 p.m. -Prepare dinner for pdh pdh and herself, 
-Prepare the ingredients for Taai taai to cook dinner. 
6:00p.m. -Go to hospital again, Bring Dinner for pdh pdh 
-8:00 p.m. 
8:30p.m -Back home. Wash dishes, cleaning if needed 
-10:00 - Free Time after finishing all the work 
p.m 
10:00 p.m. -Go to Sleep 
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Table 5.2 Miriani's daily routine 
As their working space and private space overlaps, domestic workers feel it is 
difficult to draw a line between the two. Apart from eight hours in bed, Siti works all 
the time; she has no private time during the day (Refer to Table 5.1). It is an unstated 
rule that live-in domestic workers are subject to orders from their employers twenty 
four hours a day. Siti complained about her employer not permitting her to take a 
rest. "When she sees me sitting, she will order me to do other things and keep me 
busy all the time." Workers may develop a certain amount of control over their work 
routine; but they cannot fully deter employers from imposing more tasks. 
In contrast to other Indonesian workers in Hong Kong, Miriaini's work time is 
relatively more flexible (Refer to Table 5.2). Mirianni was given more autonomy in 
devising her work schedule since her employer had a formal job outside. She was 
able to squeeze in some free personal time if she did the household work more 
efficiently. Still, she could not fully control her working time; her daily routine 
would change frequently according to the needs of pdh pdh"). The tasks, schedules 
and even private lime of the workers arc determined by the living patterns of their 
employers and other household members. 
The specific domestic tasks are not clearly defined in the standardized 
employment contract. When I asked both the employers and domestic workers to 
describe what domestic w orkers should do on the job, their first answers were quite 
similar, that is “Anything!” or "Many things, actually she is yat geuk tek'\ but she is 
Pdh pdh refers to the mother's mother or the father's mother. 
•‘ It litcrately translated as "One Foot Kick this means doing everything. 
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mainly responsible for taking care of ... other duties are cooking and cleaning" or 
"nothing special, just looking after the kids ... cooking ... cleaning the house." We 
can see there is a broad understanding of the scope of the job that is mainly confined 
to household chores and caring work. In most cases, caring work usually comes 
before cleaning. 
What is the job about exactly? When I asked both employers and workers to 
tell me the daily routine for a specific day, the tasks were numerous and diversified. 
Without clear regulations, the domestic tasks are actually subject to employers' own 
definitions. For example, child minding entails a multitude of activities that may 
include returning books to the public library for the children, buying them snacks, 
carrying their heavy school bags or musical instruments to and from school, playing 
games, talking to them, singing with them, etc. 
In Hong Kong, it is illegal to require foreign domestic workers to work for 
other people or to perform duties outside the household, but it is not an uncommon 
practice. In the past, Muih jdi were treated as the property of the family. Employers 
could assign them any kinds of work. Muih jdi could be assigned to work on the 
family farm or in the family business. Today, some employers treat their domestic 
workers like an muih jdi. They think that it is normal to require their foreign 
domestic workers to “give a hand" in the family business. Mrs. Ha required her 
worker to work as a cleaner in her Curry Restaurant in Wan Chai from lliOOa.m to 
2:00p.m. Her rationale for this illegal practice is that: 
Actually, we need her twenty-four hours a day. That's why I hire an 
Indonesian. When there is nothing to do in the house, I ask her to give a hand 
in our shop. Even though she is not working at our home, she is still working 
for us. 
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When the family business is operated inside the employer's home, it becomes 
much more difficult to draw a line between "household duties" and working in a 
“formal job，，. For example, Sumi worked for a family of four in a standalone house. 
Her employer opened a dessert store on the ground floor of the house, while the 
second and third floors were where the employer's family lived. Apart from cooking, 
laundry and cleaning, her major household duties included peeling fruit for the shop 
in the kitchen on the second floor of the house. 
Some workers found their jobs more exploitative if they are required to work 
for several employers without an increase in their pay. Apart from working for her 
employer, Saymita has to work for her employer's sister. She is told that she must 
work each Sunday in the sushi house, which is owned by her employers' sister. She 
did not hate working in the sushi house because she found the job more interesting 
than domestic work. Moreover, she found the job more pleasing than working alone 
in her employers' house because the Indonesia worker of her employer's sister also 
worked with her in the sushi house every Sunday. But she thought that her employer 
was unfair to her because she was not offered a higher salary or commission for the 
extra work. She explained: 
I don't like my employer's attitude. She just said. “You go there to help 
my sister every Sunday." She talks as if I must work for her sister. But actually 
I do not. It is written in the contract. I only have to do housework for one 
family. I asked her about the pay. She said the work was already counted in my 
salary. She shouted at me that I could either do the work or lose my job. 
1.2 Social isolation 
The living space of many families in Hong Kong is extremely limited. It is 
fairly common for two to three family members to share a bedroom. Despite the fact 
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that the household space is extremely limited, many families still hire live-in foreign 
domestic workers. Many live-in Indonesian domestic workers find themselves 
unable to mark off a private space in their employers' homes. Many workers do not 
have their own private space. They have to share a room with the children or the 
grandparents. It is fairly usual that the domestic worker has to sleep in a fold-up bed 
placed in the dining room at night. The only private space they have may be a small 
cabinet in the dining room or in the bedroom. 
Apart from lacking privacy, live-in domestic workers are subject to greater 
social restrictions and isolation than live-out domestics. In contrast to live-out 
workers, live-in domestic workers have to follow the rules and regulations of their 
employers twenty-four hours a day. In the household, some employers restrict the 
ability of their employees to socialize because they suspect their workers will idle 
away their time and leave the babies or children unattended if they are allowed to 
socialize with friends at work. Most workers are restricted in making phone calls, 
having visitors and going out in the evening or staying overnight at their friends' 
homes. Some workers have to seek their employers' permission before theyare 
allowed use the phone or leave the house. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, refusal to allow holidays is a fairly common 
method of restricting workers' social mobility in Hong Kong. Lila was one worker 
who did not enjoy any holidays in the first seven months of employment. During the 
holidays, her employers might bring her along on family outings, such as visiting 
relatives, tea gatherings, shopping and outdoor activities. These were the few 
chances she had to get away from the confinement of her employer's house. Yet, she 
could not get rid of the burden of taking care of the children during the trip. 
Although she was exhausted and felt extremely lonely in her employers' house, she 
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welcomed her employers' arrangement and found her employer a considerate person. 
As she had to pay the debts owed to the loan shark in the first seven months of 
employment, she did not have any income. If she stayed with her employers during 
the holidays, she could save more money and avoid any expenditure. 
Many newly arrived domestic workers accept their employers' refusal to give 
them holidays partly because they do not know that they are entitled to statutory 
holidays. The temporary migrant status of the domestic workers further strengthens 
the authority of the employers. Since foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong must 
rely on their employers to provide them with accommodation, they have less 
bargaining power to resist their employers' control over their physical and social 
mobility in Hong Kong. 
Other than taking away their right to statutory holidays, some employers 
prevent their workers from having a day off on Sundays; others allow workers to 
have a day off once a fortnight. This hindered workers from meeting other workers 
regularly and building up social networks of support in Hong Kong. 
I rarely have Sundays off. I never know which day is my holiday. My 
boss will tell me “I don't need you to help me tomorrow; you may have a day 
off." Then, I must leave the house on my holiday. I dislike that. I can do 
nothing on the holiday. All my friends need to work when I'm having a day off. 
I don't know where to go, but I cannot go back to my employer's house. 
Moreover, “flexible holidays" also prevent workers from attending communal 
activities that are usually organized on Sundays and public holidays. Lina could not 
attend the English class organized by FKMPU because her employers did not allow 
her to have a regular day off on Sundays. 
I hoped I could leam better English; I wanted to join a class. It's a great 
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opportunity because the class is free. I joined the class twice, but I have to give 
up. Sometimes I can attend, but sometimes I cannot because my boss will 
require me to help her if she has mahjong parties on Sundays. After I missed 
two lessons, I was totally left behind. I could not follow the lesson. 
To justify their control over their workers' physical mobility, some employers 
told me "funny" stories about their workers getting into trouble in the public arena 
and eventually seeking help from them. Employers felt they should "protect" and 
“take care o f their “simple-minded，，Indonesian employees in Hong Kong. Other 
employers were afraid that their "earthy" workers would be "contaminated" by their 
friends and leam to be rebellious if they socialized with other Indonesians in 
Victoria Park on their days off. Indonesian workers were often portrayed by their 
employers and recruitment agents as traditional, rural, simple-mind, poor and 
cowardly women who needed to be protected and re-educated when they are 
working in a modem city like Hong Kong. Regardless of the employee's age, many 
employers thought their workers were not mature enough and too simple-minded to 
go to public areas independently and freely on their holidays without a guardian. 
One of the reasons Indonesian workers are perceived as obedient workers is 
that they lack social capital in Hong Kong. Many workers heavily rely on their 
employers since they often lack other sources of information and emotional support 
in Hong Kong. They are working far away from their own communities and many of 
them have no friends or relatives in Hong Kong. To lessen their dependence on their 
employers, workers must develop a new circle of friends in Hong Kong for 
information and social support. Thus, many employers dislike their workers 
developing their own support networks in Hong Kong because it means their 
workers will be less reliant on them and become more difficult to control. 
Restricting workers' social mobility is a mean used by employers to isolate their 
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workers from accessing external sources of information and support, as well as 
preventing them from empowering themselves in the host society. 
1.3 Cultural Adjustments 
Live-in arrangements also allow employers to extend their control over the 
workers' private sphere. Living with their Chinese employers, many Muslim 
Indonesians felt that their religious beliefs were disregarded. Laura was strongly 
aware of her oppressed status when she was required to help prepare sacrificial 
offerings for her employers' gods and ancestors in Chinese festivals but was not 
allowed to pray to Allah at her employer's home. To avoid annoying her employers, 
Laura prayed secretly in the bathroom at 5:00 every morning when her employers 
were still sleeping. 
^ o 
I don't understand why I can't pray. My ma'am also baai sahn . She 
gives food and many things to her (gods). My employer said I would scare the 
children if I prayed in the flat. I don't understand why they would be afraid. 
We don't have statues, we don't have many things. We will not disturb our 
employers. But I have no other option. She is my employer. I have to listen to 
her. 
， Q 
Ramadan is one of the most important events to Muslims. Chinese employers 
mostly do not understand that their Muslim workers must fast from dawn to dusk 
during the period of Ramadan. They are afraid that their workers will not have 
enough energy to deal with their routine tasks and may faint when they are alone 
with the baby or elderly relatives at home during the day. When her employer 
discovered Kasri practiced fasting secretly, she was forced to have breakfast every 
28 This refers to Chinese praying to gods and ancestors. 
29 Ramadhan refers to the one-month fasting period. Muslims are required to fast from dawn till 
sunset during Ramadhan. At the end of the day the fast is broken with prayer and a meal. The fast is 
resumed the next morning 
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day together with her employer. Kasri was also not allowed to pray at her 
employer's home. She asked her employer if she could pray only in the holy month, 
but her employer refused. Having their religious needs ignored, migrant workers 
often develop a strong sense of alienation and subordination. Kasri narrated: 
She just said, “No”. I said, “I will just pray in the holy month. It's very 
important to all Muslims". She yelled at me, "You just want to be lazy. This is 
Hong Kong, my home. You can pray outside on your holiday but never in my 
place." They ask me not to pray every day because they are afraid. It's OK. I 
understand. But I cannot pray even in the Holy Month? No consideration, no 
respect to my religion. I 'm sad. I believe Allah knows my situation. I cannot 
pray to him as I wish, but Allah is always in my heart. He will understand and 
forgive me. 
While Filipina workers have the freedom to pray and join church activities, 
many Muslim Indonesian workers are forbidden to perform religious activities in the 
employers' homes. Of the workers I interviewed, six were allowed to pray at home, 
two received no instructions regarding praying, and seven workers were not allowed 
to pray in their employers' homes. Only two workers were allowed to practice 
fasting during Ramadan. 
One of the reasons employers hesitate to let their Indonesian domestic workers 
perform religious practice at home is that they have little knowledge of Islam. In my 
research, only five employers know that Muslims have to pray five times a day and 
wear a scarf when they pray. Only four employers' had heard of fasting in the holy 
month. Only two employers knew Muslim women usually wore white prayer clothes 
that cover the body from head to toe. 
Workers' religious practices are affected by their employers' attitude towards 
Islam. Many Chinese employers had inadequate knowledge of the Muslim religion. 
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Unlike Christianity, Islam remains a low-key religion in Hong Kong. The number of 
Muslims in Hong Kong remains small and many of them are from ethnic minorities, 
for example Pakistanis and other south Asians. It is a mysterious, conservative 
religion in many Hong Kong peoples' minds. For many Hong Kong Chinese, their 
image of Islam has been largely influenced by the mass media in which Muslim men 
are often linked with violence such as terrorist attacks and severe oppression of 
women in the Middle East. 
Employer's main sources of information about the faith of the domestic 
workers were mainly from the employment agents and their workers. Agents rarely 
explain the daily Islamic practices to the employers in any detail. Since the Islamic 
faith requires believers to pray five times a day, it is feared that employer may think 
that this may affect the workers' daily routine at work. Agents are afraid that 
employers may lose interest in hiring Indonesians if they know about the details of 
their Islamic practices. To avoid conflicts, some agents will ask the workers to avoid 
praying, fasting and wearing head scarves in the employers' homes. Workers are told 
not to tell their employers about their religious needs. Mrs. Chan told me that she 
did not know her Indonesian worker needed to pray five times a day at home. As she 
said, "starting from day one, she never wore a scarf or prayed. She just said to me, 
“Taai taai, I can eat everything except pork", and she asked me to give her a new pot 
to cook with". 
Moreover, some Muslim religious practices do clash with the habits and 
cultural norms of the Chinese in Hong Kong. Many employers, especially of the 
older generation, felt uncomfortable when they saw the worker praying at home. The 
white scarf, to the Chinese, is related to death and funerals. Parents are afraid that 
children may be scared if the workers wear white scarves at home. Many workers 
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are asked not to wear scarves if they pray. Some workers eventually gave up praying 
even though they are allowed to pray at home because they do not have their own 
room and they are embarrassed to pray in front of their employers. Mia explained 
why she gave up praying regularly at home after she arrived in Hong Kong. “My 
employer allows me to pray in the dining room. But I felt awkward praying in the 
dining room where my employer's family has meals, watches television and talks at 
the same time!" 
It is taboo for Muslims to eat pork but it is an important food for the Chinese. 
Pork is one of the major ingredients in Chinese cuisine and roasted pork is an 
essential item in Chinese religious ceremonies. Ami's employer is one of the few 
families in Hong Kong that gave up eating pork at home after they hired Ami. Ami's 
Taai taai claimed that hiring Ami made the family more determined to give up 
eating pork, which is high in cholesterol and fat. Ami's eating taboo corresponded 
with her employer's wish to have a healthy diet. In Hong Kong, very few employers 
will follow their workers' dietary requirements as Ami's Taai taai does. Most 
employers would not force their workers to eat pork but they may require their 
Indonesian domestic workers to buy, touch and cook pork. The methods some 
workers employ to adapt to this include washing their hands immediately after 
touching the pork, wearing plastic gloves when holding the pork, using chopsticks 
and forks instead of their hands to hold the pork. 
Besides religious differences, Indonesian workers may also have to deal with 
foreign languages, unfamiliar food, coping with alien domestic appliances, such as 
thermal vacuum pots, microwave ovens, and handling numerous domestic tasks that 
they may not have experience with. They have to adapt to the lifestyle and 
housekeeping methods of the Hong Kong household. Although, all Indonesian 
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workers are supposed to leam some basic customs and gain an understanding of the 
lifestyle of Hong Kong households in the training center, the smoothness of cultural 
integration at work is never guaranteed. 
Newly arrived Indonesian domestic workers often react with incredulity to the 
lifestyles of Hong Kong employers that contradict their own understanding of home 
and family. To many Hong Kong Chinese, dogs are valued for their loyalty and 
faithfulness and are regarded as human's friend. It is also a modem status symbol to 
rear an expensive foreign-breed dog at home. Although the average living space is 
extremely limited in Hong Kong, it is not uncommon to find people keep pets at 
home. Dogs of various kinds and size are common pets. Indonesians view dogs very 
differently. For Muslim Indonesian workers, the existence of dogs in the domestic 
area is seen as unclean. Their impression of dogs is usually negative; they desciribe 
them as “dirty，，，“smely，’ and "aggressive". Although they were unwilling to take 
care of dogs in their employers' homes, most workers eventually get used to it. 
In the process of integrating with the lifestyles of their employers, workers 
usually identify cultural differences only by trial and error. For example, employers 
claimed that they have to "re-educate workers about standards of hygiene". Hong 
Kong employers today, influenced by the Western idea of cleanliness, are far more 
hesitant to accept a bathroom floor that is wet and slippery. Mrs. Yu complained to 
me that her worker is reckless and dirty because she always forgets to keep the 
bathroom floor dry. Yet many Indonesian workers' ideas of cleanliness in the 
bathroom may not fit with their employers'; some do not understand what is wrong 
with leaving the bathroom floor wet until their employers explain. 
But, "errors" committed by Indonesian workers are often met with insults and 
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racial prejudice. Wanti, a 37-year-old widow who had left her three children in 
Indonesia to come to Hong Kong, worked for Mrs. Lau's family two years ago. As a 
mother of four children who had experience in taking care of children since she was 
twelve, Wanti was confident in taking care of children. Her close relationship with 
Mrs. Lau's two daughters helped prove her ability in childcare. 
Mrs. Lau appreciated Wanti's work but she did not totally agreed with Wanti's 
childcare methods and considered them sometimes primitive and nonsensical. Mrs. 
Lau's younger daughter Kiki disliked eating rice. In order to encourage Kiki to eat 
rice，Wanti would give her some crispy shrimp with her rice at lunchtime. In 
Indonesian food culture, shrimp and fish crackers are a common and delicious side 
dish; they are usually served with fried rice or salad. But in the Chinese context, 
shrimp and fish crackers are regarded as "hot" or even as junk food, which are rarely 
served in the main meals. 
I don't know how their minds work. Fried cracker is so hot and unhealthy, 
how could she encourage my child to eat rice with shrimp crackers! I want my 
daughter to eat more rice because I want her to eat more nutritious food in the 
main meal and fewer snacks. It's ridiculous to let her eat snacks during the 
main meal. 
Although Kiki finished her bowl of rice, Mrs. Lau did not appreciate Wanti's 
childcare methods. Her disagreement with Wanti on this matter further strengthened 
her racial perception of Indonesians in general: 
I was so surprised when my daughter told me that she had crackers for 
lunch. I warned her [Wanti] immediately not to do that bizarre thing again. She 
thought she was so smart. People say that Indonesians are not very intelligent! 
It's not wrong. Many of them come from primitive villages. They are nurtured 
by nature. They don't know how to raise kids properly. 
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1.4 The emotional aspects of deference 
As Romero (1992) states, "Confirmation of the employers' status ... requires 
daily practices of deferential behavior that continually affirm and enhance the 
domestic's inferiority" and "private household workers manipulate and manage their 
feelings to fulfill the psychological needs of the employers" (105). In the traditional 
Chinese family, women develop their power and affirm their status through 
housekeeping, serving the parents-in-law, giving birth to sons and later controlling 
their daughters-in-law. And today, some of their filial duties and household work is 
subcontracted to other women outside the family; they may feel anxious about 
maintaining their status and power at home. By constantly regulating and instructing 
their domestic workers, female employers can recreate themselves as "home 
managers". Mrs. Lau felt the burden of communicating with Wanti effectively, but 
some employers gain a great deal of satisfaction in the process of managing their 
workers. Mrs. Tang was a middle-class homemaker of around forty years of age 
whose husband was a stage-lighting technician. She stressed that the female 
employer was responsible for managing the family and that she should take on the 
role of supervising the helper. 
You are the mother and the actual hostess of the house. Only you know 
how to manage your family and what your children need. They (Indonesian 
workers) are your helping hands, they are not smart enough to sense what you 
want and do it all for you. You have to instruct them. 
Most domestic workers agreed that their employers had the right to tell them 
what should be done and how to do the task. They welcomed their employers' clear 
instructions so that they could do the work more effectively. But they do want their 
employers to understand their inability to understand Cantonese and the need for 
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them to have clear instructions. Yet, Indonesian domestic workers often feel that 
they are disrespected and subordinated by their employers as their employers tend to 
criticize their personal qualities rather than their work performance. The employers 
often pay no attention to the experience and capabilities of domestic workers and 
treat them like unintelligent beings. Humiliating remarks such as "Why are you so 
stupid?", "You know nothing!", "You are so lazy!" and "Why do you always forget? 
What's your brain used for?" are commonly used by employers to denounce their 
workers. 
In their daily interactions, employers acted as sophisticated trainers of their 
"childlike", "stupid" and "simple-minded" domestic workers. Regardless of the 
workers' age, some employers treated their workers as children when they gave 
them instructions. Mrs. Tang told me eagerly about her various methods of training 
her maid, Lin. In the dining room, Mrs. Tang was talking to me while Lin was 
playing Lego with the four-year-old boy. Mrs. Tang talked to me about her training 
techniques in front of Lin: 
Instructions must be clear. It should be like teaching a child. If I tell Lin to 
do extra tasks, I will tell her how to do it step by step and ask her, Do you 
understand?30 工 require her to repeat to me what I've told her if I have time. 
[Every time?] Only sometimes ... I know it is a bit of a waste of time ... she 
may even get annoyed when I ask her to repeat it, too. But I have to be assured 
that she really understand what I've said. 
Mrs. Tang was not an exceptional case. Insulting comments about their 
domestic workers were often made by the employers quite assertively in front of 
their employees. Ms. Chow was a working mother of a twelve-year-old boy. She 
When she was saying "Do you understand?" to me, she acted like she was talking to her employee. 
She spoke very slowly, word by word, like she was talking to a primary school child. 
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hired an Indonesian worker, Ah-Lai^\ a 3 5-year-old Indonesian woman. In the 
middle of the interview, Ms. Chow stopped talking and moved toward Ah-Lai who 
was hanging clothes on the balcony. Because of a communication problem, Ah-Lai 
had mixed the white and colored clothes together when she washed the clothes. 
Even if you have little sense, when you see two bags of dirty clothes, at 
least you know that means something, right? If she didn't know, she should ask 
me. I told her to wash the clothes. She washed the clothes. She didn't think 
before she did the work. Don't you think that is stupidity? [ ] When I see 
the white clothes become pink, I can't resist staring at her in anger. You can't 
rely on the worker. You have to monitor her frequently. 
Rollins (1985) pointed out that the personal relationships make domestic 
service an oppressive occupation. Using Goffman's approach of “face work，’，she 
regards the emotional work of deference as another element of the job that 
highlights the hierarchical employment relationship in domestic work (Rollins 
1985:155-172). In the employer-domestics relationships, higher-ranking employers 
are entitled to not having to expend as much effort, linguistic or otherwise, on 
maintaining the face of the lower-ranking domestic workers, whereas lower-ranking 
individuals must make such efforts. Public insults were one of the ruses of 
employers to stress their authoritative roles in the employer-domestic relationship. 
The “proper rituals" of interaction may arise in various forms. Demeaning acts 
of authority could be expressed in linguistic, gestural or spatial ways. In traditional 
Chinese societies, talking in a loud voice and beckoning others with the index finger 
was a typical behaviour of an authoritative woman to reproach muih jdi, concubines 
and children. Even now, some Hong Kong parents may use the forefinger to point to 
their children's head or use the hand to pat their children's head to discipline them. 
31 Ms. Chow gave her worker a Chinese name, Ah-Lai. 
I l l 
Some employers may blame their Indonesian workers for their bad performance in a 
loud voice. They may even pinch their workers' ear or arm to humiliate them, like 
muih jdi or children in the past. 
Indonesian workers found this demeaning, and much harder to take than verbal 
abuse. In Indonesia, talking in a loud voice or beckoning somebody with the index 
finger is considered rude and disrespectful. Using the forefinger to point is 
considered insulting and offensive; instead they use the thumb to point to an object 
or place. They felt extremely offended and disrespected when their employers 
pinched their arms, used their index fingers to point at their foreheads or pat their 
heads. Wanti recalled her experience with her former employer. Her former 
employer humiliated her regularly by verbal abuse, pointing at her head and twisting 
her ears. She strongly resented the demeaning acts of her former employers. She 
said, 
My [former] employer was very aggressive. If I had done a tiny little 
thing wrong, she shouted at me very loudly and even twisted my ear. She 
treated me like an animal or dirt on the ground. I could never get used to her 
attitude. Every time she pointed at my head, I was so afraid that I couldn't stop 
trembling. 
Some workers found the domestic work humiliating and oppressive because 
they are the least respected person in the household. The inequality of work relations 
is further aggravated when their employers' children have power over them. Dasmi 
was a 3 5-year-old woman who had worked in Hong Kong for nine months when I 
first met her. At work, she found it most difficult to tolerate the humiliating behavior 
of the young children. She gave me an example: 
The child is extremely naughty. In the morning, I woke her up. She would 
yell at me, "run away, you idiot!” When I brought her to school, I would hold 
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her hand to cross the road. She would kick my legs and pinch my arm. I would 
shout at her and grasp her arm firmly. My employers knew that and said I 
should be patient with the children. Do you believe that? It's difficult to 
tolerate. A six-year-old girl knew I was lower than her. 
Unlike muih jai and amah in the past who did not have any legal protection 
from the state, foreign domestic workers are bound by a standardized contract. In 
theory, their working conditions are regulated and monitored by the government. 
However, the working situation of Indonesian workers was not very much different 
from that of muih jdi and live-in yat geuk tek when we examined their actual job 
arrangements in the previous section. In general, domestic work remains an 
oppressive and less formalized occupation despite of its long history. Confined in 
her employers' house, Indonesian domestic workers are constantly reminded of their 
marginal status. In the employers' house, they do not have a space that truly belongs 
to them. They cannot fully control their time, they have to adjust to their employers' 
ways of living, and they have to endure their employers' emotions while their own 
needs and emotions are disregarded. These experiences make many Indonesian 
workers miserable, lonely and sad. 
2. Personal negotiation at work 
So far, I have described how the domestic workers experienced the 
subordination and loneliness in the organization of their domestic work in Hong 
Kong. Unquestionably, their subordinate status was often reproduced and reinforced 
at work. The household regulations and rules, the divergence of culturally and 
socially constructed habits, norms and values and the demeaning acts of the 
employing family members, along with the low wages often reminded Indonesian 
workers of their inferior status in the employing household as domestic workers, as 
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outsiders and as foreigners. How do they resolve the feelings of subordination and 
loneliness they experience at work? 
The most direct way used by the workers to resolve their feelings of 
subordination is to shift their attentions to the positive effects of their current jobs on 
their future life in Indonesia. Many domestic workers stress the transitory nature of 
their careers in Hong Kong. They perceive that working in Hong Kong is a stepping 
stone to a higher social status in Indonesia. They frequently remind themselves that 
the financial benefits they gain in Hong Kong will give them a higher social status 
back in Indonesia. As Lina told me: 
I just told myself that I can start over again four years later. I thought to 
myself that once I got back home, I could have a comfortable house and I 
could get an education. I could fulfill my dream to be a school teacher. When I 
keep thinking that I can have a better life in Indonesia, I forget the hardship 
here. 
Other workers are able to endure the hardship in Hong Kong because they 
remind themselves of the financial needs of their families in Indonesia. As one 
woman said, “I stay here because I want to support my brother to go to the 
university. He deserves a better future." 
In my daily conversations with Indonesian workers, they did not perceive 
themselves purely as victims who passively adapt to their employers' control all the 
time. They told me of the difficulty and sadness they faced at work and about being 
powerless in their employers' households. Some workers conform to their 
employers' control deliberately. More often, they told me how they rejected their 
employers' demands skillfully, how they gained greater respect from their 
employers' families and how they acted against their employers' wishes. In the 
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household, Indonesian domestic workers were aware of their subordinate status, but 
they also acknowledged they could manipulate certain power in their employers' 
homes. The feeling of holding some power to manage their employment relations, 
having a certain capacity to act against the authority of their employers and gaining 
some influence over the household members often resolved their feeling of 
subordination in the workplace. 
2.1 Playing with emotional displays 
As many scholars have pointed out, the emotional workings of deference 
enforce the unequal relations of power between workers and their employers. 
According to Goffman, the concept of "front", which is described as "that part of the 
individual's performance which regularly functions in a general and fixed fashion to 
define the situation for those who observe the performance" (1967: 22). The actor, in 
order to present a compelling front, is forced to both fill the duties of the social role 
and communicate the activities and characteristics of the role to other people in a 
consistent manner. From the advertisements and the application photos of the 
workers' profiles, all domestic workers are required to smile but never show their 
teeth. Employers want their workers to have pleasant and positive personalities and 
to be able to control their emotions as well. 
Employees are expected to tolerate the employers' tantrums and control their 
own emotions because of their inferior position. For example, workers are told not 
to cry in front of their employers because it will bring bad luck to the employer 
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(Constable 1997). Mrs. Leung complained about her domestic worker, who could 
not hide her discontent at work. 
I don't know how she behaved in her own family. I understand that 
everyone has his/her own emotions ... But she is here working for us now. She 
should know her place. She could talk to us about her worries but she should 
not bring her negative emotions into our house. 
Unlike employers in Los Angeles who tend to shy away from the fact that they 
are employers of domestic workers and prefer to regard themselves as consumers of 
a domestic service (Hondagnew-Sotelo 2001:161-164), Hong Kong employers tend 
to emphasize the hierarchical relationship between the domestic workers and 
themselves by demanding their workers to act with deference at home. As Mrs. Lee 
remarked, 
I told her to get the ballet skirt. I corrected her, and she disliked it. She 
took all the clothes out from the drawer to find the skirt. I don't know what has 
happened to her. Her attitude is becoming more and more arrogant. She treated 
me more like a gungyahn than I treat her as one. 
Deference is that element of an individual's conduct that expresses "the 
appreciation an individual shows of another to that other" (77). To maintain the 
superior status of the employers, employees are supposed to act with deference 
while the employers may be rude to their workers. In a casual talk with Mia, who 
had worked in Hong Kong for over five years, she acknowledged that newly-arrived 
workers were terribly offended by their employer's manner, such as pointing at their 
heads, yelling and verbal abuse. She suggested that workers should not to take the 
employers' insults too seriously. 
Many young girls are not used to the life in Hong Kong and complain a lot. 
I always ask the girls why they wanted to come here. If they just want to be 
happy and earn money, they shouldn't take everything that comes to them so 
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seriously. 
Mia realized that they should adapt to the demeaning behavior of their 
employers not only because they are subordinated by their status as employees, but 
also as outsiders and temporary foreign migrants. 
I always told them, they are working in Hong Kong not in Indonesia; 
they are working at others' homes not in their home; they should be patient 
with their employers and leam to adjust to new situations. ... For example, 
employers say "chisin", and the girls feel unhappy when they know that it 
means crazy or something. But actually, they will find out [gradually] that it is 
a common word; it means nothing. Many people use it when talking to their 
mothers, their children, their friends. "Chisin" is [used] everywhere. 
Some workers consciously control their displays of affection to avoid irritating 
the parents. In her previous employment relationship, Hari had become emotionally 
attached to the children whom she had cared for over four years. The younger girl 
liked to run away from the mother and approach Hari when the mother was 
watching her doing her homework. Knowing that her Taai taai was jealous to see the 
girl emotionally involved with her, Hari avoided intruding into the mother-daughter 
relationship directly. Although, Hari did not agree with the mother on the teaching 
methods for the children and felt that she was very strict with the children, she never 
said anything about it. Hari would keep her physical distance from the children and 
consciously control her displays of affection towards them. 
Taai taai didn't like it when I was too close to the children when she was 
at home. If she was watching her daughter do her homework at night, I would 
not stay in the dining room. I would do cooking in the kitchen; fold clothes in 
the children's rooms and keep myself busy. I would avoid looking at the girl if 
I was passing by. I'm afraid the girl will talk to me My Taai taai is very 
troublesome. She wanted me to be there only when she went to work. When 
she wanted to be a real mother, she wanted me to disappear. 
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Facing unintended or intended slander in the workplace, the workers rarely 
argue. Indonesian domestic workers doubtless control their emotions to avoid direct 
conflict with their employers. However, they might not accept their employers' 
grievances even though they do not talk back. The workers consciously mold their 
reactions to fit their employers' expectations. 
My boss is very troublesome. She always complains about everything. 
Like yesterday, she was in a bad mood when she came home from work, and 
she scolded me. She complained that I was lazy for not cleaning the window. I 
knew and planned to do it later. Before I found a chance to clean the window, 
she yelled at me. I 'm really unhappy. [What did you do when she was yelling 
at you?] I said sorry, mistress^^, I forgot. [Why did you say sorry? Why didn't 
you let her know (your plan)?] I did not want to get myself into more 
trouble. She was in a bad mood. I would get into more trouble! She would 
scold me again ... blah blah blah ... very loud voice. (Yuli) 
By controlling their emotions, domestic workers may also "take a turn against 
contradictory class mobility and the other inconsistencies in domestic work, such as 
authority of employer . . ." (Parrenas 2001:188). The situation is similar to Filipina 
workers in Rome and Los Angeles. Indonesian domestic workers are able to control 
their emotions to challenge the authority of the employer and negotiate for more 
respect from them in everyday life. Hari's narrative of a conflict with her employers 
demonstrates how subordinate workers control their emotions in a certain way to 
bargain for more respect from their employers yet avoid direct confrontation.. 
Mrs. Lee required Hari to go shopping at the market every day. Fresh food had 
to be bought daily and the amount of food had to be just enough for a day in order to 
32 Employment agents taught the Indonesian workers to call the female head of the household “Taai 
taai" (Mistress) in Chinese or "ma'am" in English and male household head as "Shin Seng" (Mister) 
or "Lo Baan" (Boss) in Chinese or "Sir" or "boss" in English. In one case, the female head of the 
household is the man's sister-in-law since the man's wife was not in the household for unknown 
reasons. The worker was taught to call the female head of the household “ Ah yi"(阿姨）which 
literally means Auntie. 
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ensure the freshness of the food. One day, Mrs. Lee ordered Hari to go to Park n’ 
Shop to buy one head of broccoli and other food for dinner. Park n' Shop had a 
special offer. One head of broccoli cost HK$7 and two cost HK$10. Hari saw the 
broccoli looked fresh and thought that one piece may not be enough for four people. 
She bought two heads instead of one. 
Mrs. Lee blamed her for not following her instructions. She did not accept 
Hari's explanation about the special offer. Mrs. Lee got angrier when Hari gave her 
the reason. This was only a small matter; Hari had used an extra of HK$3 only. But 
Mrs. Lee perceived Hari's action had challenged her authority in the household. Hari 
kept quiet when Mrs. Lee blamed her. Yet, Mrs. Lee kept on criticizing other aspects 
of Hari's work. Hari could not accept Mrs Lee's allegations about her personal 
qualities. 
She shouted at me because I bought two heads of broccoli. I accept that. 
But she said that I'm stupid; I'm lazy; I always go to the market for more than 
two hours; and I always talk on the phone ... that's not true at all. I never 
spend more than one hour going to the market. It's unfair to me. 
Hari was irritated when Mrs. Lee accused her of doing other things dishonestly. 
She rushed to the children's room and cried. After she had controlled her emotions, 
she came out and kept working. Hari cooked all the broccoli for dinner and the 
portion was just enough. Hari didn't say a word during the dinner. To protest against 
Mrs. Lee's unfair accusations, Hari consciously made Mrs. Lee feel guilty by 
showing her discontent in an "unaggressive" way. She neither cried nor defended 
herself in front of the employer's family yet refused to say sorry and kept silent for 
the rest of the night. As she said: 
I would think before I say sorry to her. I would listen to her and say sorry 
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if I did something wrong, but I will not say sorry if I didn't do it. I will let her 
know that I 'm not happy with what she said to me. 
Goffman (1967) explains that people tend to interact as though 'the self is . . . a 
ceremonial thing, a sacred object which must be treated with proper ritual care and 
in turn must be presented in a proper light to others' (91). When interacting with 
others, individuals assume that each person has a face, a public ‘image of self ’， 
which consists of 'approved social attributes' and must be continually maintained 
and protected (Goffman 1967:5). To save the public face of Mrs. Lee, Hari 
intentionally played down her outrage in front of other family members, e.g. she 
avoided arguing back and crying in the dining room. Although her deference 
reinforced her subordinate position, it also made Mrs. Lee feel guilty and made it 
easier for her to back down. Eventually, Hari's "passive-aggressiveness" had an 
effect; Mrs. Lee took the first step to reconcile with Hari privately. When all the 
children went to sleep at night, Mrs. Lee talked to Hari's privately, asked Hari if she 
was unhappy; and praised Hari for her good work. “She was rarely so nice to me. 
[Did she say sorry to you?] No She knew she was wrong. She never says 
sorry." 
Another way of acting against the authority of employers is to show atypical 
emotions. When faced with unreasonable demeaning behavior from their employers, 
some employees would threaten the authoritative role of the employers by 
responding unexpectedly. Kasri regards her job as demanding because she is 
required to care for Mrs. Ho's mother-in-law, Ho Pdh pdh, who is “pretty bossy and 
difficult to please". In the first six months of employment, Ho Pdh pdh shouted at 
Kasri nearly every day. When Kasri faced this verbal abuse, she usually stayed calm 
and never argued back or cried. One afternoon, Kasri had made steamed hard tofu 
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for lunch. Ho Pdh pdh berated Kasri for not putting the hard tofu in the soup. She 
threatened Kasri that she would fire her and send her back to Indonesia. Kasri 
smiled at her instead of becoming silent. Kasri's reaction was so astonishing that Ho 
Pdh pdh did not know how to respond. Afterwards, Ho Pdh pdh did not say a word 
in the dining room for a whole afternoon. That night, Ho Pdh pdh told Mrs. Ho 
about the incident and secretly asked Mrs. Ho to fire Kasri. Kasri explained her 
emotional response: 
She always complains. I was used to it. I didn't say anything and 
pretended not to hear. I just told myself, I have to be patient and show a 
pleasant face so that she will feel embarrassed for being so rude. I smiled at her. 
She got angrier. Her face was so red but she could not say a word. She looked 
quite funny actually. 
Employers will tolerate emotional outbursts of their employees when they 
realize they are dependent on the work of the domestic workers. Even though Ho 
Pdh pdh asked her to fire Kasri, Mrs. Ho was reluctant to do so. Besides, Mrs. Ho 
was amazed by Kasri’s ability to act with deference. She regarded Kasri as a suitable 
worker to serve her mother-in-law as she was the only worker that could tolerate 
Pdh pdh,s temper. As Mrs. Ho said: 
Nai Nm^ is very mean to workers. She kept shouting at the workers 
non-stop for a whole afternoon. Other workers must cry but she never cries. 
Kasri seemed to get used to it very soon. Shouting at a person is like beating a 
drum. If you shout at a person, you expect a reaction and you want to hear the 
sound. But she did not show any sadness at all. It's like shouting at the deaf. 
She is the one who could control the old lady. She is really great! 
A very important point to note is that atypical emotional responses are 
successful only when they happen occasionally. When employees are required to act 
The title of husband's mother. 
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with deference, domestic workers consciously comply with the employer's demands 
to tolerate the employers' tantrums most of the time. Only by doing so, if they act 
otherwise against the expectation of the employer suddenly, for example, when they 
refuse to say sorry, become very quiet or have no emotional expression, the 
employers will pay attention to their emotional changes. Yet, we should not 
romanticize the workers' power in the family. Employers still have the final decision 
on how much they will tolerate. If the worker's unusual emotional responses become 
part of a regular pattern, employers may view it as a sign of noncompliance. 
Besides, workers also have to choose the right individual in the family to 
express their emotions to achieve success in the negotiation. They may be able to 
control their emotional displays more precisely if they can understand the power 
dynamics among family members and workers. In Hong Kong, the mother-in-law in 
particular often has conflicts with their domestic workers. Many mothers-in-law 
perceive that the foreign domestic workers is a threat to their status in the family. 
According to Mrs. Ho, her mother-in-law was hostile to the domestic worker 
because she thought that she had been hired to take up her household duties and also 
to monitor her. She did not welcome the domestic worker although Mrs. Ho had 
attempted to convince her that the domestic worker was hired to take care of her and 
to help her with the housework. Showing her discontent, the mother-in-law 
complained in front of Kasri and the whole family that Kasri had became 
disobedient when they were alone, but pretended to be obedient in front of the 
family. 
On the other hand, the mother-in-law's anxieties often foster a close 
relationship between the daughter-in-law and the worker. They exchanged 
complaints about the hardship of serving the mother-in-law. Mrs. Ho also shows 
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cares for Kasri. When Kasri was sick, Mrs. Ho took a day off to take care of her. 
Mrs. Ho was the only person in the household whom Kasri would talk to. When 
Kasri cried in front of her, Mrs. Ho showed sympathy towards Kasri who took her 
place to endure the temper of her mother-in-law, “I saw her cry so miserably. I was 
afraid she would get depressed. I was afraid she couldn't stay at work." Mrs. Ho was 
afraid that Kasri could not tolerate the situation and would resign if she was trapped 
in the house for a long time. Mrs. Ho gave Kasri two extra holidays that month to 
visit her sisters in Hong Kong. Nonetheless, Ho Pdh pdh also became quieter as she 
realized that she did not have power over her daughter-in-law to send Kasri away. As 
Mrs. Ho said, “She cannot get rid of Kasri as she wants. She [Pdh pdh] didn't say it, 
but I think she was a bit afraid of Kasri after that." 
2.2 Manipulative emotional bonding 
Analysts agree that employers manipulate the use of family loyalty to extract 
more labor from their workers. When domestic workers are being called "family 
members", their status of paid labor is overshadowed by the employers. The 
domestic duties were converted into "the family obligations" and made the workers 
uneasy about negotiating for better working conditions (Romeo 1992, Constable 
1997). Employers used the excuse of a worker "being like a member of family" to 
impose extra work on her. On Sunday, Lina had to prepare breakfast, boil water and 
clean the dishes before she could go out. Her employer also insisted she return home 
by 10:00p.m. I asked Lina why she was given work on her holiday. She said, “I was 
used to working in the morning every day. I should do my part as I also drank the 
water and ate the breakfast myself." 
In the "being-like-family" relationship, workers and employers remained 
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hierarchical. Employers are regarded as parents or elder siblings and employees are 
regarded as daughters or younger sisters, regardless of their age. The hierarchical 
family-like relationship sometimes justified the employers' control over their 
workers' private life. Some employers claimed that they had the right and 
responsibility to restrict their workers' physical mobility because they should take on 
the role of their workers' guardian and protect them from possible danger in Hong 
Kong. 
However, control and resistance is not clear cut; they often merge in the 
employment relationship. Employers also acknowledged that their domestic workers 
were in a position to harm the family. They want to know more about the worker's 
personality so as assure themselves that they are reliable enough to take care of their 
families. Mrs Yu highlighted the interdependency of the employer-employee 
relationship: “If you want your gohnyang to treat your family well, you shouldn't 
treat her as a gohnyang first." Employers hope their workers will be devoted to the 
family if they develop a “family-like，，relationship with the worker. 
The employers as well as the domestic workers acknowledged that both parties 
have certain power and control over the employment relationship. Extracting 
emotional labor from the worker is not easy. Employers realized that they could 
make their domestic workers perform essential duties, but they could not coerce 
them into being emotionally attached to the family. The workers maintain the control 
over their own emotional devotion to the employer's family. Mrs. Cheng revealed 
that she was incapable of persuading her employee, twenty-four-year-old domestic 
worker Sunti, to devote more time to care for her daughter: 
I told her that I didn't need the house to be dustless. I preferred she spent 
more time with Oi-Yi [her daughter]. She is the only daughter and feels very 
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lonely at home. I encouraged Sunti to talk more and play more with Oi-Yi. But 
she seems very detached. I don't know why. She did this only when I ordered 
her to Maybe Sunti doesn't think playing with Oi-Yi is part of her job. I 
haven't said much about this since. I don't want to make her feel that I am 
criticizing her for not doing her job. She did what I told her already. After all, 
she does look after Oi-Yi responsibly. 
Extracting emotional labor by verbal instructions and force is not easy. Even 
though the employers would like the workers to be more devoted to the family, the 
domestic workers can retain control over the quality of care and the amount of 
affection they give to the family. Another employer found that she could not 
control the excessive amount of care her worker gave to the children. As Mrs. Liu 
revealed, 
My son is a spoiled kid. Lila often does everything for him. If he is 
hungry, he only needs to open his mouth, Lila will immediately feed him; 
if he cries, Lila will immediately approach him. He doesn't know how to 
take care of himself as he is so used to being served. I told Lila not to take 
care of him so much, but she just can't ignore him for a moment. 
Mrs. Cheung and her husband are civil servants and they hired Yanti, a 
20-year-old Indonesian worker, to take care of their son, Lok Lok, for four years. 
Mrs Cheung's mother complained that Yanti spoiled Lok Lok. Once, Mrs Cheung's 
mother told her grandson that Mrs. Cheung knew how to make the bed, fold her 
clothes, and go to school on her own when she was in kindergarten. Lok Lok argued 
back and said, "Yanti will do it. I don't need to do this stuff." Mrs Cheung's mother 
suggested that Yanti be fired, since Lok Lok was relying on her too much. While 
Mrs. Cheung agreed that Yanti spoiled her son, she extended her contract with Yanti. 
My mother is right that Lok Lok has already developed bad habits; it's 
difficult to correct him. Now, I would be very worried even to let him go to 
buy bread alone. Yanti is very trustworthy; she takes care of Lok Lok very 
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well. But sometimes she loves him in the wrong way; over protection (in 
English)! 
(Why do you still employ Yanti, then?) We still have a home mortgage, 
I could not take care of Lok Lok on my own. I need a worker so that I can 
work. Good workers are difficult to find. I have heard a lot stories from my 
friends. They have had all sorts of trouble with their workers. I told my 
husband that it's really lucky that we have Yanti to take care of our son. 
She really loves kids. 
Like Mrs. Cheung and Mrs. Lau, employers who have children or elderly at 
home hope to hire a worker who is a trustworthy, good and loving. In order to gain 
their employee's trust and emotional attachment, employers will tolerate the 
worker's minor faults. To avoid conflict, some employers will pretend that she did 
not discover the minor mistakes the workers made. Mrs. Lau said, 
I saw that she made the kitchen very messy when she cooks. I suggested 
to her once that she should be more organized. . . . I n the beginning, she did 
improve for a short time. Now, her bad habits have come back. I pretend that I 
haven't seen it. I don't say anything. I don't want her to think that I always 
criticize her work and am unhappy. 
On the other side of the coin, some workers are willing to give their employers 
loyalty and care they demand even though they also realize their employers may 
manipulate them if they are emotionally attached to the family. Firstly, close 
affiliation may truly develop when the workers associate with their charges 
intensively. Workers, who have their own children back home in Indonesia, many 
pass on the love they feel for their own children to their employers' children. 
One Sunday, I meet up Ami and Lilik for lunch but Ami was late for 30 minutes. 
Ami explained that she saw the baby was crying and so she washed the napkin and 
fed the baby first before leaving the house. Lilik told me that Ami's employers 
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always asked her to work at home on her days off，but Ami protested that she did the 
job voluntarily. "This time, she didn't ask me for help," Ami said. “Taai taai asked 
me why she had washed the napkin by hand but it was still stinging [the baby]. She 
doesn't know how to wash it by hand. I saw the baby crying; I could not resist 
helping her." 
Domestic workers and the children under their charge often become 
emotionally attached. A worker may attain personal power from her close 
relationship with the children in the household. Recognizing her own power over the 
children allows workers to lessen their feelings of subordination in the employer's 
household. One Sunday, Hari's employer scolded her son for not doing a piece of 
homework. The young boy shouted back at his mother, “I hate you!" The mother 
warned her son not to say it again. Her son kept saying, "I hate you. I hate you!" The 
mother was very angry and slapped the boy. Hari heard the argument from the 
kitchen. As the mother of a six-year-old child who also worked hard for the family 
but could not spend time to nurture her own child, Hari felt pity for her employer. 
I understand how she felt. I would feel hurt if my son said that to me! I felt 
sorry for her. She shut herself in the master room and the little boy was very 
afraid. I told him that “mama” worked very hard because she loved him. She 
hired me to take care of him because she cared about him. He should be good 
and listen to his mama. 
Hari was also proud to tell me that she had influence over the boy. “The boy 
knew he was wrong. He hugged his mother and said sorry to her. The boy is never so 
naughty in front of me. He is naughty but he will listen to you if you really spend 
time with him. My boss is very good at work in the office but at home, no! She 
doesn't know how to be a good mother." 
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Job satisfaction is also attained from the family-like relationship, because 
Indonesian workers regard it is a sign of employers' appreciation and recognition for 
their good work. "Being treated like family members" is a job bonus in 
non-monetary terms: 
I told myself that if the Ibt/* treat me like her daughter, it's very lucky. 
They think I am doing good work. But if the Ibu is not good, I should still 
finish my job because I have signed the contract. (Amy) 
My employer treated me like one of the family. She trusted me and she 
liked my work, too. She always reminded the boy to respect me. (Lauri) 
Workers said a good employment relationship with their employer was crucial 
to their working conditions at home, as some scholars have observed that domestic 
workers also used emotional bonding to cope with the employers' demands in the 
workplace (Hondagneu-sotelo 2001:150-151, Parrenas 2001: 186-187). Lauri 
developed a great deal of personal power in the household in the course of her 
employment. Being invited to have dinner with her employer's family at the same 
dining table, Lauri felt appreciated and respected. “They never required me to have 
meals separately in the kitchen. We have dinner together on the same table; we have 
the same dishes, use the same kind of bowls and plates, like a family. They never 
treat me as gung yahn nor look down upon me." She perceived that her status has 
risen from ''gung yahn" to "a member of the family". 
That Lauri had maintained a good relationship with her employers was not only 
a matter of luck. Lauri's past experiences of working with Chinese families let her 
develop better language skills and become more able to deal with the household 
members. Many workers had difficulty getting along with the elderly at their 
34 Ibu in Bahasa Indonesian means mother. It also refers to female head of the household. 
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employers' homes. Lauri got along with Pdh pdh very well. Lauri always took the 
initiative to greet in simple Southern Fujianese and asked her for instructions every 
time she came to visit. She doesn't mind that Pdh pdh visits irregularly to check her 
performance at home. 
Having a relationship with the family members meant she could run the 
household more smoothly and freely. Her employers trusted Lauri personally and 
gave her power to discipline the little boy. The boy is seven years old. Her employer 
told Lauri that she could scold the boy (even in front of the employers) if he was 
very naughty. Despite having some power over the boy, she developed a close 
relationship with him. The boy always holds hands with Lauri and treats her like an 
elder sister. When Lauri returns to Hong Kong after a month's leave, Taai taai told 
her that the boy had been longing for her to return home soon. 
Lauri avoids protesting unfair and illegal treatment in order to maintain a good 
relationship with her employer. In spite of her close relationship with her employers, 
Lauri does not receive the minimum wage. She earned HK$2,200 a month. Lauri 
had asked for a wage increase when she finished the first two-year contract with this 
employer. Her employer refused. Lauri agreed to continue the contract with this 
employer because she liked working with this family and she was afraid that she 
could not find a better-paid job. Some workers see good relationships with their 
employers as important to them. They may intentionally sacrifice certain interests to 
keep a good relationship with their employers. As Mia said, “I did not have a Labor 
Day holiday. I didn't ask. It's not worth ruining our good relationship for such a 
small thing.” 
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2.3 Developing local support networks 
As mentioned in the previous section, Indonesian domestic workers are 
subjected to social isolation at work. However, they do not passively adjust to the 
segregation. They find various ways to maintain and extend their social circle 
actively at work. The nearby Indonesian grocery shops and parks were common 
meeting places where they can hang out with other Indonesian workers. They also 
socialize with other workers when they are waiting for the children outside school, 
going to the market alone and returning books to the public library. Nonetheless, 
workers may develop some strategies to combat the boredom of staying at home 
even though they are restricted to using a fixed phone line. It is not rare to see 
workers with their own mobile phones. In my research, about half of my informants 
have their own mobile phone. Workers can talk to other workers and their friends in 
Hong Kong; and relatives in Indonesia when they are alone at the work. Some 
workers, like Lauri and Lilik who cannot afford to buy a mobile phone, may make 
use of the toll-free mobile phone in the supermarket, to call friends. 
In spite of that, workers also realized that making phone calls may disturb their 
working schedule and offend their employers. To avoid this, they avoid letting their 
employers know they are making phone calls. Many workers said they set their 
mobile phones to vibrate mode at home and they tend to call each other secretly. 
Atik participates actively in the labor organization, FPMKU. She usually talks on 
the phone when her employers are not at home. If she needs to call other members 
on weekdays, she usually has consensus with other members that they will call each 
other early in the morning at around six o'clock when the employers are still 
sleeping. 
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Workers also found other ways to keep in contact with other domestic helpers 
at home. Many workers communicate with other workers through exchanging phone 
messages (SMS). I received several SMS messages from Atik and Amy on 
weekdays. They usually informed me about when they could talk on the phone, 
about when we should meet and also about the upcoming activities on Sunday. They 
told me that exchanging messages through mobile phones was becoming a popular 
practice among workers. 
Exchanging text messages allows workers to communicate at any time. They 
can send and reply to messages whenever they have some free time. Compared with 
mobile phone calls, it also costs less to communicate with their friends. These short 
messages are useful if they would like to exchange information and to develop 
friendships and networks without directly confronting their employers. Siti 
exchanges messages with her friends every day. She likes using SMS to 
communicate with her friends on weekdays because it will not disturb her working 
schedule. 
They don't know I send messages. My employers don't allow me to talk 
on the phone at home. If I'm lonely and sad, I send messages to my friend. 
When I see my friend's message at home, I feel very happy. It's like having 
someone at home with me. 
These personal networks that developed in the local community are essential 
for workers to resolve her feelings of loneliness. Apart from providing an emotional 
outlet, micro-networks of friends in the local community help the workers to deal 
with practical problems at work. For example, Lilik and Lauri often helped each 
other to go grocery shopping so that they could save some working time to deal with 
personal matters. As mentioned in Chapter Four, workers could even break through 
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the social barriers put up by their employers and access institutional help and 
resources through their social networks of friends, thus resisting exploitation. 
3. Chapter summary 
When I examined the job arrangements for the foreign domestic workers in 
contemporary Hong Kong, they shared some characteristics with Muih jdi and 
live-in yat geuk tick gung yahn of the past. They usually live in the employer's 
household, have less control over the working schedule and their tasks have low 
status in the family. People may think that their situation is better than that of muih 
jdi and gung yahn, because they enjoy legal protection of their labor rights in Hong 
Kong. The employment of domestic workers is bound by standardized contracts that 
are regulated and monitored by the government. But in actual case, they are hidden 
behind the closed doors of the employers' household. Domestic helpers' working 
area is considered private; they are isolated from the outside world. They are 
susceptible to employers' excessive control. Nonetheless, the significant debt they 
owe, the economic needs of their families and the legal regulations often prevent 
them from resisting employers' exploitation and resigning from their jobs. 
Pre-existing roles for employer and employee set limits for individual behavior 
within a structure of power and hierarchy. Both employer and employee are 
implicitly aware of the structure, which is embodied in everyday life. The 
dehumanizing work arrangements and the household rules, the demeaning acts of 
their employers, the fatigue, and the loneliness they experience in the domestic 
household often remind the Indonesian workers of their subordinate status in the 
household. Unquestionably, daily practices in the employers' household reproduce 
and reinforce the inequitable relationship between employers and workers. Besides, 
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Indonesian workers often encounter divergence of culturally and socially 
constructed habits, norms and values when they move to work in Hong Kong. They 
may not easily adapt to some domestic tasks and forms of control, which are 
considered normal by their employers. Their experience of these cultural 
divergences at work further amplify their feelings of subordination and isolation in 
the employers' household. 
Though the social structure exerts social forces on individuals, the behavior of 
individuals is not dictated by the social structure solely. In this chapter, I show that 
the Indonesian workers' behavior in the workplace is neither pure resistance to the 
control nor full acceptance of the domination. While the women I spoke with 
unquestionably accepted and welcomed certain aspects of the employers' authority, 
they also condemned and protested against others. 
Giddens (1984:14) suggests that human agents have the capacity to understand 
the contexts in which they move and also know what they do while they do it, and 
they can deploy power to "act otherwise" and intervene in the social structure. 
Indonesian domestic workers identify both the power and constraints they have in 
the structure and they also take an active role in reinforcing the social structure and 
negotiating over certain aspects of inequality and power. Stories women told about 
their everyday life experiences in their jobs abroad show that they are active agents 
and strategic thinkers who draw on available resources, such as developing an 
understanding of the power dynamics of the household, building personal ties with 
employers, creating networks of friends and relatives to gain respect and better 
treatment from their employers and to stave off social isolation. 
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Chapter Six 
Common gathering places 
In Hong Kong, there are several different areas for Indonesian workers to spend 
their time on their days off. Migrant domestic workers congregate in several areas 
including the recruitment agent's house, shelters provided by NGOs, Indonesian 
shops, parks and beaches. In my sample of eighteen domestic workers, I met eight of 
them at the labor union offices, six in Victoria Park and four at a smaller gathering 
place in Tai Po. The workers' networks usually cross over different gathering places; 
many of them visit different gathering places in a day, extending their networks of 
friends. 
First, I will describe the workers' feeling of exclusion which makes it necessary 
to create supportive networks among Indonesian workers in Hong Kong. Second, I 
will illustrate the kinds of support the workers can get through the labor unions and 
common public gathering places. Third, I will illustrate how the workers make use 
of personal support networks to serve as bridges for them to access resources in 
Hong Kong so that they can develop their skills and increase their social mobility. 
1. The Feeling of Subordination in Hong Kong 
Indonesian domestic workers face many societal constraints in Hong Kong. 
These constraints, which are structured by legal, social and cultural conditions, 
promote their feeling of segregation from the mainstream Hong Kong society. One 
of the most obvious constraints is that they are separated by their occupation. From 
the first day they arrive in Hong Kong, they are hired solely to be contractual 
domestic workers. 
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Unlike migrants workers in Los Angeles, who can seek alternatives to 
full-time domestic work, such as factory employment, office cleaning and live-out 
house cleaning (Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001:70, 255), Indonesian women's upward 
social mobility from low-wage domestic work is nearly impossible (except by 
getting married to a local resident). Labor laws forbid foreign domestic workers 
from gaining employment in other formal service sectors. The government also 
prevents them from gaining the permanent right of abode in Hong Kong, regardless 
of how long they reside and how much they contribute to the prosperity of Hong 
Kong. The government has even produced a special TV advertisement warning 
domestic workers not to have part-time jobs or to peddle goods in public areas. 
During the SARS period, the joint community effort to combat the disease 
strengthened the cohesion of family members in particular and Hong Kong people in 
general. But foreign domestic workers were excluded from such feeling of cohesion 
in the employer family and in Hong Kong society. 
The feeling of institutional exclusion is also reflected in the fact that they often 
feel uncomfortable about enjoying public facilities in Hong Kong. Some domestic 
workers did not think they were entitled to have library cards. In fact, both residents 
and non-residents in Hong Kong can apply for public library cards. I encountered a 
similar case when I went to play badminton with a group of Indonesian workers. We 
had difficulty finding a proper badminton court in an open area, so I suggested 
booking an indoor badminton court. They hesitated then rejected my suggestion; 
again, they suspected that they were not permitted to use such public facilities. Even 
when I explained to them they had the right, they doubted my information and 
refrained from asking the officials. Eventually, we walked twenty-five minutes to the 
Tai Po waterfront park and played badminton on open grassland. The direct reason 
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for their reluctance to enjoy some public facilities may be caused by a lack of 
information, and their reluctance to seek information from the officials may be due 
to their lack of fluency in both Cantonese and English. But why do they doubt their 
right to use public facilities in the first place? The Indonesian workers' 
self-restriction on using certain public facilities and their avoidance of direct 
interaction with officials are prompted by their strong feeling of segregation in Hong 
Kong. They are conscious of their non-citizenship status. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the feeling of isolation and 
subordination in the workplace is prevalent among Indonesian domestic workers. 
This is extended to the societal level. While the newly arrived workers are facing 
difficulty in adjusting to the lifestyle of their employers' home, they also face 
difficulty in integrating into Hong Kong society at large. For example, their 
language inadequacy, especially in written English and Chinese, restricts their ability 
to grasp important information and have access to resources on their own. Religion 
and food is another aspect. My experience of spending holidays with Indonesian 
workers in Tai Po shows the difficulties they have in integrating into the society at 
large. For example, Indonesian workers had difficulty buying bread in local bakery 
stores since most of the local bakeries used lard to make bread. 
The migrant workers' sense of inferiority in their employers' homes as well as 
in the general society generate a need to create local support. In Hong Kong, labor 
unions, Indonesian shops and eating places and public gathering places provide 
settings for workers to interact. The workers' union offices and the common 
gathering places of these workers serve as safe niches for them to gain confidence 
and resources to negotiate collectively with the general public and the government 
for better treatment and respect in Hong Kong. 
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Working in a foreign place, the workers are also unbounded by some of the 
social constraints they had in their home country. Working in Hong Kong provides 
an opportunity to have access to resources that they could not possibly have in 
Indonesia. These gathering places also serve as bridges for them to get resources in 
Hong Kong so that they can develop their skills and improve their standard of living 
in the future. 
2. Formal Support: NGOs and Shelters 
As several analysts have written, NGOs have played a significant role in 
advocating migrant workers' rights (Cheung 1996，Law 2002, Sim 2001, Sim 2003 
and Wee and Sim 2003). While the governments, agents and employers mold 
Indonesian migrants into docile workers, NGOs are counter agents aiming to 
encourage the workers to be more political and also to resist unfair situations they 
face. Many employers and employment agents view NGOs as powerful entities that 
teach the workers to be disobedient and rebellious. 
In Hong Kong, the development of labor unions is relatively short. Many of 
these unions were developed through the assistance of existing labor organizations. 
Most unions and related organizations in Hong Kong specializing in migrant worker 
issues are led by Filipinos (Sim 2003) Nonetheless, Filipino-led NGOs in Hong 
Kong spread their influence across ethnic boundaries. They played an important role 
in the development of the Indonesian labor movement in Hong Kong. For example, 
the first union of Indonesian migrant workers in Asia - Indonesian Migrant Workers' 
Union (IMWU) was established with the help of Asian Migrant Center (Sim 2003). 
Wee and Sim (2003) pointed out that numerous cultural and structural factors mean labor activism 
among Filipinos is more mature than that among Indonesians. (See Wee and Sim 2003 for details) 
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The Domestic Helpers and Migrants Workers Program funded through Christian 
Action in Hong Kong also provided assistance to Indonesian workers in lodging 
claims against their employers in the Labor Tribunal. FKMPU^^ — one of the few 
Muslim-based workers unions also formed the Hong Kong Coalition of Indonesian 
Migrant Workers Organization (KOTKIHO) with IMWU and two other Indonesian 
labor groups. Through these coalitions, smaller labor unions have tapped into the 
resource networks of larger unions. Apart from receiving funding from Muslim 
organizations in Hong Kong, FKMPU recently accessed funding from Oxfam and 
the government to open a new training center. Moreover, FKMPU often leads its 
members to join activities organized by IMWU. Due to insufficient resources and 
limited space in its shelters, some labor cases received by FKMPU will be 
transferred to IMWU shelters that are more spacious and better equipped. 
KOTHKIHO also joins other worker associations' activities. 
2.1 Union Leader 
Lilik and Atik were union leaders in FKMPU. Compared with other Indonesian 
workers, they received reasonable treatment at work in Hong Kong. They did not 
experience "serious abuse", such as underpayment and physical abuse. They 
received the legal minimum wage and they also enjoyed statutory holidays. Apart 
from that, they also had their private rooms in their employers' homes. Although 
they had fairly good working environments and gained satisfaction from the changes 
they brought about in their families' living standards, they were driven to devote 
most of their free time to the activist movement and became union leaders in 
FKMPU. 
36 The full name of the FKMPU is "Forum Komunikasi Mu'minat Peduli Umat". Its English name is 
"The Indonesian Islamic Organization for Caring Ummah" 
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Atik described her days before she joined the workers association as boring and 
meaningless. She had no friends when she first arrived in Hong Kong. In the first 
seven months in Hong Kong, she confined herself to her employer's home on her 
days off. After she had paid back all her debts, she started to go out on her holidays. 
Praying in the mosque five times a day became one of her major activities. Apart 
from that, she walked around Tsim Sha Tsui and visited Kowloon Park. She said, 
“There was nothing to do in the park. People were just talking, eating and playing 
around. Many people forgot their religion. It was sad." Atik occasionally talked to 
other Indonesian workers in Kowloon Park, but did not develop any steady 
companions there. 
Later, Atik made a friend through the mosque and she encouraged her to join 
the English class organized by the mosque in Tsim Sha Tsui. In the class, she learned 
about FKMPU. This was her first step into the labor movement. When Atik was 
working for her second employer, she was able to spare more time to work for the 
union. Once she gained the trust of her employers, Atik felt free to negotiate with 
them for a more flexible working schedule. She began to participate actively and 
become one of the “Kepengumsan” (organizing managers) in her second year with 
the organization. 
The immigration laws in Hong Kong forbid Indonesian domestic workers 
seeking alternative jobs in the formal sector. Through working as leaders in the labor 
organization, Lilik and Atik have been successful in negotiating to remove negative 
aspects of their domestic work and give more meaning to their lives in Hong Kong. 
They said: 
I love working in Hong Kong. I'm happy with my job. I'm happy to work 
in FKMPU. But many friends are not so fortunate. Over here, I can care and 
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help others who have problems in Hong Kong. It's much more meaningful 
than just earning money. I don't like spending my time just for money and 
pleasure. (Atik) 
I keep busy but I leam nothing there (in her employer's home). Holidays 
are so few. It's no good wasting time in the park. I can leam some skills at the 
Forum (FKMPU). I feel I'm useful. I always spend my whole day here ... 
working together. (Lilik) 
Yet, their situations are far from typical of Indonesian workers in Hong Kong. 
They have more privileges, enabling them to devote themselves to labor activities. 
Compared with other workers in the union, they have a fairly good command of 
English and computer skills. Moreover, they can manage to arrange their time so as 
to participate in the union activities. Their work is relatively light because they do 
not work for families with dependants. Lilik worked for a family of four and the 
household members were all adults who did not need much care. Nor did her 
employers care about what she did on her days off. Atik worked for a divorced 
woman who frequently traveled to Mainland China doing business. Her employer 
also supported and respected her involvement in the labor union. As long as she 
finished her work, Atik was allowed to stay overnight at the shelter on workdays 
when her employer was not at home. Atik could then devote more time to the union 
and frequently look after the shelters on weekdays. However, both these women 
enjoyed greater independence than most domestic workers. 
2.2 Labor case 
Kasri was more typical of domestic workers who slowly become more involved 
in labor activism as a result of their work difficulties. As she explained, she endured 
difficult working conditions for seven months and did not complain. Her employer 
paid her $2,000 a month and did not give her any holidays. Kasri could have a day 
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off if she asked to see her sister who was also working in Hong Kong. But HK$100 
dollars would be deducted from her salary per day of leave. Kasri did not have a day 
off for the first four months and all her salary was given to employment agents 
directly by her employer. She only talked to her sister on the phone. 
Kasri did not dare complain for several months, despite the strict discipline and 
exploitation she experienced in her employer's house. She knew she would be 
underpaid before she arrived in Hong Kong. She thought it was normal that 
inexperienced workers were paid less than the minimum wage because her sister 
was also underpaid when she was a newcomer. Her sister, who went through the 
same recruitment agent, was paid $2,000 a month for her first placement. She 
believed she would find a better placement if she could tolerate the situation until 
the contract was finished and she had gained some work experience in Hong Kong. 
Kasri kept reminding herself of her future plans and that if she worked harder 
and did not complain, her employer would appreciate her and treat her better. But 
over the next few months her situation became increasingly harsh. In spite of the 
meager salary Kasri received, her employer became increasingly picky. She 
complained about Kasri’s Cantonese and her working pace. "She was always very 
angry and she shouted at me all the time. She spoke so fast and so loud. I was scared; 
I didn't know what was wrong, I didn't understand what she was complaining 
about.” Moreover, Kasri suffered from the gohngohn's sexual harassment. “He 
would touch my hand, my shoulder and my face when I fed him. It was disgusting. 
It was not good. [What did you do?] I leaned back." 
In December, her sister's friend referred Kasri to FKMPU for advice. Kasri 
37 Refers to the mother's father. 
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requested a day off to see her sister and both of them went to FKMPU with her 
sister's friend. She talked to the volunteers and began to think about leaving her job. 
Kasri used a tape-recorder to record her dialogue with her employer when she 
received her salary in cash. 
One morning in February Kasri forgot to wash her hands after going to the 
toilet. Her employer twisted her ear and pulled her to the toilet. Her employer beat 
her head and forced her to wash her hands immediately. After the insults, “I cried 
and she slapped my face." Everyone in the house, including gohngohn watched it 
and “no one said a word." Kasri was so desperate that she ran away from the house 
that night when everyone in the house was sleeping. 
Kasri requested compensation of HK$20,000 from her employer. In order to 
better her negotiating skills so that she could act confidently in the meeting with her 
employers before the court hearing, Kasri told me that she practiced several times 
before she went to the meeting. The volunteers also taught her what to say and how 
to say it in the meeting. With the support of volunteers in the union, Kasri gained the 
courage to speak up for her rights in front of her former employer and the 
government officials. 
She said she could give me HK$ 15,000 only and no more. She is really 
bad; she still wanted to cheat me. [And then?] I told her, she had to 
compensate me HK$20,000 and not a dollar less. This is what I deserve for my 
work. 
When Kasri recalled this meeting to me, her attitude was very determined. She 
no longer thought that it was "natural" for her to receive a lower wage and to submit 
to the power of her employer. She truly believed that she had the right to get back 
the deducted salary. After the termination of her contract, she lived in the FKMPU 
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shelter with the financial support of her sister. She began doing volunteer work in 
the union and participated actively in the union's activities, including joining the 
demonstration in March 2003. 
2.3 Demonstration 
The Indonesian Ministerial decree of 4 June 2002 Article explicitly 
allowed all migrant domestic workers to renew their own employment contracts 
with the respective immigration departments of their host countries. Under Article 
69, workers can renew their contracts without going through an employment 
agency.^^ However, under pressure from the recruitment agencies, on 3 November 
2002, a Consulate spokesman informed the NGOs concerned that Article 69 did not 
apply to Hong Kong. 
IMWU organized two demonstrations to put pressure on the Indonesian 
government to reverse this decision, which many Indonesian domestic workers in 
Hong Kong felt would lead to untenable exploitation by recruitment agencies. 
However, the Indonesian government refused to explain the reasons for the Hong 
Kong exemption from the new decree. 
The second demonstration was held on 20 March 2003. About 2,000-3,000 
Indonesian domestic workers gathered at Victoria Park and marched to the 
Indonesian Consulate. Although the consulate refused to respond directly to the 
demands of the protestors, it emerged later that it had agreed that Indonesian 
domestic workers could shorten their required return visit to Indonesia to two weeks 
instead of one full month. Moreover, the consulate also promised that the workers, 
38 Ministry decision number 104A/MEN/2002, dated 4 June 2002. 
39 Article 69 of 104A/MEN/2002, dated 4 June 2002. 
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who are required to go back to Indonesia to extend their visas for employment 
contract renewal, would not be treated as first-time migrant workers. The returnee 
need not pay agency fees of seven months or the equivalent of HK$21,000 again for 
new employment.40 
The consulate announced in March 2003 that Indonesian domestic workers 
could process their visa extensions on their own without going through the 
employment agents. This applied equally to workers extending their visas to 
continue working with the same employer and to workers changing employers at the 
end of their employment contracts. This implied that the workers need not pay the 
agency fees and also the workers could find better jobs themselves through the 
referral of friends and relatives. However, by June 2003, the consulate changed the 
policy again so that these rights were only granted to workers who extended their 
visas to continue working with the same employer while workers who changed their 
employers must process their visas through recruitment agencies. 
Union leaders spoke enthusiastically about the work of migrant worker 
associations. They were happy to see that more workers know about their rights. 
They saw thai workers who were assisted by unions would return to work in Hong 
Kong armed with knowledge and in turn they could assist others outside the union. 
Governments, agents and employers acknowledged the work of labor organizations 
in fighting for the rights of workers. Many employers and agents explicitly 
discouraged workers from joining the labor union. When the new Consul was 
appointed, she invited the union leaders and members, as well as recruitment agency 
representatives to join the ceremony and promised to take steps to protect 
Indonesian workers in Hong Kong. She did not respond directly to the demands of 
See "Indonesian visa policy enrages HK maids", South China Morning Post, March 17, 2003. 
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the union leaders that the consulate should give better protection and more 
autonomy to workers in the process of overseas employment. However, the 
invitation indicated that the Indonesian government had recognized the important 
role of NGOs. According to Tini, the collective action of Indonesian workers was 
starting to have an effect. As she said "[the new consul] had nothing new to say in 
the meeting. But we were invited because the government officials began to know 
the growing power of the workers' union." 
2.4 General Members 
Despite the joint efforts of the workers associations being crucial to improving 
the situation for Indonesian migrant workers, very few domestic workers participate 
in labor activism or join the labor unions. Many workers joined the demonstrations 
in an ad hoc way, but most women in the park were uninterested or watched the 
protestors with curiosity. FKMPU persuaded its members to join the protest on that 
day. Atik and other activists in the organization said that the members were reluctant 
to participate in public protests and press conferences. 
Harri is one of these union members who refused to solve her difficulties at 
work through political means. Harri goes to shelter and sometimes stays there on her 
days off. Most of her friends are members of the shelter. Harri and her friends first 
came to the shelter because of curiosity. She saw the flyers of the union and went to 
the shelter with her friends. 
Karri's employer practices "flexible holidays” and therefore Harri may have a 
day off on a weekday or a Sunday. The shelter provided a stable venue for Harri to 
meet other Indonesian workers if she had holidays during the week. 
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Before I knew Forum (FKMPU), I felt lonely when I had my day off on 
weekdays. Sometimes I could meet my friends, but most of the time I couldn't. 
I didn't know where to go. And I couldn't go back early; I did not have the 
keys. [When could you go back?] Seven o'clock. So I stayed at Forum 
(FKMPU), where at least there was someone I could talk to in our own 
language. 
Karri's purpose of joining the union was because the shelter provided a 
comfortable place to hang out, where she also gained social support from the group. 
The shelter is just like our home. You know, even though I was working at 
home, I had no one to talk to; I couldn't speak to my employer about my 
feelings very well ... language ... Here it is different, we talk, and we 
understand each other. We pray when we are not happy or we have problems. 
We can cook our favorite food, we can dance and listen to music. We are very 
happy in the shelter. It's like our homes in Indonesia. 
Harri's passport was confiscated by the recruitment agent and she was 
underpaid. Although Lilik suggested that she should file her case and get the 
passport through the consulate, Harri refused. She said that she was “scared and 
didn't want [to get into] trouble." 
Harri is not an exception in the union. In the shelter, it is not uncommon to find 
workers like Harri, who are underpaid but refuse to file their cases. Their reasons are 
similar to those who do not participate in the unions. Most people, like Harri, said 
that they were afraid of losing their jobs and wanted to avoid trouble. Lina explained, 
“My wage is acceptable. It's OK. My employer doesn't abuse me or sexually harass 
me or anything." Some said that they had signed their contract and they should 
honor the contracts. 
According to the Union Chairperson, Tini, over fifty percent of the union's 
members were underpaid and many of them were not given statutory holidays. 
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However, most of them would not file complaint cases and some members still 
accepted underpayment in their next jobs. Many people explained that there would 
be no jobs for them if they insisted on receiving the minimum wage. As Tini said, 
"Underpayment is so normal that if the worker is not receiving the lowest salary 
among the group and if their employer is not very bad, they will accept the unfair 
terms 41 They are afraid of losing their jobs." 
The underlying reason here is obviously not that the workers are 
unknowledgeable about their rights or because they are not “political，，enough to 
deal with their problems. When we considered the cost they have to bear if they file 
a complaint, it is clear that, as mentioned in Chapter Two, the structural and social 
constraints they face force them to accept the unfair terms. 
Some Indonesian workers who frequently went to service centers and shelters, 
are much more active in NGO activities that are less political, such as language 
classes, computer classes, dance competitions and national day celebrations than 
activist activities, such as demonstrations, press conferences and public 
performances. Some workers said that they were not comfortable standing out or 
they were afraid that they would lose their jobs if their employers recognized them. 
Others were simply not interested in public protests and thought joining other 
activities was more useful in enhancing their situation and also giving them more 
satisfaction. They could leam concrete skills and improve their language skills in the 
classes. Due to the relatively short period of stay in Hong Kong, they may not enjoy 
the immediate effects of the public protests and the labor movement. 
41 There were no definite standards of a good or a bad employer. Workers usually compared their 
working situation with that of the ill-treatment workers (labor case) and gauged their employers as 
not so bad. 
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In the union, the solidarity of workers was strengthened when they joined 
various activities. These workers are socialized to be more political and radical to 
enable them to fight against injustices in their working situations. Union members 
are taught about labor rights and empowerment. However, workers may have 
different ideas of how to enhance their working situations and might not follow the 
advice of the labor unions. Some workers actively seek jobs as union leaders, some 
gradually become more aware of their rights and gain strength to act against the 
unfair working conditions, and some are more hesitant about joining the public 
movement and protests; they are more eager to join classes and activities which they 
find more useful to them. All in all, the members make use of available resources in 
the union to redefine the negative aspects of their work and alleviate the shared 
feeling of loneliness and inferiority when they are working in Hong Kong. 
3. Informal support: Victoria Park and other gathering 
places 
As described by Constable (1997:3) crowds of domestic worker from South 
and Southeast Asian countries, but mostly from the Philippines, gathered in the 
Central District. Today, while Filipina workers still gather in Chater Garden and 
Statue Square in Central, the increasing numbers of Indonesian workers in recent 
decades has encouraged the Indonesian domestic workers to move away from their 
Filipina counterparts and develop their own places of congregation. The main 
gathering site in the community is Victoria Park, which is on the periphery of 
Causeway Bay - one of the busiest districts on Hong Kong Island. Other relatively 
small gathering sites include Kowloon Park; Star Ferry Pier in Tsim Sha Tsui; 
Stanley and urban centers in the New Territories, such as Tuen Wan Central Park, 
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Tai Po and the City Hall Center in Shatin. 
Workers may prefer to gather in a particular place that they can access easily. 
Although Hong Kong is a compact city, the transportation fees are high."^^ Many 
Indonesian workers in the New Territories prefer to gather together in parks in urban 
centers near their workplace, such as Tsuen Wan, Tai Po and Shatin. Mosques also 
become magnets, drawing some Muslim domestic workers to meet nearby so that 
they can go to pray conveniently. The presence of mosques near Kowloon Park and 
Stanley Beach fostered clusterings of Indonesian workers. 
Victoria Park has become the largest meeting place for Indonesians, coming 
from different areas to Causeway Bay by Mass Transit Railway (MTR). Moreover, 
The Indonesian Consulate is located in Causeway Bay, within five minutes walk of 
Victoria Park. Groups of newly arrived Indonesian workers are herded by agents 
directly from the airport to the Consulate General to get the necessary 
documentation on their first day of arrival. Many women said that Causeway Bay 
was the first place they got to know in Hong Kong. 
Taking advantage of the demands created by the concentration of Indonesians 
in Victoria Park, entrepreneurs in the community sell meals and beverages, CDs and 
tapes, clothes, and various cosmetics at the comer of the large football pitch. The 
vendors in the park are very noticeable; the food vendor carries a small cart of food 
and beverages, such as sate, nasi goring (fried rice) and mie goring (fried noodles). 
Some put the food inside a big nylon bag. The nasi and mie are served on a banana 
leaves for those who wish to eat in the park but are also wrapped in plastic bags or 
42 For example, a round trip to Causeway Bay from Tai Po in the New Territories costs around 
HKD$30 -$40 and it takes an hour. Many workers prefer to congregate in public places near 
their place of work. 
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boxed so that they are more convenient to take away. Cosmetic vendors are more 
mobile and do not stay in a particular place for long. Cosmetic vendors put the 
powder, perfume, hair oil, nail oil, combs and various kinds of cosmetics in large 
suitcases to move around easily. CD vendors display the CDs, VCRs and VCDs on 
plastic floor mats and in suitcases. The audiovisual products may range from prayer 
music; Indonesian pop songs; British and American pop songs; to Korean soap 
operas. Causeway Bay Plaza at Sugar Street was once an obsolete three-storey 
shopping arcade and now many stores have been replaced with shops and banks 
geared to serving Indonesian workers. Most of these shops provide food, magazines, 
clothes, jewelry, telecommunications service, IDD phone services and pawn broking. 
Some of the small shop owners are Indonesian Chinese/Malaysian Chinese 
immigrants who are able to speak in Malay and have networks in Indonesia or 
Malaysia. Remittance banks also operate for workers to remit money home and pay 
back their debts to financial companies. Smartone, a local telecom company, which 
set up a new branch on the basement of Causeway Bay Plaza last year, offers a 
special line of products and minute-plans exclusively for domestic workers. A 
number of Indonesian women stand at the main entrance of the mall, holding 
advertising boards and sometimes approach Indonesian passers-by to promote 
various mobile telecom plans and international calling cards. An old shoe shop, 
which originally sold inexpensive leather shoes for students and the elderly, is now 
displaying two rows of “thick platform" shoes and sandals favored by many 
Indonesian women. 
In the hustle and bustle of Yee Wo Street, Indonesian eating-places and shops 
dot around Jardine's Bazzar, Pennington Street and Keswick Street"^ .^ Near the 
43 Consulate General of Indonesia is located in Keswick Street. 
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Consulate General of Indonesia, are a ground-floor Indonesian eating-place and a 
grocery store. Karaoke places, canteens, recruitment agents and financial companies 
are established in the commercial buildings in this area. These are relatively private 
areas for Indonesians to be on their days off. Other private areas include shelters and 
migrant service centers provided by NGOs. Separated from the main society, the 
private space of Indonesian stores, karaoke lounges and shelters give Indonesian 
workers a more intimate environment where they can spend their whole day without 
being disturbed by the general Hong Kong public. 
3.1 Solidarity among Indonesian workers at gathering places 
Nearly all the workers I spoke with told me that they got bored with their 
routine domestic work and some said they had nothing to do on their holidays as 
they had no friends or relatives in Hong Kong. For domestic workers, who had little 
or no social networks in Hong Kong, the common gathering places become bases for 
them to tap into the social support networks. 
In these gathering places, migrant domestic workers expect mutual support. It 
was not uncommon to see strangers initiating conversation. Newcomers make 
friends in these gathering places. One Sunday, when I accompanied a group of 
Indonesian women to Victoria Park, two young women, one of them holding a big 
teddy bear, approached us and talked to Lauri. They asked if they could join the 
group. Requests for assistance from strangers is very common in the park. When I 
spent time in Victoria Park, I was frequently asked in Indonesian for directions. 
Indonesian newspapers and magazines are an important source of information for 
migrant workers about their country. These publications are very expensive in Hong 
Kong. A newspaper of about ten pages costs HK$20. Sharing or exchanging 
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Indonesian newspapers and magazines is common even among strangers. 
3.1.1Gaining informal support to adapt to the public environment of Hong 
Kong 
In the gathering places, older migrants give the newcomers information that is 
useful for adapting to the environment in Hong Kong, such as where they can buy 
stamps at nearby 24-hour convenience stores instead of at the Post Office; that they 
can read the latest news about Indonesia through free internet access in the public 
libraries; the nearest location of mosques; and the cheapest telecom service 
providers. To the society at large, these things are common knowledge. But 
Indonesian domestic workers, whose physical mobility is restricted by their 
employers, may not acquire such information so quickly. Networks of friends 
become an immediate source to extend their scope of knowledge in Hong Kong. 
The social networks in these gathering places also help workers extend their 
physical mobility. They gain more confidence to move beyond the gathering places 
when they are in groups. Lasri recalled that she had not taken the MTR in the first 
half-year in Hong Kong. She said that there was no MTR near her workplace and 
therefore she did not even know about the MTR. It was not until her group of friends 
in Victoria Park suggested going to Fa Yuen Street in Mongkok to go shopping, that 
Lasri used MTR for the first time. 
Lauri found her pleasure after exploring different places in Hong Kong. She 
also told me enthusiastically that she had gone to Macau with her friends on the 
previous Sunday. One of her friends in the group had gone to Macau with her 
employers before and she organized a trip to Macau for Lauri and other friends. She 
knew from a friend in the group that they could travel to Macau with a passport and 
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Hong Kong Identity Card. Lauri also said that she would take her friends to Lantaii 
Island to visit the Po Lin Temple and Big Buddha, and they would meet in Victoria 
Park first. 
3.1.2 Gaining support to improve working conditions 
In Los Angeles, most Latin American migrant workers seeking jobs bypass 
employment agencies; instead they rely on their friends, acquaintances, and relatives 
who they find more economical and reliable. (Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001:63-80) The 
same situation is echoed in the Filipina communities in Rome, L.A. and Hong Kong, 
where job referrals circulate through informal networks of friends and relatives 
(Parrenas 2000: 211, Wee and Sim 2003). The networking in the above migrant 
workers communities is a concrete base of support that migrants use to make easier 
their arrival in the host society. In contrast, most Indonesian workers find their jobs 
through employment agencies and they are not allowed to bypass them to find. This 
employment practice restricts the function of networking among Indonesian workers. 
Mutual support among workers is shown in more subtle forms. Exchanging 
work-related information among workers is a kind of support. When Hari's contract 
was nearing an end and she planned to leave her current employer, she talked with 
her fellow workers about whether she should change employment agents and which 
agency charged lower fees and allocated minimum-waged placements. Hari got two 
recruitment agencies' addresses and telephone numbers from a new friend in the 
park. 
Part-time job referrals circulating through informal networks are more common 
than referrals for formal domestic work. Amy's friend was a part-time promoter in a 
telecoms company, but she planned to go back to Indonesia and she referred Amy to 
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the job. But Amy refused because she was too tired to do the job, and so she 
introduced Sumi, who was in need of money, to her friend. Sumi took the illegal 
part-time job. 
Apart from that, the network of workers was also essential to helping workers 
deal with emergency situations at work. According to Atik, some workers who had 
filed complaint cases did not live in the shelter; they lived in their relatives' or 
friends' employer's places, if their friends' employers were willing to provide 
accommodation. 
In the gathering places, solidarity among Indonesian workers is reinforced by 
other practices of mutual support. These places are basically a base of emotional 
support. It is where workers can find release from the stress and boredom of the 
workplace. Women found solace and support when they talk to other workers about 
the discontent they faced in their employers' houses. Amy complained to her friends 
that she could not get along with the spoiled boy in her employer's family; he bit her 
while her employers were not at home. Other workers said “chisin^^ gaV while 
listening to Amy's complaints. Harri also complained to Mirinani that her employer 
forced her to cut her hair. Other workers were proud to describe how they ignored 
their employer's unreasonable demands. While Lilik complained to Ami about her 
employer's ludicrous b e h a v i o r , A m i showed her concern and told Lilik that she 
was too kind-hearted and always "spoiled" her demanding employer. The common 
44 It means insane in Cantonese. 
Lilik complained to Ami that her employer ordered her to make soup noodles for lunch, but they 
did not eat the food. Her employer ordered her to put the noodles in the refrigerator. Lilik told her that 
they should eat the noodles immediately otherwise they would become tasteless. Her employer 
ignored her suggestion and criticized her as being a meddler. The following day, her employer 
orderedher to throw away the food because the noodles had absorbed all the soup. 
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experience and the sympathy turn into a kind of power and solidarity, which support 
and encourage each worker in the group. 
3.1.3 Gaining strength to interact with the general public 
During their off days, migrant workers may leave the confinement of their 
employer's home to spend their time as they wish, to join social gatherings in public 
areas and fulfill their religious obligations. On their way to the NGO offices, 
recruitment agencies companies and remittance banks, the workers often interact 
with the general public in Hong Kong. 
In the 1980s and the 1990s, as the number of foreign domestic workers 
increased, local citizens started to complain about the litter and noise created by the 
domestic workers on their days off in the Central District. A big public debate took 
place in 1992-1993 on the reopening of Chater Road on Sundays to discourage the 
foreign domestic workers assembling there (Constable 1997, French 1980). Even 
though the government opened worker centers during the holidays, domestic 
workers choose to gather in public areas where it is more spacious, less restrictive 
and more convenient. Hong Kong people now regard the gathering of domestic 
workers in Central as unavoidable. In the field, thrice I saw Hong Kong people 
initiate friendly conversation with workers in public areas. Some people showed 
their understanding and acceptance of the workers' desire to congregate in the public 
area, although this was not common. Generally, the larger community disapproves 
of these gatherings, but workers have their numbers to counteract this prejudice. In 
my field notes, I wrote: 
Today, I had to meet Lauri near the snack store. I arrived on time at two o'clock 
but didn't find her. When I was waiting, there was a sudden downpour in the 
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park. People immediately packed up their belongings and ran in different 
directions. I followed the crowd，pushing myself inside the periphery of a 
covered area near the store. People in the center of the covered area seemed 
unaffected by the influx of people. They switched on the hi-fi loudly and kept 
talking and eating as usual. A young Chinese couple passed by the park and 
they pushed their way to the covered area, standing near me. The woman was 
reluctant stay under the shelter. She covered her nose and stared at her 
boyfriend and whispered “h6u chau a, d ban Mn!”恥[Very Smelly, the 
Filipina!] Other women may have heard the women's racist words and they 
showed their discontent by constantly staring at her. I did not understand what 
the Indonesian women said while they stared at the woman. They started to 
move closer to her, and they separated the woman from her boyfriend, and they 
nearly surrounded her. The woman could not stand it and ran away in the rain 
with her boyfriend. 
Dancing and singing freely in these gathering places is another means of 
releasing the pressure of work. Public dancing was usually an ad hoc activity, 
initiated by a group of friends. They would bring a portable hi-fi to an open place in 
the park. All these attracted strangers who might join the dancing. The dances 
included traditional ethnic dancing and also modem jazz dance. My field notes 
reveal the interaction between the dancers and the Chinese observers. 
I was also invited to join the public dancing as one of my informants 
joined the dance. Other dancers teased me because I did not know dancing. I 
did not move my body liberally. They were amazed by my inability to follow 
the music. I felt embarrassed to dance in the park but the workers enjoyed both 
the dancing and the onlookers' applause. Onlookers surrounded us and they 
seemed to enjoy the music, too. Among the observers, there were some old 
Chinese men staring at us and talking about us curiously on the outskirts of the 
group. I could not hear what they said about us and I could not guess what they 
thought by their expressions. However, both the dancers and onlookers ignored 
the presence of the Chinese passers-by and became involved deeply in the 
sensational atmosphere. 
46 In Cantonese, it is “好臭啊！ U的賓賓” 
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Many employers dislike their workers praying; so some workers perform their 
religious obligations on their days off. They can go to the mosque or the shelters 
where they can wear white prayer clothes without feeling self-conscious. In public, 
they wear head scarves of any color they like, including black and white. Members 
who went to the FKMPU shelter or joined the union activities are required by the 
union to wear head scarves, and most of them wear white or black scarves. 
Employers discourage their workers from showing their sexuality. But most do 
not comply with the dress code set by their employers. Some workers refused to 
wear workers clothes, such as loose-fitting jeans and plain T-shirts. In the gathering 
place, it is not uncommon to find workers wearing "sexy" outfits, such as sleeveless 
blouses, tight jeans, short skirts and thick platform shoes. Some workers help each 
other to put on make-up in the park. On their days off, many workers no longer 
refrain from showing their sexual nature. 
Workers gain strength and solidarity from various communal activities in these 
gathering places. At work they often mold their behavior to their employers' liking; 
at the gathering places, they gain confidence to be themselves with other workers 
under public scrutiny. 
3.1.4 Self-monitoring behavior in the gathering places 
Explicit self-monitoring behavior highlights the group solidarity of workers in 
these gathering places. They monitor each other's behavior there to avoid criticism 
from the local people. In the parks, Indonesian workers often urge each other to 
clean up the public space that they have used. Whenever I attended picnic gatherings 
with workers or joined the Indonesia national day celebration organized by FKMPU 
on Stanley Beach, I often heard workers reminding each other to pick up the rubbish 
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before they went away; otherwise they could be fined $1,500 by the government. 
They are probably so conscious of avoiding littering in these public places because 
the fine is unaffordable. 
By monitoring their own behavior, the Indonesian workers are also hoping to 
improve their public image in Hong Kong. The civic behavior in public is also a 
statement that they are not dirty, uncivilized maids. As Atik said, "Some workers do 
litter. They are careless. It's not good. It gives a bad impression to Hong Kong 
people. People would think that all Indonesians are dirty. Most of us keep the place 
clean." 
4. Suspicion and alienation in the gathering places 
Rumors about immoral behavior of Indonesian women in Hong Kong often 
spread through the social networks of friends and relatives. At the gatherings, I 
heard rumors about Indonesian women who had affairs with Pakistani men and also 
about women who spent their salaries irresponsibly. The recurrent theme of these 
rumors was that these women usually had tragic results from their immoral behavior. 
These rumors became self-disciplining tools that were spread to warn other workers 
to restrain themselves while they are away from their employers' surveillance and 
family constraints. 
At one gathering, Lauri,s friend, Sumi gazed at a group of South Asian men in 
Victoria Park and warned me to be careful if I were alone in the park. "These 
Pakistani men always harass women who are alone in the park." And Lauri,s other 
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friend, Lina heard our conversation and claimed that "many women have Pakistani 
boyfriends in Hong Kong even though some of them have their husbands or 
boyfriends in Indonesia. These Pakistani men are best at cheating money from 
women.” Lina said her cousin's friend had been cheated by her Pakistani boyfriend, 
“The man would not pay the expenses when they went to play around. The woman 
paid all the expenses! And later, he started to borrow money from her. In the 
beginning, it was a hundred dollars, but later the man borrowed several thousand 
from her. After she lent him all her savings and salary, he left her and did not pay 
back the money. She lost all her money but could not tell her family about it. She 
had to borrow money from my cousin to send some home." I have heard a similar 
story from Ami that an unmarried Indonesian woman had an affair with a Pakistani 
man. At the end, it turned out that the woman was punished for her immoral 
behavior. She was cheated of money by her Pakistani boyfriend, got pregnant, and 
then her boyfriend left her. And Ami commented that “Indonesians should not be 
like this.”47 
Other common rumors I had heard were about women who spent money 
irresponsibly. Atik told me that most Indonesian women were kind and friendly but I 
should be careful when meeting strangers in the park, because "some women have 
become really bad in Hong Kong." She said that some Indonesian women could not 
resist temptation. "We get bored at work. Some women just want to be happy on 
their days off. They will buy, buy and buy when they see so many beautiful clothes 
in the shops. They spend a lot of money going to karaoke. They spend a lot of time 
using mobile phones to talk to their friends and call IDD. Suddenly, they discover 
47 Pakistani men were singled out for comments because they often interact with Indonesian women 
noticeably in the public places. In Hong Kong, it is easier for Pakistani men to make friends with 
Indonesian women workers than with Chinese women as they was considered as low status in the 
Chinese mainstream society. 
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that they have used up all their money. They have forgotten why they came here." 
Atik continued: "Some of these irresponsible women would persuade their 
friends to borrow money from a loan shark." This was because they had borrowed a 
lot of money from financial companies, but were unable to repay the debts. The loan 
sharks then forced them to pay off their interest by persuading their friends to 
borrow money from them at high interest rates. Hari also told me a similar story that 
some women could not pay off their debts so they had to work as prostitutes on their 
days off. Interestingly, Lina and Hari do not have direct contact with these women; 
they heard the story from other friends. Yet, they both believed in the gossip and told 
me as if they knew these “immoral” women. 
These stories illustrate the workers' vulnerability to the sexual and material 
temptations in Hong Kong. The first story emphasizes the importance of Indonesian 
women remaining chaste while working abroad. The second story highlights the 
virtues of budgeting and resisting material temptations for the sake of their family 
and their own future. These stories are told to remind other workers that they may 
have gained freedom, but at the same time they face many dangerous temptations in 
Hong Kong. They should discipline themselves; otherwise, they will be suffer from 
their immoral behavior. 
Rumors about “immoral” women are possibly true. However, my field data do 
not allow me to judge whether they are so or not. At the gathering places, I did not 
meet any women at these gathering places who told me that they were cheated by 
foreign men; nor did I witness any women persuading others to borrow money at a 
high rate from loan sharks. Yet, these stories do reflect the workers' anxieties about 
relocating to Hong Kong. The stories were told to warn me and other workers 
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against trusting strangers in the park. I was told the stories because my friend 
wanted to warn me about the hidden dangers in such gathering places. Because of 
their temporary migrant status, few domestic workers truly believe that their 
friendships with other domestics will last long. Indeed, both reliance and distrust are 
embedded in the relationships among Indonesian workers. As Lauri, who frequently 
lingered in the park, said, “I will not lend money to strangers and even to my friends. 
Friends come and go." 
Some workers told me that they were not eager to make friends in the common 
gathering places. Ami was one who felt she did not belong to the large group. Ami 
was content with having a small circle of friends in the nearby neighborhood. On her 
days off, she sometimes spent a morning or an afternoon relaxing in a small nearby 
park with some of her close friends. But mostly, she spent her holidays at her 
employers' home. She would listen to CDs, write letters to her friends and relatives 
or talk on the phone. I met Ami through Lilik. Ami basically refrained from going to 
common gathering places. She only went to the park once. Ami expressed her 
feelings about Victoria Park: 
[Do you go to Victoria Park or the labor union?] No [Why?] I 
don't like the place (It is) so congested and noisy. [But there are many 
Indonesian you can talk to. Don't you like that?] I don't like the people. [Why?] 
People there are not like Indonesians. Many people wear gold earrings and 
necklaces to show off. They dress up like princesses...wear make-up and 
beautiful clothes. We are not princesses, we are just gung yahn (in Cantonese). 
We are poor so we come to Hong Kong to earn money. I don't feel comfortable 
making friends with them. 
In Ami's case, her feelings of exclusion were not eased by involving herself in 
the Indonesian workers communities, rather, such feelings were magnified when she 
interacted with Indonesian women in these common gathering places. Her close 
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relationship with her employer and her fluency in Cantonese and Mandarin made it 
easier for her to adapt to the Hong Kong environment and also lessened her desire to 
extend her social networks in Hong Kong. This partly explain why Ami did not rely 
on personal networks as much as many other workers did. 
Some Indonesian workers who come from "better" social background in 
Indonesia may not fit easily into the Indonesian migrant community in Hong Kong. 
Hari came from an urban area of Surabaya, where her father was a secondary school 
teacher. After she completed her high school education, Hari worked in Singapore 
before she came to Hong Kong. She used English to communicate with her 
employer in Singapore. She had preferred to work for an English-speaking family in 
Hong Kong to improve her English and also because the working conditions in 
Westerners' households is generally better than that in Chinese ones. However, she 
did not fulfill her wish as her recruitment agent told her that Westerners prefer 
Filipinas who speak fluent English. When I met her, she had been working for a 
Chinese family in Hong Kong for nearly one and a half years. 
Hari gave up her wish to be employed by an English-speaking family，but not 
her desire to improve her English and her computer skills. She attended a computer 
class in a private institute in Central every Sunday morning. She paid HK$600 of 
monthly tuition. Hari hoped that the computer skills she leamt could help her finding 
office work when she returned to Indonesia. Most of her classmates are Filipinas. 
She also had facial treatments in a cosmetic house run by a Filipina permanent 
migrant. 
Hari preferred to associate with Filipinas more than with Indonesians because 
Filipinas generally "had received better education and could speak more fluent 
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English than most Indonesian women. I could practice English with them." However, 
she did not entirely fit into the Filipina community. Apart from joining the class with 
Filipinas, she did not have other communal activities with her Filipina classmates. 
She explained that "they speak their language. I can't understand. Sometimes, I want 
to talk to others in my language." Therefore, she would go to Victoria Park alone in 
the afternoon. In the park, she could chat with others in her own language. 
For some workers, their temporary migrant status makes them less interested in 
developing networks and links with other Indonesian workers in Hong Kong. On her 
day off, Wanti usually bought her lunch in the nearby supermarket or Indonesian 
shops and enjoyed the meal in the park alone. She would chat with other women in 
the park occasionally but she did not develop stable networks of friends and 
relatives in the community. Wanti was not eager to make stable friends in Hong 
Kong and she felt uncomfortable talking to strangers in the park. She said，"I only 
have a few hours in the park. I can find someone to talk to if I like. [If] I don't like, I 
can just read the newspaper alone. [I have] more freedom." 
5. Gathering places as a platform for redefining identity 
In Victoria Park, several photographers showed sample pictures to workers. A 
young woman put on make up, wearing gold ear rings and a necklace with the help 
of her friends before she posed for the photo. She held a Big Mickey Mouse doll and 
a bunch of fake flowers while having her portrait taken."^^ The photographer's 
assistant immediately edited the picture in their computer and printed it out in a 
nearby store. The presence of the photographer captures the essence of workers' 
desire to portray a different image to their relatives and friends in Indonesia. 
48 The flowers and the dolls were common props provided by the photographer. 
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Although they are working far away from Indonesia, most workers maintain 
close ties with their family and friends. Since their work in Hong Kong is temporary, 
they put emphasis on improving their livelihood in Indonesia. Apart from sharing 
experiences of the hardships they face at work, the domestic helpers share news 
from home with their friends and relatives; they also constantly go to IDD phone 
stores to call their friends and relatives in Indonesia. Apart from calling, writing 
letters is a cheaper way to connect with their relatives and friends in Indonesia. They 
may also go to public libraries to access news about Indonesia. These activities 
enable them to take up the roles they had in Indonesia. They become others' mothers, 
wives, daughters, girlfriends and friends and no longer just domestic workers. 
Learning English is another important activity, which could help them free 
themselves from their relatively low position in the host society and in their home 
country. Of the eighteen key informants I interviewed, five had joined the English 
class organized by the labor unions or private institutions; one worker studied at her 
employer's home. 
[Why do you leam English here?] I want to know more English. English is 
very useful Filipinas are better paid because employers think they can teach 
children English. (But you said that your employer hired you because you had 
Cantonese training in the training school, right?) Yes ... but our wage is lower. 
Actually, we (Filipinas and Indonesians) are the same. I can do the work as 
well as the Filipinas. If I know English, I would not be cheated by my 
employers. When I saw the contract, it was in English; I didn't understand. I 
didn't know that the clause minimum wage was written in the contract. English 
will be very important if I want to get a job when I go back to Indonesia. 
From my own experience, the English levels of Indonesian workers are diverse. 
Some could speak fluent English; others are even not at the elementary level. Most 
workers were not able to leam much English in Hong Kong due to the limited time 
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they are able to devote to English classes and revision. I suspect that they would not 
improve their working conditions significantly by joining English classes. However, 
English is not simply a foreign language, it also represents social status. Through 
learning English, workers give themselves hope of upward mobility in the host 
society as well as in their home country. Joining English classes is definitely one of 
the few available means they can use to alleviate their sense of inferiority. 
Some workers hope to re-establish their social roles in Indonesia through doing 
various activities in Hong Kong. Like many transnational mothers, Amy sold her 
labor abroad but left her own son in the care of others. She felt guilty that she could 
not fulfill the traditional role of a mother in the family while working abroad. 
Substituting her motherhood for money or material possessions might not fully 
eradicate her guilt. Learning English and talking with her son over the phone made 
Amy feel that she had contributed to nurturing her son in Indonesia. She told me her 
motivations for joining English classes in Hong Kong: 
I could not follow the class very well. They teach very fast. They teach many 
words. I should do revision during the week, but I'm too tired to do the revision. 
[Will you continue with the class?] Yes... [Why?] I do it all for my son. My son is 
now going to kindergarten. They have to leam English in the kindergarten already. 
Last night, he sang the whole ABC Song to me on the phone. I'm so happy. English 
is very important for our future. I hope I can follow his homework when I go back. 
Activities in the park and at NGOs reflect what the workers aspire to be. Most 
of the workers do not want to be confined as domestic workers. Some of these 
activities stand in contrast to the activities they do at their employer's home and 
even at their own home. Away from the constant surveillance and control of their 
employers, their days off are precious opportunities to combat the boredom and 
isolation of work, and also to re-establish and express their own personal identities 
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that serve as a means to forget the negative aspects of their occupation as well as 
provide a feeling of normality in the modem world. 
6. Chapter summary 
I have described how the domestic workers have access to resources to ease 
their feelings of subordination by developing networks of friends at gathering places. 
Workers get social support at these meeting places. These social supports are 
essential for them to adapt to the environment of Hong Kong as well as to deal with 
difficulties at work. They gain support and strength in the labor unions to negotiate 
with the authorities for fairer treatment through legal and political action. They also 
gain strength in numbers to combat discrimination in Hong Kong society. When 
workers are interacting in various arenas, they negotiate with each other on how to 
enhance their relatively low positions in Hong Kong and also about what behavior is 
acceptable for Indonesian women in the community. 
The social structure of the host society also influences the function and the 
culture of the Indonesian migrant workers' communities. The administrative 
structure excludes them from the host society. Regardless of their length of stay in 
Hong Kong, they cannot obtain permanent resident status. The social segregation 
they have experienced in the host society influences their behavioral and 
psychological pattern in the community as well. Both reliance and distrust are 
embedded in the relationships among Indonesian workers at the gathering places 
because they feel the need for support in the host society, but they never believe the 
friendships will last long. The various activities they become involved with in the 
community show that they are eager to strengthen their ties with their family and 
friends in Indonesia and also re-establish their social roles in their home country. 
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They access resources in Hong Kong to prepare for upward social mobility when 
they return to Indonesia. Their feelings of alienation in Hong Kong society have not 
been eliminated by the social networks of support among workers. Rather than 




1. Domestic work and migration in the new economy 
Women are moving around the globe as never before. Each year, millions leave 
Mexico, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Indonesia and other poor countries to work in 
the homes of the developed countries. To most economists, these domestic workers 
are just individuals making a go of it. The positive economic effects of their labor 
are noted: the money they remit to home countries is a major source of foreign 
exchange, and the work they do in the host country enables a large pool of upwardly 
mobile local women to pursue productive careers. 
The unequal economic development between Hong Kong and Indonesia in the 
global economy provides the structure that facilitates the migration of labor from 
less-developed countries to work as low-waged workers. With Hong Kong's 
economic restructuring of recent decades and with its economic situation becoming 
unstable, many Hong Kong families want domestic workers who are cheaper and 
easier to exploit so as to limit their household expenses. Indonesian domestic 
workers, who are generally underpaid and less organized, have become increasingly 
sought after by Hong Kong employers. Meanwhile, the regional financial problems 
that swept into Indonesia in late 1997 brought about the downfall of manufacturing 
industries that had provided jobs for many landless Javanese men and women. 
Facing the shortage of jobs for men and women in Indonesia and the fact that 
overseas jobs for men were also diminishing, the economic opportunities abroad 
pushed women into the international labor market. Money seems to be the reason for 
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everything in this capitalized world. 
In the case of employers of Indonesian domestic helpers in Hong Kong, 
economic consideration does not appear to be the sole reason for the switch of hiring 
Indonesians in Hong Kong. Local culture and gender perceptions are also 
influencing the migration of labor from Indonesia to Hong Kong. As discussed in 
chapter two, employment of domestic workers is not solely economically driven. In 
Hong Kong, many young women yearn for career success but also autonomy and 
gender equality in the family. However their modem ideas are in conflict with the 
moral ideal of filial piety and the conventional patriarchal family system. To mediate 
the conflicts between the modem ideal and traditional values, female employers 
subcontract some of their filial duties to foreign domestic workers. Paid domestic 
workers thus become important tools for their female employers to affirm their 
status in the family and negotiate their relationships with their husband and their 
extended kin members. Thus, domestic workers are not simply hired to maintain the 
family's lifestyle and to allow female employers to take on paid work. They are also 
hired to avoid direct confrontation within the patriarchal family system and to fulfill 
the traditional moral ideal of filial piety. 
Considering that women are perceived as bom caregivers in Indonesia, 
woman's decision to migrate must be mediated through the support of other family 
members to substitute their traditional gender roles at home. To capture the 
economic opportunities abroad, women migrants have ongoing negotiations with 
their family members to make the decision to work abroad. Social networks and 
households simultaneously play an important role in the process of migration. On an 
individual level, migrant's motivations to work abroad were primarily, but not solely, 
economic. The satisfaction of being able to get away from family problems 
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temporarily, the desire to broaden their horizons and increase their knowledge and 
the urge to combat the boredom of staying home also drives them to work abroad. 
The migration of women workers also questions the traditional family role of 
women as reproducers and caregivers. 
2. The migration experiences of Indonesian domestic 
workers in Hong Kong 
The national and international dynamics of the global economy give women the 
opportunity to work and make money abroad, yet it also puts them in a vulnerable 
position in the international labor market. Powerful entities in the social structure, 
such as government bureaucracies of both the sending and receiving countries, 
recruitment agencies and employers are trying to mold Indonesian female migrants 
into docile and cheap domestic labor for their own interests. For the Hong Kong 
government, opening up the domestic worker market to women from different 
countries could assure the stable supply of cheap labor. Since foreign migrants are 
not considered citizens in the host society, they have no political influence. The 
Hong Kong government, therefore, is not eager to protect the interests of foreign 
domestic workers. Some of the regulations even constrain workers' ability to react to 
the exploitation of agents and employers. The Hong Kong government even makes 
deductions from migrant domestic workers' income to subsidize the retraining of 
unemployed local workers by imposing additional taxes on them. Many local 
women are now competing in the domestic worker market after receiving 
professional retraining. 
The revenue from the trade in female labor is considerable in the national 
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context. The Indonesian government feared that policies requiring better treatment 
of migrant workers and more efficient enforcement of their policies would decrease 
the demand for Indonesian workers. Encouraging the opening up of new markets 
abroad to absorb its labor surplus, the Indonesian government turns a blind eye to 
the exploitation of its workers in the migration process in Indonesia as well as in 
Hong Kong. Since the Indonesian government does not control the licensed agents 
effectively, government regulations become a tool used by the employment agents to 
raise their profits at the expense of the workers. 
Being in a relatively weak position in the global economy, these workers do not 
passively submit to exploitation, nor do they intentionally subvert the system. 
Indonesian workers acknowledge the constraints and the limited resources they face 
within the structure. Giddens (1984) calls the individual actors in the society 
“human agents", and emphasizes their "knowledgeability". Human agents have the 
capacity to understand the context in which they live and also know what they do 
while they do it, and they have the power to "act otherwise" and intervene in the 
social structure (1984:14). Weak, but not powerless, these Indonesian women are 
able to make use of the power dynamics of different actors in the structure and are 
able to accumulate resources to struggle for more respect and better working 
conditions in Hong Kong. 
Living with their employers, domestic workers face hierarchical social 
boundaries created by their employers, who use complicated rules to regulate the 
dress code, manner of speech, social mobility and the workers' use of space within 
the home. These rules draw on and reinforce the hierarchical separation between the 
workers and family members. Meanwhile, the nature of domestic work calls on 
workers to perform very personal services for their employers. The interdependency, 
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affection and trust that have developed in the employment relationship have given 
the workers some informal power to challenge the hierarchical gulf between 
themselves and the employers. 
Being migrants in Hong Kong, Indonesian domestic workers face many 
societal constraints, which intensify their feeling of exclusion from mainstream 
society. Awareness of their inferior positions within their employers' homes, as well 
as in the host society generally, creates an urgency to build local supportive 
networks. In those networks, they gain support and encouragement to negotiate with 
the authorities for fairer treatment through legal and political action and the courage 
to combat criticism and discrimination from the mainstream society. When workers 
interact with each other in various arenas, they also negotiate on how to enhance 
their relatively low positions in Hong Kong and also on the behavior considered 
acceptable for Indonesian women in Hong Kong. 
Transnationalism is defined as a social process whereby migrants operate in 
social fields that cross geographical, political and cultural boarders (cf. Schiller, 
Basch and Blanc-Szanton 1992). Transnational migrants are no longer "uprooted", 
but rather move freely back and forth across international borders and between 
different cultures and social systems. The social behavior of Indonesian migrant 
workers in Hong Kong not only has an effect on their situation in the host society 
but also on their livelihood in Indonesia when they return home. Most Indonesian 
workers in Hong Kong maintain strong ties with their families and friends back 
home by sending remittances, both in money terms and in material offerings, 
making phone calls and sending letters. In anticipation of securing stable career and 
income once they return home, some workers even invest in a business and trade in 
goods between Indonesia and Hong Kong with the support of local networks while 
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they are abroad. The migrants' close connections with their families and local 
communities in Indonesia are a valuable resource providing them with practical help, 
information and a sense of security while they work abroad. 
Nonetheless, many Indonesian workers perceive working in Hong Kong as a 
golden opportunity for them not only to earn money, but also to gain knowledge and 
experience that they could not gain in Indonesia. Some migrants gain material 
satisfaction, independence and freedom in Hong Kong. Others are eager to leam 
English and computer skills in Hong Kong so that they can pursue better careers 
later in their home countries. Some leam English with the hope of providing a better 
education for their children in the future. Their migrant experience abroad empowers 
them to push for a better career, higher social status and an enhanced standard of 
living for themselves and their children. 
The everyday actions of domestic workers, their family members, their 
employers, employment agents and government bureaucrats reproduce and 
transform overlapping structures and practices. The small actions that workers take 
to secure improvement in their status mean that individual workers can change their 
positions in the existing structure little by little and their efforts can have a 
significant social impact. When I talked to labor union leaders, they were aware that 
the overall salaries of Indonesian workers had improved slightly over the past few 
years. Tini, the chairperson of the FKMPU, said that several years ago many 
workers were paid HK$ 1,200-1,500; now there are significantly fewer workers 
whose salaries are so low. Three employers who had hired Indonesian workers for 
over five years also noticed that newly hired Indonesian workers were more 
knowledgeable about their rights than workers they hired several years ago. 
Moreover, numerous NGOs and unions have been established to provide services for 
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Indonesian workers. 
The Hong Kong government has also taken action to overcome the 
underpayment problem. For the first time an agency owner and an employer have 
been convicted of conspiracy to give a false declaration to the immigration office, i.e. 
the employer had signed the standard employment contract to declare that the 
domestic worker would be paid the minimum wage, but in fact she was paid only 
HK$2000 a month. The employment agent and the employer were sentenced to three 
and four months imprisonment respectively. The consulate general of Indonesia also 
started to change the policy slightly so that workers could extend their visas to 
continue working with the same employer without going through recruitment 
agencies. 
In the beginning of the fieldwork, I expected that I would meet workers who 
would complain a lot about their difficulties at work. When I got to know them, they 
told me about both the bitterness and happiness they felt at work, but they were 
more eager to tell me about their lives outside the job, their families and their 
dreams. This prompted me to question whether Indonesian migrant workers were 
merely passive participants in the society. By revealing their motivation to work 
abroad and describing their lives and practices in Hong Kong, I show that 
Indonesian women, as human agents, constantly comply with, cope with and resist 
the oppression in different contexts to win more respect in Hong Kong and to 
improve their future livelihoods and lifestyles. 
3. Self-reflection 
My childhood experience partially explains my interest in doing research on 
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Indonesian domestic workers in Hong Kong. In my childhood, my mother worked as 
a child-minder, a part-time general domestic worker and also a part-time domestic 
worker who specialized in cooking dinner and lunch. Job-hopping was normal and 
employers laid off workers easily. My mother worked for so many households that 
she couldn't even count them. The income she earned was limited but was crucial to 
my family. 
I accompanied my mother to work in her employers' homes several times. I still 
have a strong impression of the scene. One of the employer's homes I visited was 
not as beautiful as I thought it would be. The employer was living in the same public 
housing estate as my family. My mother ordered me to sit quietly on the sofa. I felt 
awkward seeing my mother picking up other people's dirty shoes and putting them 
in order. I also felt awkward seeing her wearing someone else's apron and cooking 
in someone else's kitchen. Generally, I felt awkward seeing my mother doing 
domestic duties in a stranger's home. The uncomfortable feelings that I had might 
have been because I thought that domestic work was not a proper job and that it 
should be done by the mother in the household because she loved her family. 
My mother also thought it was a degrading job as she had been working as a 
part-time domestic worker for only two years. One of her previous employers was a 
westerner who paid much more than her Chinese employer. She quit the job on the 
first day because she felt it was insulting to be ordered to iron the employer's 
underwear. After that, my mother found a “formal job" as a cleaner in a hotel and 
she did not work as a domestic worker again. Although, the work of a cleaner is 
heavy, boring and mechanical, my mother thought that it was better than domestic 
work because it was a real job with a stable salary and fringe benefits. 
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In the course of writing this thesis, a new nephew entered our family. Neither of 
my grandmothers could take care of the baby when my sister-in-law returned to 
work after her maternity leave. My brother and sister-in-law thought hard about 
alternative childcare options. My mother suggested they hire an Indonesian worker 
as she knew from her friends that they received lower wages and were more docile. 
Since my brother's flat is too small to accommodate a live-in worker, my mother 
also suggested the worker could sleep in the dining room of our flat and work in my 
brother's flat during the day. She thought her idea was great because the worker 
could take care of the baby in the daytime and also clean our flat at night. 
I was shocked that my mother, who had experienced the degradation of 
working as a domestic helper, had made such a suggestion. When my sister and I 
strongly opposed my mother's suggestion because it was unfair to the worker, my 
mother said that she did not think these arrangements amounted to exploitation. My 
brother and sister-in-law were not concerned whether the worker's treatment was 
fair; rather they were afraid that the "low-quality" foreign worker could not provide 
satisfactory care for the baby and that they could be prosecuted if they underpaid her. 
Eventually, my brother and his wife rejected my mother's suggestion and hired a 
local child-minder to take care of the baby while they were at work. 
The different values among my family members in dealing with the issue show 
that our perceptions of domestic work differ across generations. Although domestic 
work is still deemed a degrading occupation, our understanding of what is 
‘ acceptable treatment of domestic workers has changed over time. Real change may 
occur only when householders realize that they must fulfill their obligations as 
employers and when the general public recognizes the social and economic 
contribution of domestic workers to our society. I hope this research is useful in 
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enhancing the mutual understanding of both the employers and domestic workers. 
Hopefully, the findings of the research will raise public awareness about the working 
situation of Indonesian helpers in Hong Kong and generate support for improvement 
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